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FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELO PMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
· TO: Mr. Robert s. McNamara DATE: June 16 1969 

FROM: Irving So Friedman 

SUBJECT: Commodity Stabilization 

I have just received the attached memorandum from Mro Polak of 
the Fund suggesting a new sentence for paragraph 3(a) of our commodity 
decisiono 

I have discussed this matter with Mro Mendels and he will arrange 
to have this sentence available for circulation to the Board tomorrow 
morningo 

Att: 

c c: Mr. Mendels 
Mro Broches 
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INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

WASHINGTON, D . C . 20431 

/ 

CAB LE ADDR ESS 

I NTERFUND 

JUN 16 1969 
$ - ' p:--_, 

.MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Mr. Friedman ./ 

J. J. Polak l 

June 16, 1969 

Mr. Southard asked me to convey to you what, in our view, would 
now be the best description of the action that is likely to be decided 
by the Fund. I would suggest that the following single .sentence would 
be appropriate. 

"The Fund has decided that it will provide .temporary 
financial assistance to member countries having a balance 
of payments need, in order to facilitate their participa
tion in international buffer stocks under economically 
feasible international commodity agreements." 

In present circumstances I see no justification for a reference 
in your paper to the partial link with the Fund's compensatory financing 
facility. 

cc: Mr. Southard 



l 
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 
INTERNATIONAl DEVELOPMENT 

ASSOCIATION 

. 
OrF" ICE OF" THE PRESIDENT 

Mr. McNamara: 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

June 9 1969 

If you have nothing else to read! 

een 
JUN 1 2 1969 
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THE NEED OF DEVELOPING· COUNTRIES 

FOR A NEW ECONOMIC PHILOSOPHY 

by Irving S. Friedman 

Reprinted from The Colorado Quarterly 
Volume XVII, Number 4-Spring, 1969 



The n~ed of developing countries 
·for a new economic philosophy 

I R V I N G S. F R I E D M A N 

One of the most important developments of the postwar period is the 
extraordinary growth of nation states. There has been at least a 
doubling of their nun1bers over the past twenty years, and the end 
of the process is not yet in sight. Nation building on such a scale 
and with such intensity is unprecedented in human history and would 
have produced in any age and under any given set of circumstances, 
however favorable, a whole range of new problems in international 
economic and political relationships. One has only to look at the 
internal history of Europe in the nineteenth century to see that the 
process of creating and absorbing new units into the international 
community of nations is difficult and painful. 

In the postwar period difficulties of assirnilation have been compli
cated by the need for the international community to adjust to a new 
rationale of nationhood and a new political and economic philosophy 
of international association. Under the prewar system sovereignty 
usually went hand in hand with economic and social viability and 
international relationships were conducted essentially on the basis 
of equality and self-reliance economically. 

The new nation states have emerged in an environment of social 
and cultural divisiveness and economic backwardness; this has opened 
up a new dimension of international political relationships. The 
postwar growth of the concept of a world commitment to economic 
and social development of the less developed countries is connected 
to this phenomenon. Unilateral resource transfers to the developing 
world have been justified on grounds that underdevelopment as such 
constitutes a threat to international peace and security and should be 
tackled at the grass roots-better to eliminate social discontent and 
economic backwardness by helping to create conditions where people 
can have jobs, food, shelter, and hope than to embroil the world in 
recurring military and other crises because there are hunger and des
peration and hopelessness. Coordinated international action to this 
end is universally accepted in principle. 
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After World War II the concept of the interdependence of nations 
largely took the form· of an appeal to self.:interest. For example, in
c~mes should be sustained in the developing countries so as to provide 
the exporting countries with a market for manufactured goods, and 
the prices of raw materials should be stabilized, if possible, so as to 
ensure certainty of production and availability · of supplies. The 
international community became aware that it must somehow recon
cile the political concept of national sovereignty with the economic 
concept of interdependence--or at least coexistence-in a situation 
where the new nations did not define areas of cultural homogeneity 
and economic and social viability and where, because of the conditions 
in which they were formed, their mere existence created new inter
national dangers. It set about this task in the grand manner: from 
the Savannah Conference in 1944, called to inaugurate the Bretton 
Woods ventures, the International Monetary Fund and the World 
Bank, to UNCTAD II in 1968 when it activated an elaborate inter
national system to promote international peace and foster growth 
through unilateral resource transfer to, and concessionary trade and 
economic relationships with, the less developed countries. 

There are three facets of this international effort to achieve social 
and economic transformation in the less developed countries. The first 
concerns the role of the developing countries themselves, the second 
the role of developed countries, and the third the role of international 
organizations. 

Insofar as the first is concerned, a distinction shouJd probably be 
made between environmental problems-longer term obstacles to 
development that must somehow be whittled down to allow for a 
greater responsiveness of the economy to measures for economic and 
social development-and problems of economic management and 
performance, which involve the selection of policy instruments to 
achieve stated objectives and the type of effort that developing coun
tries should themselves make on a sustained basis to further their 
own development. 

With regard to environmental problems, population growth is in 
many countries the most outstanding and intractable. We have re
recently read a lot about this and its relation to poverty: the Papal pro
nouncement on Peace and Justice dramatized the suddenly accelerated 
worldwide interest. The facts are · indeed disquieting. Many 
of the developing countries will on present trends achieve a doubling 
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ot their populations in about twenty years. Within the lifetime of 
.our colleg€ generation, Brazil, how a country of fewer than 90 million 
people, will become as populous as the U.S. is today, and India may 
have the dubious distinction of topping the 1,000 million mark-a 
statistical ·landmark which her neighbor Communist China would 
already have achieved. Rapid population growth means that the 
countries concerned must do more and more at an ever increasing 
pace merely to sustain past economic gains, without much hope of 
adding to these gains. 

What is required is not just tnore food-although this aspect of 
the problem has, rightly, in my opinion, received the greatest im
mediate attention-but well managed urbanization, increased physical 
and social infrastructure-more water, more electricity, more roads, 
more sanitation, more educational facilities-in short more of every
thing to provide a minimal degree of facilities for civilized living. 
The economic and social effects of this population explosion are 
tremendous; problems of this dimension have never been envisaged by 
mankind before. Many developing countries in Asia and Latin 
America are increasing their populations by over 3 percent. Given 
their very low levels of output and consequent limitation on savings 
required to sustain large and accelerating rates of economic growth 
over this period, an increase of about 1 percent to 2 percent in their 
per capita income per year over the next twenty years is all that can 
be expected even with a reasonable inflow of capital from ·donor 
countries and international organizations and good economic perform
ance · on · their part. The forms and content of consumption may 
change under pressures of low income, urbanization, mass world-wide 
media of communication, the revolution in production, etc., but 
poverty will still be the condition of most of the world's peoples, and 
the contrast between conditions in the poorer countries and the richer 
countries is likely to be even more dramatic than today. 

A second environmental problem relates to the fact that many of 
the new countries became independent by opting out of groupings 
with which ·they had been associated for perhaps many decades and 
within which their economic structures had evolved. Many of these 
-find themselves now in a virtually unviable economic position. Wider, 
but looser, economic and political groups have sometimes emerged 
instead, but their effectiveness as organs for economic integration has 
varied, depending on the degree of cultural and political homogeneity 
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of the countries involved and the inherent scope for economic gains 
to all through integration. Modern day regionalism as evidenced in 
Central America, the West Indies, East Africa, and the areas around 
the Congo-to mention some conspicuous examples--can play an im
portant role in buttressing the economics of small or poor countries to 
achieve the degree of economic viability consistent with their role 
as sovereign states. 

Another major environmental problem is that of the realization 
of rising expectations. The twentieth century takes great pride in 
the fact that it is the century of "rising expectations." The phrase was 
coined around the turn of the century and has been used most fre
quently by sociologists and political scientists, usually within the 
context of explaining behavioral attitudes of people artd their response 
to social change. 

Rising expectations for the two billion people of the less developed 
world have particularly significant psychological, social, and economic 
effects-nationally and internationally. Although hemmed in by 
want and hunger and disease these people have definitions of the 
potentiality for material advancement of individuals and of nations, 
definitions which may, however, have no relationship to the realities 
of their own countries. Their concepts of consumption, of education, 
of housing, of transportation, of the employment they should have
these concepts have originated elsewhere: the United States, theN eth
erlands, England, France, Japan, Italy, etc. Obviously these imported 
concepts will not be realized for most of them in their own lifetime, 
or in the lifetime of their children, for that matter. Yet they hope, 
and they hope more and more intensely as the mass media of com
munications expand and their vision of the good life becomes clearer 
and more detailed. These hopes greatly influence private and public 
behavior. 

This tension between expectation and reality can lead to total in
dividual as well as national frustration. Impatience, restiveness, and 
hankering after the unattainable have become inevitable. Rising 
expectations can spur improvement but they can also have serious 
adverse effects on the development effort. If governments are weak 
and faltering, the quest for fulfillment can lead to major economic 
misallocation of national resources, material as well as human, as 
quick or glamorous gains are given priority over sustained growth or 
basic improvements in human well-being. 
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• Another environmental problem is the uncertainty of economic 
. life in some of the developing countries. A certain degree of uncer
tainty is desirable. In the United States we have great quarrels about 
taxation, monetary policy, balance of payments measures, agricultural 
policy, but we do not quarrel about most of the economic, political, 
and social system. People do not start hoarding goods in expectation 
that one candidate or another is going to win an election; they do not 
start packing their trunks or getting tickets for airplanes or liquidating 
their investments. To an extent something like this, however, hap
pens in many developing countries. Where there is no assurance of 
continuity, there can be no real forward economic planning-private 
or public-no broad communal participation in national econmnic 
goals, no incentive for involvement. 

The economy operating under such a system is a brittle one, liable 
to be cracked wide open by unexpected shocks. The less developed 
countries for their own sakes must somehow learn to develop a 
system of government in which equivocation and vagueness are re
placed by a reasonable degree of certainty and preciseness. What is 
required is not just a legal framework for conducting economic rela
tionships but the evolution of a public consensus as to what is right 
and proper, a code of personal and community behavior that is ex
pected to prevail under changing circumstances. But these are things 
that must emerge from within; they cannot be transplanted, willy
nilly, from outside. 

Turning from environtnental problems to those of economic nlan
agement and performance, the thing that strikes me as particularly 
characteristic of less developed countries is the diversity of economic 
and social objectives and the differing orders of priority given to these 
objectives in different countries and at different times even in the 
same country. 

The process of developtnent in these countries may be seen as one 
of simultaneous and inter-related movements along a wide spectrum 
of desirable objectives: faster growth in GNP, price stability, employ
ment opportunities, income redistribution, improved social security, 
better education, better housing, better medical care, and so forth. 

~ Theoretically a country can choose a path of fast economic growth 
and ignore goals of financial viability and social integration. But for 
all practical purposes, this is impossible. Economic and social goals 
reinforce one another-especially in the longer term-and the pursuit 
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of one at the expense of most of the others will lead to serious eco
nomic distortions and precipitate political and social crises. 

However, even if balanced economic and social development is 
accepted as desirable, there is no easy way of judging what blend of 
objectives and policies is best for a particular country; it involves not 
only the availability of resources but also the aspirations of people and 
the needs for economic, social, political, and cultural unity and co
hesion. A country with a serious unemployment problem and a restive 
population may give high priority to employment creation and social 
security. Another with a strong political system and cohesive popula
tion may opt for more economic growth rather than more compre
hensive social security coverage. A third with too small an entrepre
neurial group may decide to concentrate its efforts on deepening the 
human, physical, and institutional infrastructure for development
creating more roads, generating more electricity, building more 
schools, establishing an agricultural bank-irrespective of the gesta
tion period of such investment or its contribution to GNP growth in 
the immediate future. 

Decisions regarding the choice of objectives and the rneans to 
achieve them must also take account of the relative impact of particu
lar measures on the total developmental process-how much they can 
contribute to activating and sustaining a high level of economic 
activity, and what they can do to improve the effectiveness with which 
economic resources are used. Resource allocation based solely on the 
subjective criteria of governments without reference to opportunity 
costs or increasing returns or potential for future economic and social 
gains may lead to a brief flicker of the development flame-and no 
more. For the development process to be sustaining, the choice of 
policy measures and the means to attain them must be based on prin
ciples of economic efficiency as well as subjective needs or political 
requirements. This is particularly important in the international 
development effort. If a country requires international assistance, 
it may well have to prove its eligibility for help by meeting the mini
mal criteria of economic performance required by the international 
community. 

In the broadest terms, "performance" covers the effectiveness with 
which public policy and both public and private resources and 
capacities are directed to the present and future promotion of econom
ic development. It must be evaluated on the basis of detailed 
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kl)owledge of individual countries, which vary greatly in their 
~atural and human endowments and in their institutional limitations. 
Because of this diversity, performance must be examined primarily 
on a time-series basis for each country and only secondarily on an 
inter-country comparative basis. A continuing examination of devel
opments and programs of a specific country should make it possible 
to gauge improvement or deterioration in its performance. Each 
country will experience various phases in its development process, in 
which it may be faced with different sets of constraints and problems 
and in which the "blend" of appropriate policies will vary. There
fore, even in the same country the emphasis on various aspects o£ 
performance criteria may vary as different stages of development are 
reached. 

It is custon1ary to regard economic growth as measured in GNP, 
or GNP per capita, as a particularly important index of development 
performance; indeed as an ihdex of economic growth it has come to 
be associated with development as no other single peg along the wide 
developmental board. This is unfortunate. Conceptual and practical 
difficulties of compilation and aggregation apart, an index of economic 
growth, which is no more than a measure of current flows and achieved 
increases in output, may show little of the dynamism and hidden 
strengths or weaknesses of an economy. This is particularly true of 
the developing countries where "something new" always seems to be 
happening. For example, drought in India in 1964 and 1965 dras
tically altered the short-term prospects of that country; there was a 
contraction in the growth index, while growth potential actually 
increased. Conversely, favorable weather may result in larger harvests 
while the growth potential of the country remains essentially un
changed. The expansion in the "absorptive capacities" of less devel
oped nations; the establishment of more efficient organizational, in
stitutional, and human infrastructure; improvement in techniques of 
monetary and fiscal management, etc., are "investments" from which 
returns will not be measurable for many years to come. 

In short, there is a constant hum of economic activity and innova
tion proceeding within an economy over any time period. Thus, a 
simple index of economic growth cannot measure or reflect the dy
namism of a society or its achievements in terms of laying the founda
tions for even faster economic growth in the future; it cannot evaluate 
the efficiency of the techniques of economic management used in 
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allocating or influencing the allocation of national resources; it cannot 
express the potential · for attracting international investments or the 
inducements provided for encouraging exports. Even as a summary 
of current flows, it can only give, with varying degrees of error, an 
indication of the magnitude of income; it can say nothing about 
how this income is distributed or whether the conditions exist for a 
concerted national drive to development through consensus and com
mon sacrifice. It does not tell us anything of the texture and quality 
of the development effort, but only that income and production 
increased or decreased over a particular time period. 

It is for these reasons that I feel that in evaluating development 
performance we should look beyond growth rates and focus our 
attention instead on aspects of policy concerning the effectiveness of 
a country's own efforts, first in the mobilization of resources and next 
in their utilization. 

Insofar as mobilization of resources is concerned, a major expres
sion of a country's development efforts is the ratio between the rate 
of saving and the gross domestic product. Even more significant than 
the average is the marginal savings rate, which shows what part of the 
additional income of a nation is actually saved. Developing countries 
are chronically short of the savings needed for investment. Successful 
development usually requires that the marginal rate of savings be 
higher than the average rate. This question requires consideration of 
the extent to which tax and financial policies offer incentives to raise 
]evels of private savings and investments. It also implies examination 
of the institutional aspects of the mobilization of savings, especially of 
a country's efforts in organizing financial institutions to mobilize 
additional savings and channel them into productive development. 

Of special importance is the role of the public sector in raising 
savings rates. In most developing countries, private savings are in
adequate to finance investment requirements and the public sector 
has to generate additional savings, often of considerable magnitude. 
However, it is not to be forgotten that public savings are usually invol
untary savings resulting from taxation. Major indicators of the per
formance of the public sector are the rates of tax revenues on one hand 
and the levels of current expenditure on the other, both in relation 
to national income. Evaluation of the fiscal and budgetary systems 
of a country cannot be limited, however, to overall levels of revenues 
and expenditure; the impact of the fiscal techniques used on 
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eGonomic activity and development must also be considered. 
Several t>ther factors are important in the context of policies for 

· re~oun:e mobilization. To begin with, the government's policy 
towards the attraction of external private capital is important. Domes
tic monetary policies may also be an indication of a country's com
mitment to resource mobilization for development. Rapid and per
sistent inflation due to excessive monetary expansion will have 
harmful effects on the level of savings and the overall efficiency of 
the economy. 

No less important than the formation of material capital are the 
government's policies and programs to enhance the growth of human 
capital, especially by broadening the skills and know-how of the 
population, for the scarcity of such assets is often a major constraint 
on the effective use of other forms of capital. One indicator of the 
government's effort in this field is the share of total current expendi
tures devoted to education and health. Another indication is the 
effort to introduce satisfactory family planning. Other indicators are 
even less precise; they require a qualitative evaluation of the govern
ment's program to raise the level of technical and managerial skills, 
improve its own administration, and ensure the participation of all 
sectors of society in the task of development. Needless to say, making 
judgments on such matters is most difficult and must be approached 
with care and humility. 

Turning to the utilization of resources, or the economic efficiency 
of resource allocation, the concept of an optimal allocation of re
sources is still in widespread use, but I feel that for the developing 
countries no simple or uniform formula can be applied to determine 
whether or not best use is being made of available resources. In every 
instance the investment program must be assessed in light of the 
longer requirement for goods and services to spur the developmental 
process. Where, to take an example, investment in agricultural and 
other food production facilities has been lagging seriously-and this 
is the case for many developing countries-there is an a priori case for 
saying that an accelerated investment program for agricultural re
habilitation is needed and that more new resources should be invested 
in this sector than over some past time period-almost irrespective 
of what is happening in other sectors. At the same time a country 
may judge that the urgency of instituting a highly.intensive vocational 
training scheme or for significantly extending educational facilities is 
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persuasive enough for justifying a "crash" program or a series of 
"crash" programs over a relatively short period at the expense of, say, 
a new highway program. 

A frequently reliable measure of effectiveness in resource utilization 
is success or failure in the promotion of exports, the principal source 
of foreign exchange for developing countries and of a far larger 
magnitude than external aid. The level of export earnings of a 
developing country, which largely determines its capacity to import, 
is often limited by factors beyond its own control. In many develop
ing countries, exports are concentrated in a small number of primary 
products, often foodstuffs, the demand for which may be highly in
elastic; thus a given increase in world supplies may well result in a 
much sharper fall in prices, at least in the short run. In other cases, 
developing countries are often faced with protected markets in the 
industrial countries. In addition, cyclical downturns in the industrial 
economies have sometimes had a harmful effect on exports of the 
developing countries. 

In addition to these and other hazards, the expansion of exports 
of the developing countries is, however, strongly affected by their own 
price and taxation policies, as well as by the composition of invest
ments. In a number of developing countries, prices set by central 
marketing boards for exportable commodities do not encourage an 
adequate volume of exports. In certain cases unrealistic exchange 
rates, sometimes combined with subsidization of domestic consump
tion of exportable commodities, actively inhibit the growth of ex
ports. In some countries the tax system bears more heavily on exports 
than on other sources of income. The evaluation of performance in 
resource utilization requires an assessment of the growth rate of ex
ports of both primary products and "non-traditional'' export goods, 
and especially of domestic policies affecting export expansion and 
diversification. 

Similarly, the utilization of resources is greatly influenced by gov
ernment policies towards production for the domestic market and the 
level of protection for such production. A certain degree of protection 
for local industries may be favorable to economic growth, especially 
in the initial stages. Excessive protection of domestic industries, how
ever, either by tariffs or by administrative restrictions on competing 
imports, if enduring for a long period, leads to inefficiencies which 
are often embodied in the structure of industries and become major 
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hQttlenecks in the development process. The levels of tariffs and other 
!Jleasures of protection, therefore, serve as one of the indicators of a 
country's performance in the utilization of resources for the domestic 
market. 

One question bearing on performance remains to be answered. 
What of situations where a country's potential development resources 
are being eroded by excessive military expenditures, or prestige out
lays, or "white elephant" brainwaves of politicians? 

It is indeed true that many of the less-developed countries have 
not as yet found it possible to pursue effectively sustained policies for 
social and economic development. Some optimists, including myself, 
had hoped that development would, with time, have attained the 
status of a sacred objective-an issue apart from other issues, about 
which there was sufficient public consensus to sustain its pursuance 
despite political, social, or economic vicissitudes. Yet in quite a 
number of developing countries governments past and present have 
not had the will or the determination to keep their countries on the 
path of sustained growth. Such countries are poor performers from 
the viewpoint of economic developn1ent. 

II 

I turn my attention now to the role of developed countries under 
the postwar international system. While these countries have re
peatedly affirmed their adherence to the principle of accepting con
tinuing responsibility for accelerating development, they have not 
as a group been prepared to implement fully this responsibility. 
They have built an elaborate institutional structure for effecting 
resource transfers, but have not found it possible to transfer re
sources on the scale required to accelerate the development process 
to the extent feasible. Moreover, such transfers as occur are mostly 
not effected in forms that will ensure a maximization of their contri
bution to the growth process in the less developed countries. 

At the present time the combined gross national product of the 
developed world (excluding the Soviet bloc countries) is about $1,550 
billion, the amount being saved each year about $325 billion; of this, 
about $7 billion is being transferred as official development assistance 
on a net basis. Contrasted to a near doubling over the six years, 
I 956-61, the volume of such development assistance virtually stagnat-
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ed between the years 1961-65. Thereafter, there has been some re
covery. The recent increase has been mainly due to the smaller donor 
countries. The net assistance from these countries increased at an 
annual rate of about 26 percent between 1965 and 1967. In contrast 
the combined net flow from major donors-France, Germany, the 
U.K., and the U.S.-rose by only 2.5 percent per annum. As a result, 
the share of the latter in the total net flow of assistance from countries 
belonging to the Development Assistance Committee of OECD de
clined from 86 percent in 1965 to 80 percent in 1967. 

It is not just the inadequacy of the developed countries' contribu
tions that is significant. Equally important is the need for continuity 
and certainty in the flow of development finance in any particular 
country over a span of years. At the present time the foreign aid 
programs of most donor countries are on a year-to-year basis. Hard 
and meritorious governmental policies, supported by the courage and 
sacrifice of a people, can be frustrated because a marginal amount of 
additional resources needed-the foreign exchange that was expected 
to be provided by donor countries and organizations-was just not 
forthcoming at the right time or in the right amount. Once embarked 
on the task of implementing a development program, a country simply 
cannot back out from mid-stream without the risk of serious mis
allocation and economic backsliding. 

All this is the more unfortunate because the external capital re
sources required by the less developed countries from the developed 
ones have represented on average only about 20 percent of total 
resources that must be mobilized for implementing development 
programs. The developing countries can now effectively use up to $5 
billion more per annum in external resources to implement their own 
efforts to transform themselves. Although marginal in relation to 
total needs, this amount is critical for sustaining and accelerating 
development simply because it represents foreign exchange that can 
finance via imports the addition to the resources available for invest
ment made necessary by the limitations on domestic savings, usually 
by the importation of machinery and capital equipment and tech
nology-normally the scarcest of all cmnmodities in the underdevel
oped countries. 

I personally do not believe that the developed countries wish to opt 
out of their obligations to assist in the social and economic transforma
tion of the less developed countries. What has happened, I suggest, 
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i&. that the emergence of a series of economic problems in major donor 
.countries ever the past few years-for example, the continued rela
tive scarcity of savings in many developed countries, budgetary prob
lems, and balance of payments deficits in the United States and the 
United Kingdom, coupled with a thaw in the "cold war"-have 
reduced somewhat the priority given by developed countries to their 
responsibilities in the less developed ones. This lessening of en
thusiasm toward the international effort has been aided and abetted 
by a general atmosphere of disappointment and disillusionment about 
the developmental achievements of the less developed countries over 
the postwar decades, however unjustified in many cases. 

What is required at this stage is the vigorous articulation of 
national interests in development finance based on realistic and hard 
nosed appraisals of what is happening and what can happen. Within 
a regime of better understanding and a fuller awareness of what 
really is at stake, one of the first tasks to be tackled is the authoritative 
estimation on a country-by-country basis of the external capital that 
is required over specific time periods to sustain and accelerate 
development in the poorer countries. We in the World Bank have 
made such estimates. However, whoever does it and whatever tech
niques are used, the objective must be to arrive at a set of figures that 
can serve as the linchpin for international action, a quantitative spring
board from which a concerted drive to implement the international 
development effort can begin anew. 

Having ascertained the requirements of developing countries, the 
developed countries must themselves agree on a "burden sharing" 
principle for meeting these requirements. For the so-called Develop
ment Decade (1960-1970) the United Nations had recommended 
that developed countries contribute 1 percent of their GNP for the 
economic development in the less developed countries. So far very 
few countries have attained this target, and present trends do not 
suggest that the UN recommendation will be implemented in the 
near future. The question needs to be considered whether the princi
ple of a "straight across the board" commitment of this type is 
likely to be more politically acceptable than one based on some 
allocational criteria that takes into account factors such as differences 
in attained living standards, the degree of vulnerability of particular 
developed countries to international political and economic tensions, 
and the extent of involvement of these developed countries in the 
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international economy through trade and financial relationships. 
~ The question remains of the form in which resources should be 

transferred. Various questions arise: Should foreign assistance be 
disbursed through bilateral channels or multilateral channels or some 
combination of both? Should it be "tied" to purchases in the donor 
country and particular "projects" in the less developed ones? What 
should be the conditions of its repayment? 

Insofar as channels of disbursement are concerned, three things at 
least should be remembered. Bilateral programs of foreign economic 
assistance have developed independently of one another over the last 
twenty years, they serve different national purposes, and the direction 
of aid to recipient countries is greatly influenced by past history and 
current relationships. When a donor country becomes pledged to as
sistance above this floor, the question of multilateral versus bilateral 
transfers becomes operational. In such a situation the choice of 
channel must of course be governed by the donor's wishes, political 
acceptability, and other considerations. However, a particularly heavy 
concentration on bilateral programs can lead to an economically 
unbalanced aid effort, and even though the amount of resources 
transferred may be right, its distribution among the developing 
countries can be hopelessly lopsided. This will not only imply a 
misallocation of some development funds; it will lead to a reduction 
in the effectiveness of the total international program. 

It seems therefore that side by side with a minimal volume of bi
lateral transfers, the international development effort should be 
oriented so as to enable the accumulation of pools of funds to be 
used on a multilateral basis, if only to iron out the distortions caused 
by the bunching of bilateral funds in particular countries or regions 
or for particular purposes or on particular conditions of availability. 
This concept of multilateral assistance as a contemporary device to 
achieve a more satisfactory allocation of international assistance in 
the less developed countries defines a minimal role for multilateralism. 

There are of course other grounds for advocating expanding pro
grams of multilateral assistance. Important among these is the argu
ment that disbursements through international organizations per se 
can more readily satisfy economic efficiency criteria in any particular 
country than disbursements under bilateral programs. From the 
donor's viewpoint, it is also cheaper to use multilateral channels than 
to administer bilateral programs. Moreover, disbursements through 
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multilateral .channels reduce ·· the likelihood of undesired political 
. involvements or even unwarranted criticism. Not least of the argu
ments for a greater share of development assistance disbursement 
through multilateral channels is that well organized machinery already 
exists for disbursing such funds on criteria that are regarded as highly 
satisfactory by both donor and recipient. 

On the question of conditions of aid, the tying of the latter to 
purchases in the donor country is a common feature of most bilateral 
programs. This involves, in effect, a hidden subsidy by the developing 
countries of the exports from the developed ones; this subsidy in any 
particular instance is defined by the differences between the national 
cost of project construction under international competitive bidding 
and the actual cost of it through exclusive purchases from a particular 
donor country. Balance of payments considerations are usually regard
ed as the justification for aid tying, despite donor debt increases. 
"Donor tying" is at best a questionable condition of aid allocations. 
Aid disbursed through multi-lateral channels is usually granted on the 
principles of international competitive bidding. This fact constitutes 
a strong argument for expanding multilateral programs. 

Turning to the question of different lending techniques, the pre
ponderant emphasis in both bilateral and multilateral sources of 
international finance has been on project aid-for example, providing 
foreign exchange funds to a particular country to allow the expansion 
of the productive capacity of a given facility such as a road, power 
plant, or factory or of the productive capacity of an entire sector, 
such as agriculture or power. To what extent and in what. circum
stances a donor should be prepared to go beyond this and provide 
"program" assistance that is not tied to a particular project but is 
allowed to accrue instead to the development program of the govern
ment as a whole or to the entire economy is a question that still 
remains to be answered by most donor countries and international 
agencies. 

In the early postwar years when n1ost of the developing countries 
were just starting out on the road to development, their need for help 
on project preparation and design was perhaps as great as their need 
for external capital itself; today many of them have substantially 
improved their ability and their capacity to design and carry out 
effective development policies and programs. Over this same period 
changes in economic structure of some countries in degree of in-
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dustrialization and in foreign trade have placed operative ceilings on 
their capacity to absorb effectively international assistance in the form 
of capital goods imported for specific projects. Most of the larger and 
semi-industrialized countries, such as India, Pakistan, Brazil, Mexico, 
and Argentina, are developing their own production of many types 
of machinery and equipment. Their need is not so much for more 
capital equipment imported from overseas to build or expand certain 
facilities but for a mixture of capital goods and industrial and main
tenance material, much of which can perhaps be produced at home. 
At the same time domestic savings are not adequate for available 
production investment opportunities and external capital is still 
needed. Strict adherence to the principles of an investment project 
approach to international assistance can lead in such instances and 
others to economic inefficiencies in the use of external capital. 

The question remains of what interest and repayments conditions 
should govern the disbursement of financial assistance for internation
al development. A major consideration to take into account here is 
the phenomenal increase in indebtedness of the developing countries 
over the past decade. From 1956 to 1966 the medium- and long-term 
public debt of ninety-two developing countries increased four-fold; 
debt service obligations quintupled. This sharp increase in the ex
ternal debt is a matter of the gravest concern for a growing number 
of developing countries. In some cases the burden of servicing debt 
has become so acute that it has required arrangements for the re
scheduling of past debt, debt that must necessarily increase if their 
development effort is not to sputter and stall. 

Unless the debt servicing capacity of the developing countries is 
improved one way or another, debt crises are likely to become more 
general in the future, especially in those countries requiring net 
inflows of capital for a considerable time yet. The trend is for the 
terms of financial assistance to developing countries to harden rather 
than soften: between 1961 and 1966 the share of grants in public 
financial assistance flows decreased from 76 percent to 63 percent; 
interest rates on the cumulative total of bilateral loans increased and 
the period of repayment shortened. The implications of this for the 
international development effort can be gauged from the fact that, as 
noted above, the flow of financial assistance remained about constant 
over the same period. Given onerous official debt and debt service 
thereon, the net flow of official funds to the developing countries was 
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therefore considerably reduced; yet the cumulative debt burden of 
this reduc~d flow will be higher than ever in the future. The devel
'oped countries will be sowing dragon's teeth for themselves and 
jeopardizing past developmental gains unless there is a program of 
coordinated action to lighten considerably the debt servicing burden 
on officially extended external finance and a willingness to reconsider 
the terms and conditions which should govern future development 
finance. It may be worth pointing out at this point that increased 
flows of foreign private developmental capital could greatly assist in 
coping with the problems of external indebtedness. 

III 

International organizations have three basic functions to fulfill in the 
international system described above. Firstly, as part of the institu
tional structure erected to implement the international development 
effort, they have a role as administrator and coordinator and, in 
some cases, financier. Secondly, as intergovernmental agencies with 
specific functional expertise, they have a role as consultant and adviser. 
Thirdly, as operative units of the United Nations system dedicated to 
the social and economic upliftment of peoples everywhere, they have 
a role as advocate and originator. All these roles become inextricably 
intertwined into one another in day-to-day functioning. 

The role of administrator derives from the function of specialized 
agencies as the overseers of international programs for social and 
economic transformation. At the international level there is a whole 
plethora of institutions whose funcions are to assist member countries 
to achieve particular goals along the developmental spectrum: for 
instance, if a country wishes to give high priority to employment 
creation in its program for social and economic transformation, it can 
turn to the International Labor Office for technical and other as
sistance; if it wishes to institute a program for better health, it can 
turn to WHO; for better education to UNESCO; for faster economic 
growth to IBRD; and so on. Either by accident or design postwar 
international institutionalism has become structured into functional 
and specialized agencies, each of which acts as an international shadow 
of particular national objectives. 

Through what media and on what principles of association do 
international organizations assist in helping countries to achieve 
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national objectives? To begin with the system as it works is one of 
co~ntinuous consultation in the implementation of national plans and 
policies. At some early stage of planning a selection of international 
organizations, depending on the blend of objectives to be pursued, is 
frequently brought into the picture primarily as advisers to fix and 
structure objectives and to integrate them into an international con
text. If country X, for instance, intends to give high priority to a 
crash program for employment creation during the first two years of a· 
Development Plan, a number of international agencies, such as the 
International Labor Office and the World Bank, may well be brought 
in to do one of several things or a series of several things: for example, 
they may be asked to examine the objectives and the priority given 
to them, send missions to recommend ways and means through which 
they can be achieved, provide technical or financial assistance to 
ensure successful implementation, and supply information on what 
other countries in similar circumstances have done in the past or are 
doing at present. 

An important point to remember is that in providing financial or 
technical assistance each individual organization uses its own allo
cational criteria. It may be argued that such criteria should be inte
grated into a total and uniform development performance test, 
but at the present . time the type of . coordination required to 
activate within the community of international organizations a stand
ardized system for measuring developmental performance just does 
not exist. Competitiveness among international . organizations may be 
a factor in impeding the evolution of such a code, but there are also 
profound uncertainties as to what criteria should be incorporated into 
such a code. The international organizations do not deal with 
simplified hypothetical cases but with complex societies whose 
explosive, changing characters outpace the arts and skills of man in 
providing satisfactory analyses, and effective government, and leader
ship. 

The complexities of the societies and their problems coupled with 
the functional specialization of the international agencies may r_esul t 
in basic inconsistencies in advice given to member governments on 
developmental problems. To give one example, an organization that 
is concerned with unemployment problems may advise a country to 
use an "intermediate" labor intensive technology in the process of 
diversifying its economy and industrializing itself, while another, 
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e<~mcerned only with an economic gain, may be advocating the 
use of highly capital-intensive plant and machinery imported from 
overseas. Or one may be pressing for a fairly comprehensive soCial 
security system while another may be advising more intensified re
source allocation in physical, rather than social or human, infra
structure. Such conflicts cause confusion in the minds of policy 
makers and serve to diminish the influence of international institu
tions in both developed and developing countries. 

Considerations such as these demonstrate the need for the inter
national agencies to achieve greater coordination in the advisory field. 
However, the difficulties of close coordination cannot be minimized; 
it is only partially achieved in national governments, even with long 
traditions of continuous government and qualified and experienced 
civil servants. Indeed, until much more progress is made in clarifying 
national objectives and in the reconciliation of national objectives 
with international objectives, it may well be that on balance the diver
sity of advice now being given serves useful purposes and helps avoid 
massive errors. 

Coordination among international organizations could enhance the 
impact on development of international organizations. But there is 
another type of coordination that is equally important, the coordina
tion of the activities of donor countries themselves in order to avoid 
major inefficiencies in bilateral aid allocations and disbursement. 
International organizations play an important role in such coordina
tion; of particular importance are the World Bank, the Development 
Assistance Committee of the OECD, and the Inter-American Com
mittee of the Alliance for Progress in this field. 

The major donor countries need to coordinate their activities in 
respect to the conditions of the provision and repayment of develop
ment assistance so as to allow the developing countries to be able to 
service debt and yet maintain a reasonable development effort. The 
Development Assistance Committee (DAC) translates this general 
objective into specific recommendations of ways and means of ac
complishing this. This is done in many ways, including analysis and 
criticism of bilateral aid programs of particular countries, continuous 
articulation of the disadvantages of aid tying, advocacy of "softer'' 
rather than "harder" terms and conditions, increasing rather than 
decreasing volumes of total aid flows, and greater rather than less 
harmonization. The DAC has had an important salutary effect on 
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aid efforts, although often their successes are not clearly identifiable 
as~such because the consequent actions are taken by others. 

The World Bank, and other institutions including OECD, plays 
a different role in aid coordination. As the sources of aid have become 
more and more diversified and as the need of particular countries has 
increased, the World Bank especially has taken the lead in creating 
specific machinery whereby the case for development assistance to any 
one country can be put before donor countries all at once on some 
agreed principle or format of aid giving-some concept of develop
ment performance that can command wide acceptability among 
potential donors. 

The formation of such consortia and consultative groups for in
dividual countries is a recent innovation in international economic 
relationships; its rationale is the basic good sense not only in trying 
to put the program and policies of a particular aid-receiving country 
under the continuous scrutiny of those fron1 whom it expects to 
receive aid but also in trying to match aid requirements with aid 
availabilities and vice versa. Aid coordination through consortium 
or consultative group can also serve as the instrument for negotiating 
the rescheduling of old debt or other debt lightening exercises in cases 
where it can be agreed that present debt burdens do actually frustrate 
the efforts of a country to develop itself. A consortium or consultative 
group thus provides a clearing house where the requirements and the 
problems of development can be aired between a developing country 
and the developed ones. 

I tum now to an aspect of aid coordination that has its origin in 
regionalism. The Inter-American Committee for the Alliance for 
Progress is the key coordinating body for development assistance 
from the United States to the Latin American countries. Designed 
primarily to transform a bilateral aid relationship between the United 
States and each individual Latin American country into an intra
national and multilateral relationship whose rationale is economic 
development of the entire Latin American region, the Committee 
is empowered to scrutinize development plans and policies of in
dividual recipient countries as well as the aid and, more generally, the 
economic policies of the United States towards Latin America. 

The work of the Inter-American Committee and the World Bank 
involves detailed critiques of development policies and performance 
as well as recommendations about terms, conditions, and volume of 
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aid. At the very least, together with parallel activities by the Inter
n~tional Monetary Fund in the fields of monetary policy and balance 
of payments management, they demonstrate that it is possible for 
responsible respected inter-governmental agencies, encompassing both 
the developed and developing countries, to conduct effective inter
national surveillance of national economic and financial policies on 
the one side and of international financial assistance on the other. 

IV 
After twenty years the international development effort is still in its 
infancy-brittle and fragile despite the great progress made. We have 
erected an impressive institutional structure but it remains under
utilized. We have managed to create an awareness among leaders in 
the developed countries of the grave importance of this problem, but 
public opinion in most countries has not accepted the concept of 
development assistance as an act of national self-interest. We have 
tried to get developing countries to realize that development must 
come basically out of their own efforts and sacrifices-that their 
heroes must be the farmer, the factory hand, the scientist, the promot
er, the banker, and the doctor-but they still see fit to place other 
objectives in a higher order of priority. 

These countries remain particularly sensitive and wary of advice 
from outside, even if such advice can be proved to be demonstrably in 
their own interest and helps secure for them international good will 
and external financial resources to implement development plans. If 
the international development effort has sputtered, if the gains have 
come in drops and tricklets, it is not only because the international 
flow was meager or the machinery deficient or the political "climate" 
unfavorable but because there is not a sense of total participation to 
achieve objectives generally and wholeheartedly accepted by countries, 
both the poorer and the richer. One fact that we often tend to over
look is that what we are trying to achieve goes even beyond the social 
and economic transformation of nations to the far reaches of personal 
behavior and attitudes of people in both developed and developing 
countries, particularly in their attitudes towards other people. 

Yet there ate gains. There is much more hardheaded awareness 
of the problems among countries today than ever before. There are 
many more leaders in the developing world who have a fuller ap
preciation of the problems of their countries and the need for bringing 
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a sense of both reality and dedication to their job. There are many 
qualified and dedicated administrators, civil servants, and educators 
in these countries. Private people are accepting changes and learning 
how to absorb modem technology. More entrepreneurs are directing 
their attention and efforts to productive activities. More skilled 
workers are coming into being. We have come a long way compared 
to only ten or twenty years ago, but the transformation is only begin
ning. For example, in the May, 1968, riots in Paris, it was quite 
distressing to find that among the posters of students was one that 
advocated the stopping of aid to the French-speaking countries in 
Africa so that France could concentrate on its own internal problems. 
In some developing countries, expression of general concern that 
rapid increases in population are stultifying efforts to improve living 
conditions are greeted with hostile cries of outside interference. Such 
attitudes are not universal but they make us realize that the general 
understanding of the development problem is too limited for the kind 
of political commitments needed. We have to cultivate a much 
broader public understanding everywhere if we are to have any con
fidence that even the limited things we are doing now can have some 
hope of continuity in the future. And this is one thing I worry about 
all the time. 
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Attendance at Third Session of the Industrial Development 
Board of UNIDO, April 24 - May 15, 1969, Vienna. 
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The Industrial Development Board is the immediate policy
making body of UNIOO, which is an integral part of the UN, and reports 
to the UN General Assembly through the Economic and Social Council. 
The Board meets in annual session, of which the one I attended was the 
third, to review the activities of the Organization. The Board is 
composed of 45 member nations, of which 27 are LDCs, 14 developed market 
economies, and 4 centrally planned socialist states. 

In addition to the 45 member states which are regular members 
of the Board, the Third Session was attended by observers from 30 other 
states, from some 11 UN agencies, fran 8 other intergovernmental agencies, 
and from 11 non-governmental organizations. 

I attended only the last few days of the session, from May 12 
through 15. The session had been plazmed to end at the close of the day 
on May 15, but terminated somewhat ahead of schedule, at approximately 
2 A.M. on that date. The Board had been in session since April 24, and 
had been preceded by a meeting of its subsidiary Working Group on Program 

r 

and Coordination that took place from April 8 through 22. Thus the 
entire proceedings lasted for 5 weeks. It was resolved that the next 
annual session should take somewhat less time, and there will be a ma.:x:imum 
of only 4 weeks for the meetings of both the Working Group and the Board 
itself. This will occupy the month of April 1970. 

The point of having the Working Group is presumably to shorten 
the deliberations of the Board itself. It seems, however, that both the 
Working Group and the Board go over essentially the same ground. The 
Working Group was in the process of reviewing the more than 300 individual 
technical assistance projects in which UNIDO is involved, for the most 
part fragmented and disparate, and its report consists of canments and 
suggestions made on these projects and on headquarters activities of the 
UNID0 Secretariat. Its report contains no formal recanmendations to the 
Board nor does it provide ~ guide to future activities. The partici
pation in the Working Group seems to be very much the same as that in the 
Board. The Working Group is open to all members of the Board, and this 
year some 41 members participated. 

The outcome of these 5 weeks of activity is a report on its 
session by the Board to the UN Genral Assembly through the Economic and 
Social Council. The contents of its report consist of the report of the 
Working Group, the report of its own discussions which seem to cover the 
same ground as the Working Group, and a series of resolutions adopted on 
various subjects. The report of the Board was not completed by the time 
of rrry departure from Vienna, and will arrive at the Bank in due course. 

JUN 9 
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Mr. Andrew M. Kamarck -2- May 28, 1969 

The part of the session that I attended was taken up with 
consideration of the resolutions. It had been preceded by a "debate" 
on the report of the Working Group, during which 22 speakers pronounced 
themselves, a "general debate" of the Board itself during which 52 
speakers took the floor, and adoption of the report of the Board to the 
UN General Assembly. 

It should be borne in mind that UNIDO was set up to focus on 
technical assistance for industrialization in the LDCs. It has a head
quarters staff of some 270 professionals, supported by an administrative 
budget which is part of the regular UN budget amounting to about $9 
million, and is responsible for administering technical assistance field 
activities with a value of contributions through the UN system.;in the 
neighborhood of $10-$1.5 million per year. The sources of finance for the 
technical assistance projects are diverse, including the UN's regular 
program of technical assistance, appropriations by the UNDP, and some 
funds made available voluntarily at pledging conferences exclusively for 
UNIDO. In fact, UNIDO administers only a minor part (some 15 percent) 
of the value of UN-financed technical assistance activities in industry, 
the major part being carried out ~ough other, specialized agencies, in 
particular the FAO, ILO, and UNESCO. 

The approximately 1.5 resolutions adopted at the Third Session of 
the Board for the most part contained nothing new or of any substantive 
significance. Nevertheless, great amounts of time were taken up in debates 
on drafting points contained in the resolutions in which the entire 45-man 
body was participating, despite the fact that there was a considerable 
effort outside of the formal sessions to agree on wording in a "contact 
group" with representation from the various categories of countries: LDCs, 
developed market economies, and socialist states. The resolutions cover 
such subjects as: endorsement of UN budgets and procedures for the 
regular program of technical assistance for industrial development; en-

dorsement of agreements entered into between UNIDO and other UN agencies 
and calls for fUrther agreements with all other UN agencies concerned; 
recommendations for continuation and expansion of certain UNIOO programs 
such as those tr oviding Special Industrial Services and Industrial 
Development Field Advisers; a recommendation that industrial development 
should be given high priority in the Second Development Decade; a 
recommendation that international cooperation for industrial development 
should be "free of all political, economic, and other conditions that 
might alter its nature or frustrate its purpose" ; · and a request to the 
Executive Director to consult Governments concerning the advisability of 
calling a special meeting of UNIDO at the time of the 1970 UN General 
Assembly Session to emphasize the importance of industry in connection 
with the Second Development Decade. One separate resolution endorsed the 
idea that LDCs use computer techniques aimed at accelerating industrial 
development. On the other hand, a proposal by Sweden that a smaller 
committee of 15 members be set up to formulate recommendations to the next 
session of the Board concerning areas of UNIDO• s work program to be 
emphasized during the Second Development Decade, UNID0 1 s organization 
structure, and the scope and financing of its activities, failed to gain 
support and was withdrawn. 
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Advantage was taken of the forum provided by the session to 
air certain aspects of international political and ideological disputes. 
The lead was generally taken in this respect by the USSR delegation, 
with its points of view echoed by other socialist states. On the Mid<lle 
East, the USSR delegation complained that requests from Israel for 
assistance from UNIDO were processed with suspicious rapidity, whereas 
requests .from Arab countries gave rise to difficulties. The Bulgarian 
delegation made reference to Israel's constant aggression which seriously 
compromised the Arab countries' industrialization and economic development. 
In connection with the discussion of UNIDO and the Second Development 
Decade, the USSR delegation made much of the point that the UN Preparatory 
Committee for the Decade is an incompetent body since the socialist states 
are not represented on it. Apparently the socialist states are boycotting 
the Connn.ittee because of the presence on it of the Federal Republic of 
Germany and the absence from it of the German Democratic Republic. The 
absence from UNIDO of the German Democratic Republic was also deplored. 
On the subject of the organization and operations of UNIDO, the USSR 
delegation expressed its support for a system of deputy executive directors, 
one of whom should be a Soviet citizen, and complained about failure to use 
teChnical assistance experts from socialist countries. On the subject of 
the role of foreign capital in industrial development and on the investment 
promotion activities of UNIDO, sharp disagreement was registered by the 
socialist states which "felt that UNIOO should defend the interests of 
developing countries against monopolistic private capital which threatened 
to enslave them, and strive to strengthen the public sect or in industrial 
life. n 

As is by now obvious, there was little of direct interest to 
the Bank in the proceedings of the Industrial Development Board. Never
theless, there is much of interest to the Bank in the work being carried 
out by the UNIDO Secretariat. I spent several days following the 
session in discussions with the Secretariat, an account of which is being 
set forth in a separate memorandwn. A few items relating to the Bank did, 
however, come up in the course of the Board proceedings. In referring 
to cooperative agreements negotiated by UNIDO with other UN bodies (II1>, 
UNESCO, ECE, EGA, ECLA, UN Economic and Social Office in Beirut) and in 
connection with other arrangements now being worked out (FAO, WHO, ECAFE), the 
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Executive Director canmented that ''negotiations with other organizations with
in the UN system had admittedly led to some satisfactory results; but a 
closer relationship must be established with the World Bank, the regional 
development banks, and other regional organizations concerned with indust-
rial development". The delegation of Pakistan was even more explicit with 
respect to the World Bank, expressing itself as follows: "UNIOO InaY' thus 
follow the example of other international agencies in establishing a 
working arrangement with the World Bank, perhaps even coming to a formal 
agreement by which an appropriate share of world capital resources might 
be secured for the industrial sector". The US delegation indicated to me 
privately that it had urged the Executive Director to explore possibilities 
of a closer relationship with the World Bank. 
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The issue of cooperation with the World Bank came up in 
particular in discussion of a resolution adopted on promotion of 
export-oriented industries. The Netherlands delegation proposed an 
amendment to the draft of the resolution calling upon the Executive 
Director to "seek the cooperation in the field of promoting export
oriented industries of the World Bank which is examining the probl~ 
of increased earnings of developing countries fro• manufactured 
products and further processing of raw materials and agricultural 
commodities". This was strongly objected to by the USSR delegation 
as represent..ing "yet another attempt by the advanced Western countries 
to sidestep UNCTAD." The Netherlands amendment was ultimately watered 
down to read that "the Board further requests the Ex:ecuti ve Director to 
cooperate with regional and international institutions within the UN 
system." 

In discussing the need for external private capital for 
industry, the delegate of the Ivory Coast stated that the World Bank 
should be encouraged to set up an international investment insurance agency 
and that UNIDO aould usefully collaborate in this endeavour (he did not 
specif,y how). He also stated that the World Bank and UNIDO should assist 
the LDCs to obtain capital on international markets in the form of long
term, lmv-interest loans. These comments by the Ivory Coast delegation 
were made prior to my arrival. I noted them in reading the Summary Record 
after the end of the session. Some clarifying remarks might otherwise 
have been in order. 

cc: Mr. Stevenson 
Industrialization Division 
Messrs. Demuth, Consolo 
Mr. Raj 
Mr. Diamond 
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DAC (informal) Meeting on SuE.Elementa!:l Financial Measures (Paris: June 

I attended the above meeting, which was convened to enable DAC 
members to exchange views preparatory to the next meeting of IGG on 
Supplementary finance in New York from June 23 - July 3. Mr. Wishart 
also was there. Mr. Koinzer of Germany was Chairman. 

4) 

In the course of discussion, in response to specific questions by 
the Chairman and by others, I stated the position with respect to the 
further material requested of us by the IGG. The DAC members expect us 
to provide papers on specific questions for the IGG meeting; especially 
on (revised) cost estimates, and whether the Bank/IDA can administer a 
scheme, if funds were made available and if E.D.'s so agreed, within the 
existing Articles of Agreement. They also hope there would be consulta
tions between Fund staff and Bank staff on the relation between S.F. and 
C.F.F. and that this would be clarified at the IGG meeting. I stated that 
we have considered available data for more recent years also, and our 
present cost estimates indicated $300 million a year as a reasonable figure. 

My impression is that the overall attitude showed some resilience. 
There was an awareness of expectations of LDC's with respect to Supplementary 
Finance, and that funds for this purpose had to be additional. The U.s. 
recognized this was an important aspect of the development problem, but was 
not certain yet about the priority to be accorded to it. Australia did not 
say anything. France restated its known position, but briefly and less 
vigorously. 

The U.K. specifically said that any scheme of S.F. that only 
diverted existing development funds to this purpose would be of little 
interest to developing countries. The idea had been expressed that IDA 
would be the administering agency. The U.K. raised the question of 
replenishment of IDA for its existing functions, and funds for this particu
lar purpose of meeting export shortfalls. How would the S.F. contributions 
be shared among donors? The UoS.A. did not preclude IDA replenishment with 
this purpose also in mind, and noted that if IDA was to be the administering 
agency, the sharing of contributions could well be like for IDA. Several 
members spoke of Third IDA Replenishment and S.F. The U.K. noted that this 
would complicate negotiations more than if the two were staggered and 
separately dealt with. France doubted if all countries would agree to IDA 
replenishment with S.F. included in it. (I steered clear of this discuss·on.) 

As summed up by the Chairman, there was a general feeling around 
the table that the next IGG session should be the final one. It would then 
be up to the Trade and Development Board and for governments to pursue the 
matter further. Therefore, Group 'B' (DAC) members should come prepared 

I 
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to state their respective positions at an early stage of the IGG meeting, 
so as to facilitate the finalizing of the Report. If an agreed report did 
not emerge, as seemed likely in view of the rather wide range of views even 
among Group 'B' countries, then the Report of this meeting could be envisaged 
as supplement to the Report of the Group that was forwarded to UNCTAD II. 

Mr. Koinzer noted that the so-called simplified alternative presented 
by them earlier did not gather any wide support. They were for a simple 
scheme, that was essentially discretionary and administered by an existing 
agency. The U.s. shared this view. It was observed by some members that 
on refinancing of Fund Facility, and other alternatives, there were no papers. 
It would not be possible to consider them at the IGG meeting unless details 
were presented. Then, as France put it, discussion would focus on Bank Staff 
Scheme, and this is what LDC 's wanted. 

' 

cc : Mr. Wishart 
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DRAFT MEMORANDUM TO MR. MeN .AMARA JUNE 4 1969 

eountry economic reports - Germany 

Do not have a general eountry economist the way we do. The 

Kredit Anstlat does project investigation with only an incidental 

look at the economy. In Bonn the Ministers use our economic reports 

whenever a general look at the economy is necessary. However, in 

some cases the reports are less used than otherwise because of 

language difficulties. 

In addition our reparts are sent out to all Embassies and the 

experience has been that in the last couple of years what the Embassies 

report on the conditions in their countries is very close to what is 

contained in the latest report of the Bank. (For instance, Mr. vom Hofe 

said that this information was given on a purely confidential and 

personal basis.) 

/ 



·Asian Development -Bank 

Discussed in the days of the early formation of the Bank that in forming 

his own economic staff use would be made of our economic reports. 

Discussed with President Watanabe of the Asian Development Bank, who said 

that they were making extensive use of our economic reports and hoped to continue 

to do so. Would appreciate if even further use of our economic reports was 

possible • 

African Development Bank 

Spoke to President Beheiri when he was here recently who said they make 

full use of these reports. They had deliberately not built up an economic staff 

for this purpose as assuming from previous conversations with me would continue 

to rely on availability of our economic reports and related material. 

This is aside from the use made in consultative groups and the Executive 

Directors and their work but rather the extent to which these are being used by 

bilateral donors and regional banks, to my knowledge. 

It ix has also been reported to me that at a recent meeting of the EEC 

a number of representatives spoke up and indicated that in their countries they 

were relying greatly on our country economic work xxaxxkKX and as reported to 

me these views were generally endorsed by all present. 
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On use of Bank economic reports speak to: 

/ Mr. Maude extensive use of documents but would know 
more after speaking to Londono 

;fMro Reid -- extensive use of them made in Canada, but not 
as much as IMF reportso 

/'Germans -- extensive use made of documents in Germanyv 

/
Paul Clark, AID -- used them extensively -- would need 
their own specialized staff to write the information if 
it weren't available in the Bank economic reportso 

/ Mro Karlsson --

Mro Suzuki --

Mro Carriere or Plescoff 

Mro Rota 

Mr. Sedwitz - OAS 



June 6, 1969 

Bank Economic Reports; 

Pazos of Inter-American Bank: Used by the Economics Department and Country 
Desks, depending on the problem, but basically the Economics Department. 
As regards general countries they work with the Bank and CIAP, relying more on 
Bank reports for greater depth and CIAP reports for more regular reporting -
5 CIAP reports are got out as compared with 3 from the Bank on a country. 
They do not have sufficient staff to rely on their own reporting. 

Karlsson: In Sweden reports are being sent to Central Banks, Ministry of 
Finance, Foreign Department and SIDA- will look into sending also to National 
Institute of Economic Research. 

Lieftinck: Reports are used by Dutch Government in connection with consortium 
and bilateral aid. 

Plescoff: Reports have not been used very extensively outside the Government 
of France, but he is now considering circulating them, with discretion, to Banks 
in France. 
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April 9, 1969 

SPECIAL STUDIES GROUP 

The Special Studies Group has performed a great variety of func~ions, 

including preparation of papers for the Board. Example~ ''P,references for 

Domestic Suppliers", and work on policy problems. At the same time, the 

Group, which consists of two people, has concentrated on: 

(1) Helping to draft the action decisions on Commodities. 

(2) Preparation of the first draft of the President's Report 

to the Board on Commodities. 

(3) Outline of Economic Development Report. 

(4) Had been doing some basic thinking on the lines that you and I 

discussed on the Third Replenishment but, for the timebeing, 

this · has been suspended. 

At present Budget for three persons, but would suggest four. 



April 9, 1969 
What we need in work on Development Strategy and Economic Performance 

1. What is the philosophy of the Bank with respect to development strategy and 

implementing economic policy. 

2. A critique of this philosophy, for example, is it realistic in application --

does it recognize differences among countries does it affect actual decisions by 

the Bank or IDA, etc. 

3. How does the Bank philosophy compare with other approaches to the problem of 

o4 S 
development strategy and economic performance as in other institutions the ID~ , 

1 

the African Development Bank, the Asian Development Bank, or individuals. 

4. What special problems have arisen in trying to develop a Bank philosophy in this 

field or in trying to apply it. 

5. This is part of the process of becoming the world's leading experts in the field 

recognized as such by people both inside and outside the Bank. 

6. What areas of research and thinking should be focused on first to help meet some 

of the problems identified above among those already identified are: 

(i) Does the Bank have its own independent evaluation of countries development 

strategies and economic performance or are we guided by what we are told by the 

countries. 

~ ~ .ol .. ~( 
(ii) De we he:"IJIC ur own crl terla for JUdglng country strategies and performance, 

including relastic and well conceived economic and social criteria. 

(iii) In practice how do we relate our views on development strategy and economic 

and social performance to what the Bank actually does in operations and technical 

assistance. 

(iv) How to improve the sections in our contemplated economic development reports 

in these fields and how to ensure their careful review when done. 

(v) What methods, if any, do we have in bringing about a greater understanding by 

the Bank on what is or are appropriate development strategies ,.._. how to help 

countries to adopt and maintain such strategies. 

7. In terms of personnel it is proposed that the Development Program Group aim to build 

up a staff of six professionals in the coming fiscal year. 
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FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

. OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Directors, Study Groups, Mro Kamarck, 

Mro Stevenson 
DATE: April 4 1969 

FROM: Irving So Friedman 

SUBJECT: Agenda for Meeting Monday April 7 

I hope on Monday to have for discussion your proposed work plans and 
budget for the coming fiscal yearo 

I also presume that John Adler has talked to you about thiso I have 
a memorandum from him on staff and recruitment which I am attachingo 
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SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Irving S. Friedman 

John H. Adler r;t'{J-
DATE: April 3, 1969 

APR 4 1969 
9 . 4- c;- t-.. --.. 

Staffing and Recruitment Status, Economics Department and Study Units -
March 31 1969 

This is in response to your request for a report on the staffing 
situation in the Economics Department and Study Units. It has been 
prepared .by the Personnel Division and shows the position as of 
March 3l!~that the Economics group has a total of 3 positions to be 
filled. 

Of the 84 authorized positions in the Economics Department, 
67 were filled as of March 31, 10 offers had been accepted (2 of 
these staff members reported for duty April 1, and the others are 
expected to over the next several months). Against the remaining 
7 vacancies, 4 offers are outstanding and 1 transfer has been 
arranged from outside the Department, leaving a net of 2 positions 
to be filled. We have 11 other candidates, whose references have 
been or are being checked, to whom offers could be made on short 
notice if vacancies existed. 

Of the 36 authorized positions in the Study Units, 22 were 
filled as of March 31. Eight offers had been accepted and long
term commitments have been made with consultants for the Basic 
Research Center which are allocated to three positions. Three 
other offers are outstanding and 1 transfer has been arranged 
from outside the Study Units and 1 transfer out is expected. 
Taking into account expected terminations, 1 additional offer 
could be made for the Study Units. We are at the point of making 
offers to 7 additional candidates in the Study Units should there 
be additional positions authorized for them to fill or unexpected 
vacancies. 

Details on the positions by Divisions of the Economics Depart
ment and by Study Units are given in the attachment. 

The bove recruitment position does not reflect the fact that 
the Economics group has, during the current fiscal year, lost 10 staff 
members to other Departments of the Bank: 6 to Area Departments, 1 to 
Projects, 2 to C.I.D. and 1 to E.D.I. Transfers into the group during 
this time have been 6 Young Professionals, 1 from Treasurer's and 1 
from E.D.I. (Baranson, on a limited-term basis). Additional transfers 
of others to the Area Departments are under consideration but not yet 
arranged. Furthermore, a number of candidates initially recruited for 
the Economics group have been shifted to other departments for consi
deration, principally to Area. This procedure is continuing where 
candidates are qualified for other positions than those in the Economics 
group. 

Attachment 
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ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT AND STUDY GROUPS 

Status as of r1arch 31, 1969 

Authorized Inc urn- Transfers; Uncommitted Offers/Tr~nsfers(T) Exuected Net Recrui tme 
·. : ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT Positions bents Offers Acceoted Vacpncies under Consideration Vacancies Requirement 

Office of the 
Birector 6 6 0 0 1 - Lowther 1 - Bhatia (T) 0 

Industrialization 8 7 0 1 1 - Carmignani 0 0 c 
c 
I. 

(T) (1) 
~=-

Urbanization 3 2 1 - Mer a 0 1 - Bhatia 0 

Fiscal Policies 8 5 2 - Joshi 1 0 0 1 
Gandhi 

Population 4 .2 1 - King 1 0 0 1 

Quantitative Tech-
niques & Analysis 12 9 2 - Leoni 1 0 0 1 

Cheetham 

Sector & Projects 14 10 4 - Ablasser 0 2 - Rado 0 (2) 
Anderson Kawakatsu 
Duane 
Scherer 

c 

Statistical Services 19 17 0 2 (T) 
I. 

1 - Helne 0 1 " 

. Trade Policies 10 9 0 1 0 0 1 

84 67 10 7 6 1 2 
-..... 
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October 16, 1968 

REORGANIZATION 

On November l, 1968, the following organizational units will be estab
lished and the staff assigned to them will report directly to The Economic 
Adviser to the President: 

l. Special Studies. Mr. David Kochav will be Acting special Studies 
Director. The functions of this unit are described in Annex I. 

2. Basic Research Center. Mr. Louis Goreux will be the Director of 
the Center, the functions of which are described in Annex II. 

3. Creditworthiness Studies. Mr. Barend de Vries will be Credit
worthiness studies Director. The functions to be performed by this 
unit are described in Annex III. 

4. Development Finance Studies. Mr. Ugo Sacchetti will be Development 
Finance studies Director and the functions to be performed by this 
unit are described in Annex IV. 

5. Commodity stabilization Studies. Mr. Dragoslav Avramovic will be 
Commodity stabilization Studies Director. The functions to be 
performed are described in Annex V. 

6. Development Programs Studies. The functions to be performed by 
this unit are described in Annex VI. Mr. Barend de Vries will 
serve as Director of this unit on an acting basis until a permanent 
Development Program Review Director is appointed. 

The Economics Department, with Mr. Andrew Kamarck as Department Director 
and Mr. Alexander Stevenson as Deputy Department Director, will consist of 
eight divisions, the functions of which are described in Annexes VII through 
XIV. These divisions and the staff members who will serve as Division Chiefs 
are as follows: 

l. Sector and Projects Studies (see Annex VII)- Mr. H. G. van der Tak 

2. Quantitative Techniques and Anab7sis (see Annex VIII)- Mr. E. K. Hawkins 

2/ 
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J. Trade Policies and Export Projections (see Annex IX)- Mr. A. J. Macone 

4. Fiscal Policies of Developing Countries (see Annex X)- Mr. S. Please 

5. Economics of Industrialization (see Annex XI)- Mr. G. Kalmanoff , 

6. Polulation Studies (see Annex XII)- Mr. E. K. Hawkins, Acting 

7. Economics of Urbanization (see Annex XIII)- Mr. R. M. Westebbe 

8. Statistical Services (see Annex XIV)- Mr. A. E. Tiemann 

Robert S. McNamara 
President 

... 

,. 



ANNEX I 

Special Studies 

The basic functions of the unit are to prepare papers for the President 
and the Board on policy questions (including but not confined to economic 
policy questions). 

October 16, 1968 



~ ANNBX II 

Basic Research Center 

The basic function of the Unit is to do long pay-off research. The 
Center is not to engage in applied or operational research but only on 
problems that need to take several years for fruition. The research is 
directed at providing the theoretical underpinnings of naticnal and 
international economic policies pertaining to development with the emphasis 
on deriving new insights into key problems as a means of improving policy 
making by the Bank Group and their member countries or institutions therein. 
It is intended to establish an advisory· group, consisting of scme m~~bers 
from outside the Bank, and some members from various parts of the Bank, to 
advise on the program of studies to be carried out, and to review the 
resulting studies. 

October 16, 1968 



ANNEX III 

Creditworthiness Studies 

This unit is to provide advice and to make recommendations on 
creditworthiness policies. It will be concerned with the methods, 
standards and approaches of the Bank in dealing with the assessment 
of country creditworthiness, .and review and evaluate for The Economic 
Adviser to the President the work done by the Area Departments on 
these matters. It will exercise functional control over the prepa
ration of creditworthiness reports and, where appropriate, will 
prepare pilot studies. It will, where appropriate, make comparative 
studies of country creditworthiness as a basis for making over-all 
assessments and policy recommendations. 

October 16, 1968 



ANNEX IV 

Development Finance studies 

The basic functions of this unit are: to provide advice and to make 
recommendations on the economic, financial and other developments that 
affect the availability, terms and flow of public and private capital from 
the developed countries to the developing countries. This unit will also 
provide background information for the Ba1~ 1 s borrowing activities and 
information and advice needed in the various negotiations with the developed 
countries on IDA replenishment and the like. In carrying out these functions, 
this unit will keep in close touch with the other institutions doing research 
on the developed countries to take full advantage of their work. 

October 16, 1968 



Commodity Stabilization Studies 

The basic function of this unit is to do research, to provide advice 
and to make recommendations on Bank action in the field of commodity 
problems, policies and organization. 

October 16, 1968 
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~NNEX VI 

Development Program Studies 

This unit has two basic functions: 

1. To assist in the Bank's five-year programs for its member 
countries by the establishment of consistent methodology, approaches 
and standards for the preparation of the economic sections of the five
year programs by the Area Departments. It will exercise functional 
control over the preparation of such sections and will coordinate and 
review the economic judgment~, sector priorities and conclusions of 
such studies for submission to The Economic Adviser to the President. 
It will bring out the major economic issues of significance for Bank 
and IDA policy emerging from the analysis of the various five-year 
country programs. 

2. To establish uniform approaches, standards and methodologies, 
and review the work done by the Area Departments on development strategies, 
programs and policies in order to advise The Economic Adviser to the 
President on its quality. It will prepare comparative studies of country 
programs, where necessary, to help establish such uniform approaches, 
standards and methodologies. 

October 16, 1968 



ANNEX VII 

Sector and Projects Studies 

The basic function of this division is to provide advice, to make 
recommendations, and to do operational research in the field of sector 
and project analysis, so as to provide a better basis for judgments on 
appropriate policies and investment priorities in the lending and other 
activities of the Bru1k. 

This function is performed in two main ways by: 

a) Undertaking general an~ methodological studies of sector and 
project policy problems, and developing better analytical 
techniques for arriving at resource allocation decisions; and 

b) Providing advice on specific problems arising out of the work 
of the Bank on a sector or project in a particular country. 

a) involves specifically: 

(i) Development of methods and techniques for reaching investment 
decisions at the project and sector levels, by considering: 

(a) General problems, such as, for example, optimum timing 
of investment, risk analysis, and complications due to 
inflation; and 

(b) Problems specific to individual sectors. These concern 
primarily the definitions and evaluation of the relevant 
economic costs and benefits, and the development of 
techniques of project and sector analysis that properly 
consider relevant costs and benefits and relevant alter
natives. 

(ii) Research on sector policy issues such as pricing, and develop
ment of practical recommendations on them. 

(iii) Collection and analysis of information pertaining to the rele
vant supply and demand functions with a view of devising opera
tionally useful parameters. 

b) comprises: 

(i) Participation, where appropriate, in project and country missions, 
as well as separate field studies. This activity is coordinated 
with on-going research. 

(ii) Advice and comment on project and sector work originating in the 
Project Department. 

October 16, 1968 



ANNEX VIII 

Quantitative Techniques and Ana~sis 

The basic functions of this division are: 

1. to do operational research on the use of modern quantitative ' 
techniques of analYsis and to apply it particularly in countr,y economic 
work. This function is performed by: 

(a) developing analytical techniques and models useful to 
understand and to help predict the behavior of particular 
types of economies; 

(b) working on growth, planning and other models used for 
analyzing the economic development of member countries, 
advising other departments on the methodology used for such 
work, and reviewing such work done in such departments. 

2. to provide the Bank a s.ystematic compilation on a uniform com
parative basis of the significant economic data on the developing countries 
and where appropriate to make an analytical evaluation of these statistics. 
At present, work is proceeding leading to the establishment of a computer 
countr.y data bank. The division advises other departments on matters 
relating to national income accounting and macro-economic computations. 
In consultation with area departments, it evaluates and advises countries 
on improving their key economic development statistics. 

October 16, 1968 



ANNEX IX 

Trade Policies and Export Projections 

The basic function of this unit is to do research on the major 
commodities of interest to the developing countries in order to advise 
the Bank Group on the outlook for future demand, supply, trade and prices 
of these commodities. The unit studies the economic and other forces 
affecting some 40 important commodities so as to maintain up-to-date short 
and medium term projections for those commodities as well as follow the 
activities, policies and programs of the various international organizations 
and conunodi ty groups involved in this field. 

October 16, 1968 



ANNEX X 

Fiscal Policies of Developing Countries 

The basic function of this division is to provide advice, and to 
make recommendations and to do operational research on problems relating 
to the mobilization by the developing countries of domestic resources 
for development so as to provide a basis for judgments as to the appro
priateness of policies in the fields of taxation, private savings mobi
lization, money, credit, and financial institutions. The emphasis is 
on the general policy aspects of these problems rather than on the 
detailed technical aspects of tax administration, budgetary control, 
etc., or on the legal and administrative problems associated with the 
development of capital market institutions and instruments. This function 
is performed by: 

(a) making recommendations on Bank policy in this field; 

(b) advising other departments on specific problems in this field 
arising out of the work of the Bank and reviewing work in this 
field done elsewhere in the Bank; and 

(c) undertaking comparative studies of these problems in selected 
countries. 

October 16, 1968 
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ANNEX XI 

Economics of Industrialization 

The basic function of this division is to provide advice and to 
make recommendations on industrialization problems and policies and ' 
to do operational research in the field of industrialization so as to 
provide a better basis for judgments on appropriate policies and invest
ment priorities, as reflected, for instance in country, sector (and 
project) reports, and in the lending and other activities of the Bank. 

The function is performed in three main ways by: 

(a) preparing recommendations on Bank policies in this field; 

(b) undertaking studies of the process of industrialization and its 
relation to general economic and social development in individual countries, 
developing techniques for efficiently stimulating the process (e.g. pro
tection against imports, subsidies, government sponsorship, providing a 
favorable climate for private investment and the like), and advising on 
the use of such techniques; 

(c) providing advice on general and specific problems of industriali
zation arising out of the work of the Bank, and reviewing the economic 
analysis of industrialization carried out in other departments. 

October 16, 1968 



ANNEX XII 

Population Studies 

The basic function of this section is to prepare recommendations and 
to do operational research on problems, particularly economic problems, 
related to population growth and its control in the developing countri~s. 
This function is undertaken by: 

(a) initiating recommendations on policies needed to accomplish 
Bank Group objectives in the developing countries; 

(b) collecting information about research work in the field 
currently going on elsewhere; 

(c) · in collaboration with area departments stimulating the 
collection by developing countries of appropriate data 
required for the evaluation of demographic trends and 
family planning pro grams; 

(d) providing advice to, and reviewing the economic aspects of 
work done in other departments, and providing direct 
assistance on specific problems in the population field 
where requested by area departments; 

(e) conducting and stimulating studies of specific topics of 
particular interest to the Bank such as the measurement of 
the demographic and economic impact of birth control 
programs, practical problems of implementing such programs, 
and the effects of policies other than family pla.nning that 
could affect the rate of population growth. 

October 16, 1968 
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.ANNEX XIV 

Statistical Services 

The basic function of this group is to provide the Bank with statis
tical services in the form of statistical analyses and advice, computations 
and tabulations, computer programming services and basic statistical reports. 
The group's work has the following four major sub-divisions: 

External Debt and Capital EJcports ~ Periodic reports are received 
from member countries on the status of their long-term external public 
debt. Data are obtained from this reporting system and provided to the Bank, 
and also to international organizations, regional development banks, 
individual countries and others requesting such information. Periodic 
reports of credits and grants made available to developing countries are 
received from the creditor countries through the Expanded Reporting System, 
operated jointly with OECD. In this fashion, by obtaining corresponding 
data from both debtor and creditor countries a more complete coverage of the 
external debt situation should be provided and the quality of debt statistics 
improved. For this purpose also technical assistance in the collection and 
processing of debt statistics is provided to developing countries as 
required. 

Selected data are maintained on new foreign issues in major capital 
markets, and are made available twice a year to the Bank and IMF, OECD and 
other interested parties. 

Statistical Techniques: Advice ·is given to Bank staff on statistical 
methodology and techniques . Manual tabulations and statistical checking 
services are provided for Bank staff. 

Computer Programming: Computer programming requirements associated 
with external debt data are provided as are all the "scientific" program
ming needs of the Bank staff, including regression analysis, linear pro
gramming, Monte Carlo techniques, rate of return and discounting calculations. 

Graphics: All charts, graphs and diagrams appearing in Bank, IDA and 
IFC reports are provided. 

October 16, 1968 
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ANNEX XIII 

Economics of Urbanization 

The basic function of this division is to prepare recommendations, to 
do operational research, and to provide advice to the Bank on the problems 
of urbanization in developing countries so as to provide a better basis 
for judgments on appropriate policies and investment priorities in Bank 
lending and other activities. 

The function is performed by: 

(a) undertaking studies ~f the process of urbanization and its 
relation to general economic and social development, of 
different policies and approaches to it (e.g. satellite 
towns, etc.), and of special problems arising in connection 
with it (e.g. in the areas of transportation, town planning, 
financing, growth of slums, etc.); 

(b) providing advice on general and specific urban problems 
arising out of the work of the Bank. 

October 16, 1968 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR . 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORA Tl ON 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Robert .So McNamara DATE: June 4 1969 

Irving So Friedman 

Letter from Secretary-General of UNCTAD 

I believe that Mro Perez-Guerrero would like you to 

be aware of the attached lettero 

President has seen 
JUN 9 
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UNITED NATIONS NATIONS U IES 

CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

CONFERENCE SUR LE COMMERCE 
ET LE DEVELOPPEMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

OF UNCTAD 

BUREAU DU SECRETAIRE-GENERAL 

DE L'UNCTAD 

Telegrammes : UNATIONS, GEN~VE 

Telex : 22.212 ou 22.344 Palais des Nations ' 

~2ll GEN$VE 10 Telephone : 34 60 11 33 40 00 33 20 00 33 l 0 00 

REF. N° : 

Dear Mr . Friedman , 

27 May 1969 

J/Ji J 

I was pleased to receive your letter of 9 May 1969 
concerning the proposed visit to ashington by the Director 
of my Commodities Division for consultations with Bank 
officials in connexion with the Study on Rubber . 

Mr . Chidzero , the Director of the Commodities Division, 
will communicate directly with Mr . Macone as suggested in your 
letter . I should mention, however , that in view of his commit
ments related to the Preparatory Meeting on Cocoa , scheduled for 
16 - 27 June , it will not be possible for Mr . Chidzer o himself 
to visit Washingt on at this stage . Instead , I am sending 
Mr . A. Maizels , Assistant Director in the Division, who will be 
accompanied by Mrs . 1 t Hooft-Welvaars , our Consultant on Rubber . 

Please convey to Mr . McNamara my sincerest appreciation 
of the Bank ' s ready co-operation in this matter . 

Mr . Irving S. Friedman 
Economic dviser to the President 
International Bank for 
Reconstruction and Development 
1818 H Street , N.W. 
Washington , D. C. 20433 
U. S. A. 

Yours sincerely , 

~~~h~uerre'r-o~" ...... _.., 
Secretary-General of UNCTAD 
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Mr. Michael L. Hoffman 

.. 
June 4 1969 

Irving S. Friedman 
'• 

Bond Club Sneech 

Thanks for the copy of your mer1orandwn of May 29. 

I think w ought to try to invent words other than "grant 
lement" or "hard" or "softu. It is all kind of colorful but 

misleading. . • 

,• I 

Until we have better words perhaps 
what we are doing, using words like "no 
interest charge about 3/4 of 1%" . or" 
94%", etc. 
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we had b tter just say 
interest rate but small 

i interest rate of 
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FoRM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE ~t. 
CORPORATION /4 ~~ 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mro Robert S. McNamara DATE: June 4 1969 

FROM: Irving S. Friedman 

SUBJECT: Sterling Area Arrangements 

I believe you will find the attached memorandum of 

interest. 

Att: fJesi_qen 

• 



. TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASS OC I ATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM a 

Mr "' Irving s~ Friedwan DATE: May 29, 1969 

Ugo Sacchetti ~·~ . 
Sterling Area Ar-t angemen t s 

In September 1968 a network of arrangements came into effect 
between the Government of the United Kingdom, the central banks. of 
twelve industrial countries (Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, the 
Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Sweden, Switzerland and the United States of America), the Governments 
of sterling area countries and the Bank of International Settlements 
(BIS). Although the ultimate purpose of these arrangements is to 
minimize the effect on the external reserves of the United Kingdom of 
withdrawals of sterling balances by overseas sterling area countries, 
their effects on the availability and composition of reserve assets 
of sterling area countries are important for the IBRD. 

!/ 
In essence, these arrangements involve the following~ 

1. Drawing facilities are available to the United Kingdom from 
the BIS , for an amount of up to $2,000 million which can be utilized 
to finance reductions in sterling balances of sterling area countries 
below an agreed level. This facility is based on a contribution of the 
BIS itself and on a stand-by facility provided by the twelve countries 
mentioned above. 

2. To assure that the above facility would be amply sufficient to 
cover any prospective run-down on the sterling balances during the 
next three to five years, arrangements have been made between the 
United Kingdom and each individual sterling area country to the effect 
that the latter would maintain at all times a minimum proportion of its 
reserves in sterling. 

3. The sterling area countries, for their part, have received from 
the United Kingdom a dollar guarantee of their sterling holdings in excess 
of 10 percent of total reserves as the latter are defined in the agreements. 

4. The sterling area countries have also agreed to deposit some 
part of their reserves in non-sterling currencies with the BIS on normal 
banking terms. These amounts will be available to the BIS to finance 
drawings by the United Kingdom. This , however, "will in no way restrict 
the freedom of these countries to withdraw their deposits as and when 
they wishn . (Cmnd 3787, para. 15, p. 5). 

11 This memorandum and the attachment are essentially based on the 
following U.K. Government publications: Cmnd 3787, Cmnd 3834 and Cmnd 3835. 
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Data and information on the following aspects could not be 
secured: (i) the exact level of the agreed minimum sterling proportion 
for each country; (ii) the amounts deposited, or agreed to be deposited, 
by sterling area countries with the BIS; and Ciii) the absolute amounts of 
the sterling balances covered by the guarantee. 

It is felt that the above is useful to the Area Departments as 
it affects the availability and composition of external reserves of the 
sterling area countries covered by them. It has also a bearing on the 
ability of the central banks of those countries to subscribe IBRD bonds. 

A more detailed description of the above arrangements and additional 
considerations are included in the attachment. Questions may be addressed 
to Mr. Patrick de Fontenay. 

Attachment 

cc: Messrs. Knapp, Aldewereld, Sir Denis Rickett, 
Shoaib and Rotberg 
Chief Economists, Area Departments 



The Basle Facility and Related Agreements 

The so-called nBasle Facility" announced on September 9, 1968 
consists of: 

(a) The 11 Basle Facility" proper, t hat is the provision by twelve 
industrial countries and the Bank for International Settlements of a 
$2,000 millio!l facility on Hhich the United Kingdom can draH to offset with
drawals in the sterling balances of sterling area countries. 

(b) Agreements betlmen the United Kingdorr1 and the overseas sterling 
area countrie ~ under the terms of 1r1hich the latter undertake to hoJd specific 
proportions of their reserves in sterling, and the forrner guar2.ntees in terms 
of U.S. dollars the offi cial sterling holdings of the overseas sterling area 
cotmtries, up to a certain limit. 

1. The Basle Facility 

The countries participating in the 11 Basle Facility11 , together 
vrlth. the B.I.S., are: Austrias Belgiun1, Canada, Denmark, the Federal Republic 
of Gerr1any, Italy, Japan , the 1Tetherlands, Nor1·1ay , S1veden, Switzerland and tte 
United States of America. Under t.he facility, Hhich became available after the 
announcement of September 9, 1968, the United Kingdom is able to draw· U.s. 
dollarf3 o:r other foreign currencies from the B.I .S. as and to t he extent t hat 
the sterling b2.lances of the ove rseas sterling area fall beloH an agreed stc:.rtir_g 
level. The facility will be usable to meet 1·rithdrawals in both official and rr:..-.rate 
balances. It 1-.-ill not be available, hoHever, to financ~ a deficit in the U ~ K . 
balance of pa;;rments. 

The facility will be adPlinistered by the B.I .S. uhich will be able to 
draYT on three sources of finance to meet any U.K. drm;.Jings, namely: 

(i) Borrovrings at short- and medium-tel~ in international markets. 

(ii) · Deposits placed Hith the B.I.S. by overseas sterling area 
. central b anks. 

(iii) Stand-by facilities vJith the twelve countries, totalling, together 
with a contribution by the B.IeS. itself, $2 ,000 million 

The contribution from tLe first t1-ro sources to the financing of the 
facility is intended to reduce or delay direct calls on the twelve lending 

~ countries and the B.I.S. 1-1hich carry the ultimate liability to provide funds 
for dra1 .. dngs by the Bank of England up to the total of $2,000 million. 

I· 
I· 
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2. The Agreements between th~ United Kingdom and.the Overseas 
Sterling Area Colmtries £7 

These Agreements -vrere requested by the Basle group of countries 
as. they were concerned that the $2,000 million facility.should be sufficient 
to cover any prospective rundovm of sterling balances, and also an~~ous that 
the sterling area itself should make a contribution to the financing of ,the 
facility . 

The main elements in these Agreements are ~~iform for all sterling 
area countries, although there are certain differences in form, in particular 
in the agreements 1-..ri th Australia and Halaysia .. The United Kingdon' s guarc.ntee 
to maintain the dollar value of eligible official sterl:ing reserves of sterling 
area countries is matched by undertakings by those countries to maintain not less 
than an agreed proportion of their total reserves in sterling during the life of 
the Agreements. The guarantee applies to that :p2.rt of eacl:l countr-y 1 s official 
sterling reserves which exceeds lO )b of its total reserves . Reserves are defined 
as the sum of specified foreign assets which include the holQ~~gs of gold, ·foreign 
exchange , sterling and non-sterling securities held irl the nane or to the order 
of the Central Bank, the Government, its agencies or other official institutions, 
and the super-gold tranche position in the Fund, (but not the gold-tranche) .• 

The guarantee in terms of U.S. dollars means that in the event of any 
devaluation of sterling against the U.S. dollar the United K:L"lgdom 1·Tould make 
payments in sterling to each country to restore t~e dollar value of the 
gu.ara.nteed p0rftion of sterline; reserves.. It does not extend to pri va.te 
holdings or to equities held in official reserves. 

The guar2ntee is conditional on each country maint.aj_n:i.ng c.t a ll time s 
a Hinimun1 Sterling Proportion in its r eserves. The precise proportions have 
been arrived at in bilateral consultations 1-rlth ee ch country, and they broadly 
reflect the sterling proportions at the time Hhen negotiations began. 'l:_/ 

The Agreements, which are in the form of e):change of letters, came into 
force on September 25, 1968, and ~411 remain in f orce f or three ye~rs vrlth a 
provision for e:;.._"tension for a further two years by mutual agreer;1ent , except 
for a feH Governments which have chosen instead 2.11 agreement remaining in 
force for five years. It is provided that the Agreements may be reviewed at 
any time by agreement between both parties w.'1d they will be revievred durine 
the last six months of a three-year period fron the date of entry into force 
(-vihether the Agreements run for three or five years), i.e., b etw-een March and 
September 1971. 

Australia, Ceylon, Cyprus, Gambia, Ghana, Guyana, Iceland, India, Ireland, 
Jamaica, Jordan, Kenya, Kuv-rait , Libya, J1ala1·ii, Malaysia , Haltc. , .Hauritius, 
NeH Zealand, Nigeria , Pakistc.n, Sierra Leone, Singapore, T?nzania, 
Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, Zambia , Abu Dhabi , Bahamas , Bahrein, Barbados, 
Bermuda, British Honduras, Brunei, Dubai , East C2.ribbean Currency Authority, 
Fiji, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, Qatar, Qatar and Dubai Currency Board, 
St. Vincent , Seychelles, Tristan da Cunha, ~nd Tonga . 
The H.inimum Sterling Proportion is 4o;.; for Australia and l1alaysia. 
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3. ImpJications o.f the 1~ e1.; Arranger:1ents 

In general, the arrangements should safeguard the position of the 
pound sterling as a reserve currency and give to overse~s sterling area 
countries reassurance as to tt.e maintenance of value of a large part of their 
sterling assets. 

One implication of the ne1-1 arrangements Hhich may be of importance 
to the Bank is the restriction placed on the freedom of the overseas sterling 
area countries to rearr2.nee the composition of their reserves. The Hiniinum 
Sterling Proportion is to be rr.2_intained at all times. This means that 
countries 1vhich usually e):perience fluctuations in their sterling reserves 
larger than in total reserves may have to hold, on average, more than the 
agreed mini~um. proportion. So~e countries have also inclicated their inten
tion to maintain substantially higher sterling proportions in practice. 

Another liF~tation results from the agreements of the overseas sterling 
area countries 1vi th the B. I . S. regarding the deposi ti.ng of a proportion of 
their non-sterling reserves 1-.rith the latter. 1-Jhile such agreements provide 
that the use by the B.I.S. of these deposits to meet draHings by the United 
Kingdom 1vill in no Hay restrict the freedom of the sterling area countries. 
to use their deposits as and 1·~hen they 1-.rish, such agreenents restrict the 
choice of sterling area countries as to possible short-term investments of 
their non-sterling reserves, si.i.ch as the Bank 1 s t1vo-~year bonds . 

P. de Fontenay 
Develo~ ent Finance StuQies 
Nay 27, 1969 



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
ASSOCIATION 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
· TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: June 2, 1969 

FROM: Irving S. Friedman 

SUBJECT: Bangkok Meeting: U.N. Committee on Development Planning 

. . 

I think you will be interested in seeing the attached report on the 
meeting in Bangkok of the U.N. Committee on Development Planning. 

I find myself somewhat mistified by the suggestion made on page 3 of 
the attached agenda that there should be "a comprehensive world report for 
submission to some body or bodies" for political review, accompanied by the 
advice of a independent committee of experts. I would have thought that 
the moment an independent committee of experts was included that we would 
be back to a technical or professional review, which would, presumably, 
already have been done. Perhaps I am "institutionally" minded, but when 
Prebisch during the early days of Supplementary Financial Measures suggested 
such an independent body to review questions of economic performance and 
other aspects of our so-called "policy package" I did my best to persuade 
him that this was unnecessary if the World Bank did its job properly in the 
first place and impossible to do by outside experts if it did not do its job 
properly. He was persuaded to drop the idea. 

The World Bank and the other U.N. agencies are "specialized" but their 
governing bodies are political in that they represent governments. After 
our Executive Directors, or their equivalents in other bodies, have taken 
positions on such comprehensive questions of development strategy, economic 
and social performance, creditworthiness, etc., are these same governments 
then to review these decisions in another forum. 

I know that the idea of some kind of worldwide development council or 
agency is becoming rather fashionable, but I would like to have the opportunity 
to chat with you about this some time when your calendar permits . 
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FoRM No. 57 · INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
. ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
· CORPORATION 

OFFICE ME/V\ORANDUM 
TO: Files DATE: May 23, 1969 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Andrew M. Kamarck 
MAY 2 6· 1969 

_B_a_n_._g.._k_o_k_M_e_e_t_i_n_,_g.._: __ U_. N. Committee on D eve 1 opmen t P 1 ar..ning 1 0 r... ,..,.._ 

This committee met in Bangkok on May 7-16, 1969. I attendea the 
meetings May 7 through May 10. Mr. Palmer of the Fund attended ·the 
meetings May 12-16. 

The Committee spent the bulk of its time working on a draft paper 
outlining a proposed strategy for Development Decade II. At the end of 
the meeting, the Secretary was to spend a week trying to produce a draft 
from the points that had been made in the discussion. This is to be 
circulated to the members of the Committee for their co~nents and the 
Secretary is then to produce a revised draft sometime in September. 
This revised draft is to be circulated to the specialized agencies for 
their comments. Based on these, another revision may be produced which 
will be discussed by the Committee meeting in Geneva in January 1970. 
At this meeting the Committee is supposed to agree on the final text. 

The first draft is likely to be a catalogue of many pet ideas 
of various members of the Con@ittee on different aspects of develop
ment, trade and aid policy. In form, the Committee essentially agreed 
that one could not impose the same set of targets on every developing 
country . Each developing country with appropriate he~p has to work 
out whatever set of targets and policies would best fit its situation. 
However, at the same time the Committee felt that there should be 
international norms or averages for the developing countries as a 
whole. 

Among the interesting points that came up in the course of the 
discussions were the following: 

1. The Committee 's relationship to the U.N. Preparatory Com
mittee on the Second Development Decade was agreed to be one of com
plete independence. 

2. There was a split in the Committee on \vhether the Committee 
should take a stand against reverse preferences for the devel~ping 
countries. 

3. On the question whether the centrally planned economies 
should also be asked to coruuit themselves to provide flows of capital 
equivalent to 1% of GNP, interestingly enough, the Czech member, Mr. 
Vergner (in the absence of the Russian, Mr . Efimov), felt that the 
centrally planned economies should make such a commitment . 

/:ft ~- ,.~·--- ·-··---.. -·------------- -
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4. The Millikan proposal for setting up a development council 
of independent experts to make an appraisal of progress is to be in
cluded in the report. Something of the Bank's proposal on this. is 
also to be included. 

5. The Committee approved the proposed IMF/IBRD aid to commodity 
stabilization. 

6. The Committee spent less than a day discussing the ECAFE 
paper on planning in Asia; in substance approving it. 

Some sidelights on the meeting may also be of interest. The 
attendance was quite good. The following attended the meeting: 

Paul Kaya, Secretaire Administratif, Fonds d'Entraide 
et de Garantie des Emprunts du Conseil de l'Entente 
(Hr. Kaya said very little.) 

J.A. Lacarte, Ambassador of Uruguay, Argentina 
(Hr. Lacarte impressed me with his realism and 
ability to articulate clearly his point of view.) 

T.J. Hboya, Hinister of Economic Planning and 
Development, Kenya 
(Hr. Hboya spoke frequently, mostly as an advocate of 
the developing countries and an attacker on the 
developed countries, quite in contrast to Mr. Lacarte.) 

Max F. Millikan, Director, Center for International 
Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Saburo Okita, President, Japan Economic Research Center, 
Japan 

M.L. Qureshi, Member, Planning Commission, Pakistan, and 
Special Adviser, African Development Bank 
(Hr. Qureshi spoke a good deal, with realism most of the 
time. He defended the Bank against K.N. Raj, who accused 
it for being ideologically biased.) 

K.N. Raj, Professor of Economics, Lniversity of Delhi, 
India 

W.B. Reddaway, Professor of Political Economy, U~iversity 
of Cambridge, U.K. 

Jean Ripert, Director-General, Institut National de la 
Statistique et des Etudes Economique, France 
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Jakov Sirotkovic, Professor of Economics, University 
of Zagreb, Yugoslavia 
(He may not have spoken even once.) 

Jan Tinbergen, Professor of Development Planning, 
Netherlands Economic Institute, Netherlands 
(As usual, he largely dominated the Committee.) 

Zdenek Vergner, Deputy Secretary-General, National 
Economic Council, Czechoslovakia 

I pointed out to Mr. de Seynes and Mr. Mosak that the paper they 
had produced for the meeting, E/AC.56/L.2, Second U.N. Development Decade, 
Preliminary Framework for International Development Strategy, was remark
able for the way in which it avoided any mention of the World Bank Group; 
e.g. it talked about Consultative Groups without mentioning the fact that 
the World Bank organized and ran most of them; it talked about the need 
for high priority to be given to the financing of regional development 
banks with no mention of IDA, etc. Both of them were upset about this. 
Mr. Mosak spent about two hours trying to make me feel better. 

In the discussions, I made statements on the program and progress 
of the Bank; the process of country economic appraisal with the emphasis 
on economic performance and creditworthiness; and the Commodity Stabili
zation Study. I took advantage of a discussion on population policy to 
make clear the approach of the World Bank as being one of: analysis of 
the population situation in relation to development; trying to convince 
governments to provide the knowledge, the opportunity and the facilities 
so that individuals could make a rational and free choice on the size of 
their families. This approach, as contrasted to government population 
"control", went over extremely well with the members of the Committee from 
the developing countries who made a special point of saying so. They, and 
especially Mboya, had taken a strong stand against any mention of the 
population problem since they said it had all the implications of rich 
countries trying to cut do\~ on the numbers in the poor countries. 

Attached is a copy of the note that I submitted in relation to 
the reporting and reviewing system. 

cc: Messrs. Demuth . 
. Friedman / 
Hoffman 

AMK/vhw 
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the. case) -; (.t:;) : r~viewJng and ev~l~f!~ing i tre effort~ mad~ by _ t~e . ~9re __ ... 
. . . ----:'~ - · • •. ·_- • _,;:. - •. • ,~ · . ~\--· ~· .. _ "'f-~ !'; -. . • ..• • • - • .• • • . ... •• . • ' · ' . . : •·· : ' . ' 

developed countrie~ _ ~q assist the _ , LD~}~ ~ : :through _ pro.vi~i.o,n 9f .. ~~pit~,t ,and 
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. technical assi~tance, and . changes in trade and domestic policies; -{c) 

. ~Y.n~~~~ ·~~ -ing _ al ·l , the : ~~t~ri~_] · p~ep~r·e ·d .in ·_.the :·:(a) .. and.: (b) pl~~se~/ -in .tb 
.• :.. .. .1; ! . ; . I . ! _. ; . , ( ~ .. . : ' . .; . -: . . . . ." . . . . .-· ~ .~ . , ' . . ! • .' . . ! . t · .• : . . . . : . ·: i .. , ~ ... . . . . . . . . .. . ~ 

a Si_ngle W<?rld p _icture of prog_ress Or Jack of progres-s; · an·d (d) · a reView 
: :. ~ .. : . .;:! . ~ :-' .· . . ·. ;:· ~ : ·.- · ::· · ,~ .. ~ · .:.:·· :: . ·:; . .- :_; -~-~ - ··: . ·.l.·. ; , • ",· : ... - ;• . ' .. . : .. : . -·.· ;-,) 

by governments ,of this material _ in Some \-'IOrJd body 'tha'f· would. Tocus ' wo.rlcf" 
: J l . . . . ; . '. : ; . . : . . . . j • • ". ~ : • ~ - . : ; . : : : • • • • • • ' ! : ~ . • ·.; . ::. . .•.. . : . . 

opinion on the progress or, _problems brought out; · · 
' ' ' • • ' • • • : : I ' o' ' ~ ' 

- . - j .· 

The Bank and Fund have, for many year~,_ bee_n . .r~y i ~Wing _and e¥~ _1l!at i n.g 
• . . • . . - : .. . : . . • . . . . ' ,} :. : . ! : . . ;' . ~ 

th~ _progress of theJ~ ~ember countries. While I speak only for the Bank, 
:_:· .. : . . . . - ' ·_·.. . : .. . ; . '. ·.' ~ : . . . : - .' ~ -.. ': ... : -.. _. -:-: ;·' > t .. : - ~ ,· ·. • - . ._ ' : . i : ·:. . ': .. 

I may say that today the results of ~he : Fund 1 s consultatlon~ . . ~nd · analyses 
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are r.~.g~l _arly and tho_roug·l,ly built into all our country ·re·vie:ws.· -·· a·n· ·th'e·· .. .. 
t • .' _ 1 • ; ' · • • · • : • : -~ • • : • ' : I ·'" •. : • _: ... , ; • : • • • . \ ; ·,. , • "'; : • { ·: • .. • " . , " ~ ., _r • ,. : • •. ' : : i: · ~ ' ! ! 

technic:a.~ _, 1~ye1, the knowledge and experiene:e of_ ·the Fund ··staff is' ·fully · · ,_. 

contri .b~t~d ~o :the Bank count:r ,y appr~is~l · ~ -.throJgh -.the·:.Fu·r{d 's·taff' pa~ti~ipation 
in the Ba:~k~ '~ Ec~~'omic C;ommit·~·~~ at ;Jhich · th_e _ final tech·n-rcal- Judgrrie~ts: ~-ruf 
Bank 1s policy recommendation are formulated~- Th~- ch~hces of a different' 

/view being 
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. view being taken by the Bank and the Fund on the kind of issues arasang in 
; : ~' . . _: ( _ .... ~~ -;oo i~ J.~-~r;t: ;·; · · :.· · ···:J: . . ·. :;·:~-. : ~., :' : ~ · ~. 

any review of country performance with relation to any · ta·rgets accepted :by 

the countries in connexion with 002 are, consequently, remote. ::•;· .. · .. ···· .: · ·; ~ · !_ t--' 
~-~ rj •. :; ~ :··. ;-~ .. ; , .'.· r:--.:·~: · - ~~ J 

Our practice has been that over a period of three years we ."normally .. ;· 

would have sent economic missions to, and prepared reports ! 9n~ ~11 .. our 
: I' 

1
• ': ' :' • · ' •, I t ; ; ~ .:·:) ~ 

developing member countries at least once - oftener for the countries in 

which the ~ a~hk c.::d~tiq~· . Js' ::\rto f\~ .\3.d_t ·i v~ :·: .. \J({.have · b~e·r) ... !far . f rO'nL do i'rig an optimum 
i; t;_ ,, .. ·· ·. ,· . , .j/ : · .. ; ·· · .. .-· ·· . : · · ;_ . . ,:. . , 'i'~! r :_:·.··.: , ·.-.. : ;-··'"'· ·· . .. , ... .. 

job, in spite of havi.ng at ··present ~~g.~t :9 ~;Ro i :~o~~t ~y ' -functi:on~f~: sectoral and 

other specialized economists involved in this work, as well as being able to 

draw on ~g·~tiiff.;·: f.~~~~h~ ce-~ - :of. . t.he :·,- ·f!Min.~ha ... biDl~r~~.?.P.~~L~J lz~~.::::.a _g~nc i es with 
,li; · • .• • . p _ _,..; ..:•..-::' ···.·1c: !1 v !·t--~~-j ·t;· rt · "·() ':' ---.--1 :·~ ·•-~c•-· 

which \tie have arr"?r\gemenfs-.- ···· ·ue·-ar-e~·~urr~"ii:t_fY:- huft·Cif~p our staff by about 

50 per _ceilt .. ' 'ln ··:· thls field so thatJw.e :;wi.l1 ; b: -:· ~9 -le ,)?Y-)97,l ._.~o :: f!1-~k~ ~n :. annua1 

reV'~eJJ~~ o:f f ·each ~ of · ottr'. LDC . : member .._ · co:untri~~ :i1;1 gr~ate r.: or . l. ~s?er ) .nten_sity . 
. . ~ ~· .. . '·- '. '( . . . . ' .. . ' . : 

and dept!{ as ·. currently re.quired ~ ,_ ! .. ·; ··.· ·_._;.-; .. •.·.: ;) .. _ ·.··:': 
. ~·~· :: ; ~ - ~ ~ ..... ; _ . .. ·, _:.-· t .. · .. - ~~ .. · ·. . . - . - ·,.J .• • ~ t : 

. , To t r'y' to 'build up . anotherJ o'rg~ni :z·~t-i on ·to 'd up l~· c-a~:e~~ thi-s·. ·system 

would b~"- p~6~~b ·l y :·i mpo -~5-'; b 1' ~ ;, ; ·.i t,i rv' t·e~ of1 r-th~-- shQ-rfage : of q ·u~ 1 if i ed < and~ · · ;-' . 
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·rc . .-, ·. :- _.., _.,:: ·;··; ::.'-; .,, ; .. ;;· . _.,, ... _ . . . .. , ..... ' . ,_ . . .. . . 

a system which the 'sank must mai ·ntalh .cH1d improve :fo·f · the-· requr-~eme,nts· ·of . .~ ._ -~ 

f ts OWn ~~-e-rai·i On~ : .. · :.,-t .. WO·~: fd s'eeffi·· dn fy :S.-en:iible 1 thaf j .f ! .. shoLfl d'-:be ·re fated ·. : 
;_ , ~~- · • . .. ·. :· .: -. :_; ·; . . : i - ;. , , .. ! 'ir ' :. ~:.· , -, .... : . .. ~ - · · ... . • 

tO the "measurement, re~feW "and ' 'ap'prarsalH iJart Of ··the · 002' ~ '. 1 · <;! ·: ~ :· :· . ; ": .·, [ . ·. ·_; -. 

~~~ ~~~- ';i'de ,~~- i the -~ev~lo-pe'~' ~~untri~~ ~~~side the Sovi it 'gf~uJ; · · · 
.. • . . . . : . r . ·.: - · . ..- . ~ i ': ·--,·, _- · . . · .. · : ·:• : . · .: ... ; .. ' . . : ::, . .... : ... . · .. -. r- · . . ·. 

there, .e~i, sts a ·.me~nanism in _. DAC._. for reviewing and eval uating thelr .performance 
. . ~ . , .... - ~· ... · :": . ~ : . ! ; , .... >i : · .. .- ! .. _ : ·. ·.. •. . . . ~ \ . .. ..... ·. : . . ~ ; ; i , : .. · . I .... , .. . 

in prqy.id~r'9 . c;fe~e :~, ~pmeot . a~~Jstan~~ .~ - . For t~e _ Sovi~t gr~up, Comecon mtght . 
. '· . . . ' · . ... : .' ::· . :· ! : . · : ' ·:.;; ::·~_':". f. \ :: .. :: - ~ i~·~ : ·-; .. · .. ; . . -:. J .- . 

be, or might become, such a mechar1ism. He think Dft.C doe s as thorough ·and 

o~jec.tive a job as can be done . in·
1

·t·.ht.~~ - , kind of eval~atj~-~j '~~~ h ~~ve ' .- ~o;;·_, : . · ·· 
~ ~~ · r . : .. :: .. ~ : ·~. ~.:.:: .· . -~·.· ! . 

information on how the CMEA fi.Jncti'ons.-> · · · · - · ·-· · · · ·· · ,,~ 
,. . ~ ·: ·. ~: .. ; : . . . ..., 

.-:· .-. ... r M~-. fe~.J, . ~heref~re, __ tha_t .. we sh<;>uld proceed by bl! ;·fd-i ng . on exi sti rig 
• • • f · · : •• • ., . • ,. , ,_ ~) :· :.· • ..; • ·.; J . , 

orgaoiza~jons, . so far _as ppssible. In ~his conte~t, if we agree that ih~ 
. . . . .. .· .. · .. · . . . ; ' t;"· . .... . ( · ' .' . . . . • ' : l , • f , . : ·;·· .. , .. 

goal~ pf DQ2 :~r~ not ~rbttrary ~nd ~re in reason~ble re l ation to ~hat th~ 
\ · · • • · · • · • · · ~ . · .. :.: : • · · • • - • ~ ; : ·, • t • ~-: t '" .. : · . r r ~ : .. 

nc ~ ... Qe~~J.qping ,c:o~ntri~s can r~al_ts ,~_ ically be expected to achieve, we would be 
• ' • ' ' ' ' • ; # ~ :. • o 1 , _; , ; ' i • • ; ' 0 
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' , \• : • ; : • • ' : 0 : '; 
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.·.: ,~ , , ' ' ' ~ : (, ' I • 
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• : o , ' , 

p:r~_pa_ r~~ to _ re~omm~nd to _our . Execut i_ve ~i rector~ th~t ~he Bank undertake . 
• • . • • • • • J • .' : :I : . :· •·" ' .: • •' ' '' :(i • ; -' ·, ·.·. ~ ~ ~-~ I : I ::.';:: o ; I ~ '"':• r~ i 

to ~()~oper~t,e _ if1 a . _ : pr<;>.gr~mm~--som~,~~~a.t as follows: · ·· ·· 
. . . . • . . . .: : . . ·. : ~~ : .. ,. : . : ::~~;.:. : ;. .. ! \ . ·:, : : :. :.. : ' · . ... :· : ~: ~-~ 
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The World Bank would talre a principal part in the task of analysing 

and· evaluating progress by each developing country in achieving its gopls 

·· --·---set-"'"tmde·r ·-DD2. --This-would mean that as part of our regular economic work 

on a country we would specifically include an evaluation of the progress 

of that country measured against its goals and its commitments. In reviewing 

.. . th.is ___ progress _the Bank would try to mak~_ full use of the w~rk done by other 

i~ternational organizations in their fields of competence. As I think you 

all know, we already have very close relations with several of these agencies, 

not only with the IMF but also with FAO and UNESCO where we help to finance 

..___.. ___ sp~~Jal .. _~_ taffs to work with us. The information that emerged from this 

process could be reviewed and evaluated by other organs in the UN system, 

including the regional commissions, some of which already make periodic · 

evaluations of the progress of countries in their regions. They could also 

review the progress of countries not covered by Bank reports; that is, 

countries not members of the Bank. 

All of these reports - from the Bank, the regional commissions, OAC, 

... Comecon- could then be pulled together into a comprehensive world report 

for submission to some body or bodies in which a political, as opposed to 

a professional, review would take place. ~/e think that the only possible 

place in which the comprehensive report can be produced is the UN Secretariat. 

The Bank has no position .as to th_e body in which the f ina 1 review by govern

ments should take place or as to whether or h0\-1 s_uch a body should be advised 

in the reviev1 by an independent committee of experts {along the lines of Prof. 

Millikan's proposal). 
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SUBJECT: Talks with Netherlands and U.K. Officials 
on Creditworthiness Studies. 

I o I} U t;...._.r-. , 

While in the Nether1ands and the U.K. I called on a few officials 
to discuss informally certain questions arising in creditworthiness 
studies. Attached are some notes on my conversations. I was very much 
impressed with the keen interest in the subject. Many of the views 
expressed were quite useful for our own studies. Furthermore it was 
quite clear that the Bank's work in this field is closely followed and 
meets needs well beyond our own institutional requirements. 

Attachments: 

c.c. 

'I . 

·Messrs Friedman 
_Hoffman 
Karasz 
Sacchetti 
Saxeo 
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NOTES ON CONVERSATION WITH S. BOOMSTP~, 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL RELATIONS, MINISTRY 
OF FINANCE, NETHERLANDS (MAY 23, 1969) 

1. ··· Dutch aid is rising from less than f. 700 million in '68 to 

.. f. 980 millions in '70 and rising thereafter with the GOP of which 

it will be at least 1%. (These are rough and unchecked figures). , 

2. Netherlands aid terms are pragmatically determined, e.g. , Indonesia 

''· 
"gets grants simply because its present situation calls for it. 

3. . Netherlands refinancing of deot entails no particular problems 

since the consequences for the current government budget are small and 

the Min. of Finance has little concern with consequences for future 

budgets. 

4. However, Boomstra .feels strongly that new aid and refinancing of old . . 
loan$ should be treated separa~ely, in p~rt because some countries (e.g. 

Italy) have much refinancing to do but !have no genuine aid program. 

I 

He believes new aid should be provided on terms appropriate to the 

Country's prospects, while refinancing1 terms should be gea.red to 

the current BoP situation. 

5. Boomstra feels that in short-t~rm debt crises, which require 
~ 

mostly refinancing of commercial credits, the Bank should receive 
I 

"pre~erence". But when. long-term loan,s must · be refinanced (e.g. •India) 

the Bank should participate and reschedu,le its own loans. (~oreover, 

he feels the Bank had to reschedule in this case because it $hares 

I ' ' 

some of the guilt: it should have called alarm earlier about suppli~r 

credits to India and some of its own l ,oans were too hard.) 

I I 
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6. Boomstra felt that the concept of net aid -- as used in the 

India debt rescheduling was misleading. Old debts should be 

serviced on the terms originally granted as long as they had been 

suitable for the project and the macro-'situation. If these· 

conditions no longer held, the terms of .old debts should be altered. 

New lending should be on appropriate terms but it was entirely possible 

that the reflux of payments would exceed the influx of new funds 

and this should not upset the aid givers. 

, 7. · He recognized that macro-economic conditions could alter the 

terms suggested as suitable on project grounds. Turkey was mentioned 

as an example. 

8. Boomstra welcomed the Bank chairing new groups -- he mentioned 

Ghana -- since under Dutch policy this meant they could participate 

fully. 
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Meeting with Mr. A. MacKay (U.K. Treasury), May 27, 1969. 

Also present: 

Mr. c.c. Luca.s Treasury 

Mr. D~N. Spiers ) 
) - Bank of England 

Mr. Lewis ) 

Mr. D.L. Pearson) 
) 

1,, 

Mr. J.P. HaY,es ) -Ministry of Overseas Development 
) 

• , ~ l r 1 Mr. M. Smith ) 

Mr._ Don vlright - Foreign Office. 

1. · Thera is ~~despread interest in problems of lending terms and credit-

·worthiness, as witnessed by the number of agencies represented at the 

meeting. The session was entirely informal, each one reflecting his 

ministry's viewpoint, without attempting an 1 agreed 1 position.· 

2. The U.K. borrows short and lends long. Its aid program suffers from 

its aBOP problem. Prospects of increasing aid are slim. Yet there 4 • 

has bean no pressure for hardening terms. 

3. M.O.D. looks at refinancing (rescheduling) and the provision. of new 
1 

aid as one problem. Yet it reco~nizes that there ._are obvious limits 

to increasing bilateral gross flows so that there is a case for · 

rescheduling -bilateral medium-term debt •. Rescheduling terms . are 
. ' i ' 

, ~ . I 

different, especially depending on whether or not the country is a ·reciuient 

. . ·of long-term U.K. aid. For example in Brazil, which does not receive 

U.K. aid, the U.K. will seek to obtain the hardest possible terms. On 

the other hand, _in India, it will not provide new commercial ·loans and 

· ~eschedule them on soft terms. 

·. 

I'. 

~ 
• I •1 ,· 

. . ... 
I 
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4. Should the Bank reschedule its own loans in a debt crisis? Generally , 

,the attitude among the participants in the meeting was that if the 

''.rescheduling was limited to short- and medium-term debt, the Bank 

could stay out. If, on the other hand, the problem was sufficiently 

- serious that long-term debt needed to be rescheduled, the Bank should, 
I 

,,in principle, reschedule its own loans. However, the Treasury felt 
rescheduling · 

that if the Bank felt I would .. endanger its position in the capital 

market, it would be sympathetic to? the Bank staying out' even in the longer 

term cases. 

5. ,;Mr. Lucas felt that the Bank 1 s loa.ns were, in terms, very similar to · 

supplier credits and that consequently one could not draw an easy 

dividing line between short and long-term cases as suggested in par.4. 

6. U.K. terms are set on country grounds. The Bank's practice of 
' I 

frequently determining terms on project ground obviously tends ,to 

confuse some U.K. officials. 
. ' . 

1. The Treasury and the Bank of England greatly welcome the role of the 

'Bank and IMF in disseminating information on medium- and short-term · 

.· debt developments. They would welcome more effective control on the 

1build-up of debt in such situations as Braz~l and Korea. The Ba~k'~ · 

·advice on the appropriateness of terms and its analysis of the 
I "' · 

international debt problem are sought eagerly. 

I 1 .,., 
1 i " .,., , ~ ' 

I' 

I 
.I 

,· ' 
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NOTES ON DISCUSSION WITH R. RADFORD, M.O.D. (May 27, 1969) I • 

I 

1. There is a B.O.P. constraint on ~ncreasing the U.K. aid program 

beyond its present level of ~205 million. Furthermore, little can 

be done to shift country shares in ·1 the U.K. air program. The M.O.D. 

. keeps the export credit flow separate from official aid, but where it 

extends aid, export credits are usually limited because of weak · 

economic prospects in the recipient country. 
I • 

2. · The U.K. Government sets terms on country ·grounds.(about 90% 

of its ~205 million aid program is interest free). Project considera-

tions enter, however, The question comes up whether a non-creditworthy 

country should nevertheless receive medium credits for self-liquid~ting 

projects. The Indians want supplier crdits for ships, planes, and 

other projects which on the margin add t9 B.O.P. strength. If the 

U.K. does not go along, the French and Italians will "benefit" 

they extend export credits but no aid. 

3. The M.O.D. is interested in dis?ursing by the end of the fiscal 

year (March 31) its budgeted funds. , ' Tt has problems- matching disbursement 

with commitments. Program loans are handled quite easily in this respect . 

an~, for this ~eason, are prefefred~ . However, it is felt that 'project . 

loans xaixxaxm~xax create more follow-;p business and, consequently, ~ 

are preferred by some quarters in the Government. Project loan terms 

are set on country grounds (but see para. 2 above). 

4. · Repayment of U.K. Loans accrues to a general fund outside the 
I 

aid program budget. (This would imply that rescheduling raises li~tle 

problems as far as the aid program is concerned). 
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5. In his personal view, U.K. BoP considerations make it 

1 

advisable not to publicize the a~d . program, although there are 

quite a few sympathetic M.P.s. 

'I 
I ~ I 

In his ' personal view, IDA's existence should facilitate ·t .. ·,\.
1 

the Bank's operations -- suggesting that the IDA takes over '' 

where the .Bank can't lend because of creditworthiness reasons. , 
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FoRM No , 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
AS SOC I A T1 ON 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: May 29, 1969 

FROM·: Irving S. Friedman 

SUBJECT: RAND Family Planning Research Proposal 

There seems to have been a breakdown of communications on this 
subject. The way we understand the position is: the RAND research 
proposal was turned down by the Ford Foundation and by you on the 
grounds that RAND's image in the developing countries is too much 
that of a rich-donor-country-military-related research organization 
for it to be able to carry out effectively the proposed research 
project in such a sensitive field. On the other hand, the research 
proposal is a good one. The question then is can this proposal be 
carried out by some institution other than RAND? 

Professor Ronald Freedman, our consultant, advised us that: 
"I think that if anyone is going to do a systems-comparative analysis 
of family planning programs (along the lines of the RAND proposal) 
that it should be the Bank. I think that you are the best equipped 
to do it in terms of staff with training in econometrics and model 
building and in terms of the likelihood that other agencies and 
individuals will be likely to cooperate with you. Apart from the 
desirability of finding the right home for this important enterprise, 
I think that doing this job would advance the interests of the Bank 
in this field. You could serve many countries in this way; you could 
begin on the research and evaluation side where action and policy are 
still in the future ; you could in this way keep track of what is going 
on and where some inputs from you might be feasible. It would equip 
the Bank with the means of giving meaningful advice to its own staff 
as well as to the member countries. " 

An alternative might be to try to get some University to sponsor 
the study. The California Institute of Technology, we know, is planning 
to get into the field of population economics and their ideas on what 
they should do are still in the malleable stage. They are using Paul 
Schultz of RAND as a consultant (and he is at present RAND's best single 
argument for their doing the study). I would expect that Ford and we 
could work closely with Caltech with little embarrassment if Caltech 
were willing to take on the study. But, of course, we are not sure 
Caltech would be willing to do this and it might take a considerable 
effort of persuasion. 

The original RAND proposal envisaged 15 professional man-years 
at a cost of $750,000, to which was added $100,000 for establishing a 
cooperative three-year program between RAND and the Taiwan Population 
Studies Center. The five professionals proposed over a three-year 
period would consist of economists, sociologists, statisticians and 
demographers. 



Mr. McNamara - 2 - May 29, 1969 

Our impression, subject to further definition of the coverage of 
the project, is that if it were to be carried out by the Bank the per
sonnel needs for the study could be reduced by one professional over 
the three-year period, provided that statistical services and some 
demographic assistance could be obtained from our present and prospec
tive staff. The additional staff we would need would then consist of 
two economists and two demographers. Sociological assistance could ' 
probably be obtained by contract on a short-term basis, and statistical 
and computing services would come from the present divisions concerned, 
although it would be necessary to estimate the additional load that the 
project would incur. The proposed cooperative program between the 
Taiwan Population Studies and RAND might not be necessary if the Bank 
sponsored the project. (Professor Freedman is the authority on work 
in Taiwan and could advise us on this aspect of the project.) 

Under this way of proceeding, the detailed country work required 
would be closely integrated with work that will be needed in any case 
over the next 3-5 years to provide the Bank with the detailed knowledge 
of family planning programs in member countries. The project would 
provide the methodological framework in which this knowledge would be 
acquired and organized. The justification for the Bank sponsoring the 
project would rest partly on the fact that we need to cover much of 
this ground in any case, and partly on the expectation that both RAND 
and the individuals concerned might find it more acceptable in the 
long run to cooperate with the Bank, by seconding staff for this pur
pose, than through any arrangement with another institution. 

As you can see, we lean in the direction of the Bank's taking 
the project on. However, there is no prov1s1on made in the Budget 
for it, either in money or staff, and the Economics Department is 
going to be hard-pressed in any case so we would not be too unhappy 
to let Caltech or some other university carry the ball. May I have 
your views as to how you wish to proceed? 
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RAJiD Fami1Y Planning Research Proposal 
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Please prepa.r for me your connnent 

May 23 1969 
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FORM No. 57 

TO: 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

. . 

(!.~, 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I 
ASSOCIATION 

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I 
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

I 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mro Robert So McNamara DATE: May 

Irving So Friedman 

RAND Family Planning Research Proposal 

I am attaching a memorandum on the RAND family planning research 
proposalo 

In response to my request for an estimate of what would be the 
manpower and the cost involved to the Bank in carrying out this proposal, 
Mro Hawkins informs me that he believes that if the project were carried 
out within the Population Studies Division it could be done with the 
addition of one economist and two demographers, or the reverseo Socio
logical assistance could be obtained by contract on a short-term basiso 
There would, of course, be some additional workload for the statistics 
and computer serviceso 

The detailed country work required would be closely integrated with 
the work that the Bank would need to do in any case over the next five 
years to provide the Bank with detailed knowledge of family planning 
programs of member countrieso The proposed project would provide the 
methodogical framework in which this knowledge would be acquired and 
organizedo 

The justification for the Bank sponsoring the project would be 
provided by the fact that we need to cover some of this ground in any 
case and partly that RAND and individuals concerned would find it easier 
to work with the Bank than any arrangements with another institution. 
However, I am also informed by Mro Hawkins that in a recent telephone 
conversation with Mro Charles Wolf, the latter indicated an unwillingness 
to consider an arrangement which divorces RAND as an institution from the 
projecto Mro Wolf argues that the ability of RAND to bring their experience 
in systems analysis to bear on the project would be lost if the staff 
concerned did not actually work for RANDo 

I would agree with Mro Hawkins that we could create the conditions 
under which the work could be done in the Banko 

Would you wish us to contact RAND further to know whether they are 
prepared to consider an arrangement divorcing RAND as an institution from 
the project, or perhaps you may wish to speak to Mro Rowan about thiso 

cc: Mro Stevenson 
Mro Hawkins 

t. Y 1 G . 

(~'~) 
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. TO: 

F ROM : 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Irving s. Friedman DATE: April 25, 1969 

Andrew M. Kamarck ~ 
APR 2 5 1969 

The RAND Family Planning Research Proposal (see attached memo) b,3. D nv-.., a-

Do you know whether Mr. McNamara has heard further from 
Mr. Rowan on this subject? Does he want us to hold up or can 
we take the initiative? If you and he approve, I would like us 
to get together with RAND and try to work out an agreement for 
us to take over and carry out the RAND proposal to do a systems 
comparative analysis of family planning programs. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mro Andrew Mo 

~-
DATE: April 23, 1969 

E.K. Hawkins 

RAND Proposal - Research in Systems Analysis 

You will recall the extensive discussions that took place on the pro
posal initiated by Mr. McNamara and General William Draper that RAND be 
asked to carry out a study on the application of systems analysis to popu
lation and family planning. The last action taken that I am aware of was 
a letter from Mr. McNamara to Mr. Rowan, stating that it would not be 
possible for this project to be carried out if RAND were to be involved in 
it in a public manner. The question was left open as to whether some other 
sponsorship could not be found which would not be subject to this objection. 

I received a call yesterday from General Draper asking me for infor
mation concerning a proposal that this sponsorship might be Population 
Crisis Committee, of which he is Chairmano He stated that Mr. McNamara 
had approved of such an idea and wished to know the status of the project 
within the Bank. I told General Draper that I knew of no such proposal 
having been discussed by Bank staff, and undertook to enquire what the 
position was. 

It may be that this matter has been discussed at a higher level in 
the Bank. If so, I hope that we shall get a chance to comment upon ito 
Obviously much will depend on the details of such a proposal, but it is 
not immediately obvious that the Population Crisis Committee would be a 
suitable host for a research project of this kind. The Committee is 
essentially a fund-raising and propaganda body closely associated with 
official u.s. government activities in the field of populationo It is 
possible that it would be more acceptable in some countries than RAND, but 
I think that many people would regard it as a surprising choice to be the 
home of a large-scale sophisticated piece of research of the kind envisaged. 
There is also the question as to whether the RAND staff who would be carrying 
out this work would be personally willing to entertain such a proposal. 
(It is also worth repeating that the only proposals that can be seriously 
considered will involve the complete secondment of such staff in order that 
no lingering connection with RAND remains. ) 

It may be worth recalling at this point the comments of our consultant 
on population, Professor Ronald Freedman, in a letter recently written to 
the Bank. 

II I have no major new bright ideas about what the Bank should do, but 
I would endorse one idea that must be floating around. I think that if 
anyone is going to do a systems-comparati ve analysis of fami~ planning pro
grams (along the lines of the RAND proposal) that it should be the Bank. I 
think that you are the best equipped to do it in terms of staff with training 
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"in econometrics and model building and in terms of the likelihood that 
other agencies and individuals will be likely to cooperate with you. 
Apart from the desirability of finding the right home for this important 
enterprise, I think that doing this job would advance the interests of 
the Bank in this field. You could serve many countries in this way; you 
could begin on the research and evaluation side where action and policy 
are still in the future; you could in this way keep track of what is going 
on and where some inputs from you might be feasible. It would equip the 
Bank with the means of giving meaningful advice to its own staff as well 
as to the member countries." 

EKHawkins/gah 

cc: Messrs. Friedman, w. Clark (through Mr. Kamarck) 
Stevenson 



cc: Mr. Friedman / 
Mr. Kamarck 

AJMacone/hl 
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SUBJECT: 
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: May 14, 1969 

Irving S. Friedman 

Address to the University of Notre Dame 

Mr. Claxton of the State Department telephoned to make some 
suggestions on the further distribution of your Notre Dame speech. 
He hopes that you will send copies to certain people, with personal 
notes. (I told him that I did not know to what extent actions of 
this kind had been taken or were contemplated.) 

Among those he suggested were Tinbergen and Max Millikan, 
because of their participation in the U.N. Second Development Decade 
Committee, as he feels that they are not giving enough emphasis to 
the population problem. He also suggested that a note go to U. Thant 
expressing appreciation for what he has done, as well as to Prof. Carroll 
1. Wilson. He went on to suggest that similar messages might be sent to 
heads of the U.N. agencies particularly interested. 

I told him about the discussions on population at the last meeting 
of the A.C.C. He thought any note might be related to this. 

Mr. Claxton's suggestion seems meritorious . 

.. r Joe 

MAY 15 1969 
s. . 4-0 r ,~ , 
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ADDRESS TO THE BOND CLUB OF NEW YORK 
by 

ROBERT S. McNAMARA, PRESIDENT, WORLD BANK GROUP 
May 14, 1969 

Because this is the center of the financial community of a nation 
which holds nearly 50% of the funded debt of the World Bank, I am 
delighted to have this opportunity to discuss with you our plans for 
the future lending operations of the Bank, and the relationship between 
those plans and our borrowing program. 

I want to begin by emphasizing a point that my predecessors Eugene 
Black and George Woods made over and over again: the World Bank is not 
only a financtal institution -- it is a development agency. I accepted 
my present position with the Bank because I believe that the development 
of the emerging world is one of the biggest and the most important tasks 
confronting mankind in this century. 

But having said that, I must make equally clear that the World Bank 
is a development investment institution, not a philanthropic organization 
and not a social welfare agency. 

Our lending policy is founded on two basic principles: the project 
must be sound; and the borrower must be creditworthy. 

We simply will not make a loan unless both these criteria can be 
met -- and met completely. 

We insist that the investment project itself have a demonstrably 
high economic. return and be directly related to the development of the 
country in which it is located. And we insist further that the total 
economy of the borrowing nation be capable of repaying our loan, and 
meeting the interest and other charges -- on schedule, and in full. 
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These have been the World Bank's criteria from the very beginning. 
They are its criteria today. They are going to remain its criteria in 
the future. 

The fact is that with more than twenty years of accumulated 
experience, the Bank's appraisal of the technological feasibility and ' 
the economic value of new investment projects is today more sound, 
more searching, and more sophisticated than it has ever been. 

As for the creditworthiness of our clients, I am fully aware that 
certain countries face mounting problems of debt management. Past 
burdens can tend to depress future ability to meet new obligations. We 
have initiated, therefore, a special study of this problem to ensure 
that we lend only where there is a firm basis for repayment. 

Our studies of creditworthiness are not just passive examinations 
of how a country is managing its economic affairs. They are increasingly 
designed to make specific suggestions on how policies and programs can 
be improved. As you well know, changes in economic policies -- once 
accomplished -- can work near miracles in improving the creditworthiness 
of a country. 

But although the World Bank will continue to lend only on the 
financial principles of sound projects and creditworthy clients, I am 
convinced that within the limits of those principles we can and should 
greatly expand our lending program, if we are to fulfill our obligations 
to our member states. 

Let me explain why. 

First, I want to emphasize that what I am discussing here is the 
IBRD arm of the World Bank Group. It is essentially a "hard lender." 
There are, of course, countries that are in desperate need of develop
mental capital, but which simply cannot qualify for "hard" loans. 
As far as the World Bank Group is concerned, their capital requirements 
must be met by our International Development Association. 

But that is not what I am describing here. 

I am talking about our "hard-loan" operations and the issue is 
this: do the developing countries need more of these hard loans, and 
is the Bank able to make them? 

Based on the most careful analysis, my colleagues and I are 
convinced the answer to both questions is yes. 

If one looks around the globe today, it is obvious the world is 
characterized by an expanding economy. The industrially advanced 
nations are, of course, the leading edge of this surge of progress. 
But there are a number of developing nations as well-- countries such 
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as Malaysia and Mexico, for example -- which are experiencing dramatic 
economic growth under the infusion of modern management, new technology, 
and development capital. 

In the field of agriculture, we have the beginnings of a revo~u
tionary breakthrough on our hands. The massive improvement in wheat 
and rice cultivation in Southeast Asia is momentous. It is no mere 
freak of good weather or lucky conditions. It is a carefully planned 
program of new seeds, intensive use of fertilizer, and modern soil and 
water tnanagement. The green revolution is not simply a grab bag of 
miscellaneous farm techniques. It is a complete and coordinated agri
cultural technology. If we can succeed in marrying this technology to 
new programs of agricultural credit and marketing, we can definitely 
arrest the spread of famine that threatens the world's exploding popu
lation. 

Nor is it in agriculture alone that economic opportunity is strong. 
Both Taiwan and Korea, for example, have recently achieved annual 
increases in industri~l production of 15%, and in industrial exports of 
25%. This is economic expansion at an extraordinary rate, and suggests 
that the modernization of Japan over a few decades may not have been an 
isolated phenomenon. 

These nations, and many others like them, all require development 
capital: capital to expand the irrigation systems, capital to build 
the fertilizer plants, capital to construct the storage facilities -
capital to turn the immense agricultural potential into a self-sustaining 
reality. And they require comparable capital to stimulate and bring 
to the takeoff point their indigenous industrial production. 

The facts, then, are clear. Capital requirements throughout the 
developing world have not diminished; they have expanded. The oppor
tunities for high-return investment have mounted almost everywhere. 
As in the past, 85% of the new capital required will come out of the 
savings of the developing countries themselves. But that 85% will 
remain ineffectual without the other 15%, which is the irreducible 
foreign-exchange component these countries must borrow from abroad. 

The irony is that just at the very moment when the opportunities 
for productive investment of external capital are expanding, the flow 
of that capital -- particularly from the United States -- has begun 
to shrink. 

Why it is shrinking is a complicated story which we need not pursue 
today, beyond noting that there are two important assumptions at work 
here which are clearly erroneous. One is that the richer countries can 
no longer afford to supply capital abroad; and the second is that even 
if they could afford it, it would be unwise, since the overall record 
of developmental investment is a dismal picture of waste, incompetence, 
and failure. 
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These popular conceptions are simply not factual. But the more 
important point is this: how can we deal with a paradoxical situation 
in which significant opportunities for prudent investment in the 
developing world have increased, and yet in which the flow of investment 
funds has flagged rather than quickened. 

The World Bank, just over a year ago, initiated a series of studies 
to determine what ought to be done about that paradox. When all the 
data had been sifted and thoroughly examined, the conclusion was com
pelling. 

Our studies demonstrated beyond any question that over the next 
five years the demand of the developing countries for hard loans -- on 
standards as high, or even higher than in the past -- would expand 
substantially. 

Though one could not predict with absolute precision what the new 
investment opportunities -- when matched against the Bank's lending 
criteria -- would justify in total lending year by year, the estimate 
was that it would warrant an increase, for a five-year period, of at 
least 100%. It seemed reasonable that the Bank could and should embark 
on such a course. 

This is a lending program which is specifically designed to help 
countries improve their economic performance. Indeed, it is a program 
designed to improve the economic performance of the world as a whole. 

But the lending program is, of course, only one side of the coin. 
If we were to double our lending, we clearly had to borrow more. Further, 
we wanted to try to improve our liquidity. In recent years the Bank's 
balances of cash and liquid securities had been drawn down by about 
$400 million, because of the difficulties of borrowing in world capital 
markets. To increase the flexibility of our operations, we needed to 
reverse that process if possible. 

Was the five-year target of a 100% increase in loans, plus the 
desired increase in liquidity, practical in terms of our bond sales? 

In broad terms, what we were proposing to do was to increase the 
lending of the IBRD from an annual average of some $800 million to over 
twice that amount, and add, in addition, a half billion dollars to our 
cash reserves. This would require net borrowing of about $600 million 
a year, which -- even if it were all in long-term securities, and it 
is not -- would amount to less than 1% of the long-term funds raised 
in the capital markets of the industrialized countries. 

That did not seem to us then -- nor does it seem to us now -- an 
unrealistically large amount of borrowing on the worldwide capital 
market. 
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What is important to remember is that one of the principal 
advantages of the World Bank is that it can raise money in any member 
country which can provide convertible currency. This means the Bank 
can spread its financing throughout a large number of nations. 

What we have done in recent months is to look for new sources of 
funds. And we have found them. We have found them, for instance, in 
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. Even more importantly, we have found them 
in the one country with a burgeoning balance of payments surplus: The 
Federal Republic of Germany. 

Within Germany, we have tapped a totally new source of finance for 
the IBRD. It is the Westdeutsche Landesbank, a clearing institution for 
more than 250 savings banks, with nearly 3000 branches. This is now 
the largest bank in the Federal Republic. It has assets of approximately 
$7 billion. Moreover, this institution places our bonds in other savings 
banks in Germany. The deposits of all these institutions total some 
$26 billion. During the last nine months we have placed $200 million 
of our bonds through the Westdeutsche Landesbank while continuing to 
market public issues through the syndicate managed by our long·time 
underwriters, the Deutsche Bank. 

In the same period we have made increased use of the Central Banks 
of the world. Sixty-five of these institutions hold over $1 billion 
of our debt -- approximately 25% of the total. They have increased 
their holdings during the current fiscal year, and there is every 
indication that they will continue to increase them in the future. 

It should not be surprising that our securities enjoy so high a 
rating. The combination of assets and guarantees which provides their 
intrinsic strength is wholly unique: 

• A portfolio of loans for projects which bring high economic 
returns to the borrower -- returns which can run 
as high as 100% and which average well over 10% 
per year; 

• A guarantee of 100% repayment of each loan by 
the government of the country in which the 
project is located; 

• Cash and liquid security balances, in fully 
convertible currencies, equal to about 45% of 
the outstanding Bank debt; 

• Paid-in capital and retained earnings amounting 
to 90% of our debt; 

• All this, plus uncalled capital subscriptions 
backing the debt and equal to some 500% of the 
amount outstanding. 
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No other bond in the world offers that kind of security. And it 
is precisely because of the strength of that security -- and our 
stated determination to maintain that strength -- that we have been 
able to place our recent bond issues at extremely favorable rates. An 
issue of World Bank bonds, with 8 to 15 year maturities, was sold in 
Germany a few months ago at a cost to us of 6.52%. By comparison, ·an 
issue guaranteed by a major European government, of comparable maturities: 
was sold in the same market at a cost of 6.92%. 

In essence, World Bank bonds are backed by the full faith and 
credit of the strongest industrial nations on earth. And yet, we have 
always proceeded as if this outside protection of our bonds did not in 
fact exist. We have sought so to conduct our business that the Bank 
need never call on that security -- and we have succeeded. 

In my view, the most persuasive guarantee of our bonds is the 
day-to-day prudent operation of the Bank by its experienced and expert 
staff. I am determined to make certain that this guarantee is the only 
one we will ever have to exercise. 

The record of the Bank's operations under my predecessors is 
excellent by any standards. Profits have been good and have risen 
steadily in recent years. In fiscal 1969, they will approximate 
$170 million, compared to average annual profits during the past five 
years of $145 million. We fully expect them to continue to rise in 
the future. This is true even though Bank interest rates in the future 
will be set at concessionary levels as they are at present. 

Today a typical 24-year Bank loan, which carries an interest 
rate of 6.5%, contains a grant element of approximately 20% of the 
face value of the loan. The combination of concessionary interest 
rates to our borrowers and operating profits to our stockholders is 
made possible by our high ratio of interest-free capital to funded 
debt -- a ratio at present of nearly one-to-one. 

Currently, the average cost to the Bank for all its funds -- that 
is, its total funded debt, plus its paid-in capital and retained 
earnings -- is only 3.1%. Essentially, it is the difference between 
this 3.1% and the Bank's lending rate, now 6.5%, which enables us to 
cover all our administrative costs, grant reasonable concessions to 
our borrowers, and continue to earn substantial profits. 

But, though profits have been good, there is a far more fundamental 
basis on which our reputation rests. And that, of course, is the choice 
and supervision of our overseas investments. 

I have been immensely impressed by the professional competence 
with which our staff analyzes both the specific project and the economy 
of the borrowing country, before a loan is made -- and by the careful 
scrutiny and supervision of the prcject, after the loan is made. 
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Such deep involvement in the domestic economies of indepe~dent 
often newly independent -- countries is possible only because the 
borrowing nation understands and appreciates our genuine dedication 
to its development. They see us for what we in fact are: an inter
national agency, specializing in development, with no political ax~ 
to grind. The security of our investment depends on our borrowers' 
development and hence their interests and ours coincide. 

It is on these strict standards of appraisal and supervision that 
the reputation of the ·Bank rests. And these standards will be continuerl 
in full force during our projected expansion. That is possible simply 
because in twenty-two years of experience we have learned a great deal 
about the techniques of realistic development planning, and the successw 
ful supervision of projects in distant and often primitive surroundings. 

This accumulated experience now allows us to cope efficiently 
with a much larger volume of work. It is, however, clear that if our 
work is to increase, our staff must increase. Consequently, we have 
set in motion a worldwide recruiting drive to find and hire economists, 
engineers, financial analysts, and other specialists in our field. We 
plan to expand our staff by about 20% this fiscal year. This will not 
be easy since our standards are very high. But the Bank's reputation 
is equally high, and this attracts the caliber of professionals we 
need. Our results in recruitment so far have been very promising. 

As we expand, we must remain sufficiently flexible to change our 
emphasis as the needs of development itself change. It is no longer 
enough to invest in traditional infrastructure: in power, transport, 
and communications. Both the needs and the opportunities in the 
developing world now point unmistakably to such fields as agriculture, 
education, and population planning. But let me make it clear that in 
these relatively new areas we will apply the same rigorous standards 
of both economic profitability of the project itself, and credit
worthiness of the country in question. 

It is not as easy to quantify the economic benefits of a technical 
school as of a hydroelectric plant. Similarly, on the surface, it 
may appear that you have something more impressive and solid to show 
when you build a highway than when you simply sink a lot of tubewells. 
But the whole point is that a surface impression is not a sound economic 
analysis. A good irrigation system, for example, when combined with 
the use of new strains of seeds, can result in an economic return of 
100% a year. That is in fact an actual case that occurred in Pakistan. 

And when you reflect that the less developed countries now 
require $4 billion a year of food imports, it is obvious that a 
broad expansion of their agricultural production can have an immensely 
beneficial effect on their balance of payments situation -- and thus 
enhance their overall ~ creditworthiness. 
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The economists at the Bank have been working on methods for . 
quantifying the economic returns derived from social investment -
such as education. Their conclusions demonstrate that the benefits 
can vary enormously. A liberal arts college in a primitive under
developed area, can be a dead loss. But a technical high school -- , 
in an expanding economy where the available capital is not matched 
by the requisite skilled manpower -- can pay huge dividends. One 
such project in Latin America brought an annual return of 50%. It is 
the World Bank's task to determine, in a given situation, precisely 
what sort of education contributes most to solid economic growth, and 
to invest accordingly. We have not financed in the past, and we will 
not finance in the future, any education project that is not directly 
related to that economic growth. 

In developing countries with excessive birth rates, loans in the 
field of population planning have perhaps the highest economic benefits 
of all. The blunt fact is that unless the rampant rate of population 
growth is reasonably moderated in many of these nations, not only will 
their developmental projects be finally overwhelmed, but their capability 
of repaying foreign loans will simply be eroded within a decade or two. 

Gentlemen, let me summarize the World Bank 1s situation. 

As I have said, we conduct our affairs as though the only security 
behind our bonds were the technical and financial soundness of the 
projects themselves in our loan portfolio. But the fact remains that 
behind that assurance stands our very favorable ratio of equity to 
debt. Last month our total debt amounted to some $4 billion, compared 
to paid-in capital and retained earnings of roughly the same amount. 

And beyond that lie two further assurances: two unique guarantees 
by the governments of the world. First, that each loan is the primary 
or guarantee obligation of the country in which the Bank's investment 
is made. And second, that the total of all Bank debt is backed by 
the uncalled capital subscriptions of the member governments -- capital 
which can be used for no other purpose. 

In the twenty-two year history of the Bank, there have been no 
losses on its loans -- no government has failed to honor its obligation~ 
The Bank has not been a target for debt repudiation as have bilateral 
aid agencies and private credit corporations. The reason is obvious
Developing nations are convinced that it is t'n their own best int~reost 
to keep impeccable relations with the Bank. 

Even in extreme situations, such as the latter years of the Nkrumah 
regime in Ghana, or in the period when the U.A.R. default@.cl on obli~at ·itoa ;p 
to bilateral creditors, neither of these governments defaulted on 
World Bank loans. As we expand our operations and become a more and 
more important source of development capital, the advantage to borrowit'~ 
countries of continuing to meet their obligations to us will increase .. 
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The final security behind our bonds is represented by the uncalled 
subscriptions to Bank capital. These amount at present to $20.7 
billion -- roughly five times the total of our funded debt. That $20.7 
billion includes a U.S. share of $5.7 billion and a Common Market, U.K. 
and Canadian share of $6.6 billion. 

The guarantee represented by the uncalled subscriptions cannot be 
eroded. By the provisions of our charter, these uncalled subscriptions 
maJ not be drawn upon for loans or administrative expenses. They can 
be used solely as a protection for the obligations of the Bank. 

Moreover, the uncalled subscriptions are expressed in u.s. dollars, 
of the weight and fineness in effect on July 1, 1944. Thus they are 
not subject to deterioration as a result of changes in the value of 
currencies. 

Similarly, because the loans of the Bank, made out of borrowed 
funds, are disbursed and repaid in the same currencies, the Bank faces 
no devaluation risks on its borrowed funds: its obligations to its 
creditors are matched by the repayments due from the borrowers. 

It is, then, not too much to say that the World Bank is an entirely 
unique financial institution. 

It is unique in its security and strength. 

And it is unique in its purpose and program. 

The World Bank was founded twenty-three years ago to reconstruct 
and develop a smashed, war-ravaged world. The reconstruction was a 
success. In the years since then it has turned increasingly to the 
developing world. And there the task is changing. What I have described 
to you today is our response to that change. 

Our new program has begun well. It is on schedule. To date in 
this fiscal year we have borrowed more than in any previous year of 
the Bank's history. Two-thirds of that borrowing has been outside 
th£ U.S. market. Our lending operations, both in number and in amount, 
are up substantially over last year. And, at the same time, our cash 
and liquid security balance has increased. It now stands at $1.7 
billion -- up $400 million over the level at the beginning of the year. 

I believe you will agree these are signs of a vigorous and expandin~ 
organization -- strong and secure in its financial base, prudent and 
precise in its decisions, and realistic in its goals. 

In the business of development, hardheaded realism must be the 
guide. Neither a naive optimism, nor a despondent pessimism will do. 
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The simple fact is that in the last third of the twentieth .century 
the underdeveloped world will either develop -- or it will be caught up 
in catastrophe. 

The one thing it will not do is stand still and wait. 

You gentlemen at the center of the most enormous and active 
capital market in the world -- are not accustomed to standing still. 

You act. 

We at the World Bank propose to do the same. 
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NEW YORK TIMES ARTICLE 

One of my priorities on taking up the presidency of the 

World Bank in April was to visit some of our member countries, 

to see for myself what was being done in the field of development 

and what needed to be done. Asia, the continent to which the 

Bank has lent the most money ($3.7 billion, closely followed by 

Latin America, with $3.2 billion of Bank investment) was a 

natural first choice. Of the three trips I have .made during the 

last nine months, the first and the third have been to Asia: 

I went to Indonesia in June, and to Afghanistan, Pakistan and 

India in November~n Indonesijmy first pG5t of call, I found 

a large country with a population of over 100 million which has 

recently begun to make determined efforts to deal with the enormous ~ 

problems it faces. The Bank had not up to that time e~;t:;t~~ 
Indonesia; I was very conscious that there was much to be said 

against our involving ourselves . in- a country whose economy, political 

institutions and administration had been shaken to their foundations 

again and again over a long period of time. Indonesia's process 

of recovery would necessarily be slow and painful, and would require 

firm and politically unpopular government decisions. Nevertheless, 

here if ever there was one, was a case where the need both for 

reconstruction and for development was desperate. Could the Bank 

help, and if so how? This was what I went to find out. 

I found a small group of able and dedicated administrators and politi-

cal . leaders, well aware of the difficulties they faced but 



Nations Development Programme and r own sister organization, 

the International Monetary Fund. 1\Their representatives felt that 

the Indonesians were making an impressive effort to cope wlth 

their problems. I met the Ambassadors of the IGGI (Inter Govern-

mental Group on Indonesia) countries -- which include France, 

Germany, the United Kingdom and the United States. I found that 

they too had a high regard for what the ·Indonesians were trying 

to do, and high hopes for their success. 

It was impossible to ignore the fact that investment in 

Indonesia carried some degree of risk. There was no .certainty 

that the people would follow their Government's lead, and accept 

the discipline, austerity and hard work which were essential if 

the country's problems were to be solved. But the risk seemed 

worthwhile, because one thing was very clear: without outside 
• 

financial support, Indonesia could not hope to survive. The alter-

native to assistance, therefore, was simply to wash our hands of 

l~million people, of a country with vast natural resources and 

tremendous development potential. This was not a prospect which 

appealed to me. 

But what policy could the Bank follow in its efforts to 

help Indonesia? There was clearly little .po~ in lending the 

Indonesians large sums of money a~~- a r1te of interest 

"' which the country cou~~~~i afforded. It was 

doubtful even whether it was wot~h pouri~ atrf' large amountS of 
~ 

money into Indonesia• in yiey of the gteat shertase ef etattni<r 
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---ex--perts, bgtoa OA the t~..l and the administrati~euels. , 

~ 4. h _:d- <:/!?; 
What in fact seemed to be most necessary~was 

1
.e1p in thej/form 

of technical assistance -- advice on how to run agricultural 

and industrial development programs. There were alenty of oppor-

tunities for profitable investment in Indonesia for example, 

the investment the Bank ultimately made in irrigation, which may 

yield a return of as much as 50% per annum. What we decided to 

do, therefore, was to set up a local office in Indonesia, to 
1~-t' 

give technical assistance in their planning, and toA~ject into 
~~~~/~ 

the econdmy ~elat-tvely small &oume- from the very limited IDA 
1\ 

· h (International Development Association) resources at our disposal. 

This we are now in the process of doing. 

The physical amount of the help we have been able to give 

to Indonesia so far has been small. But the fact of the Bank's 

involvement in Indonesia's recovery ~r plovideq~ tremen1~ ~~ ~--4-
~ v~41l. Yl'~~ ~--Jtr 

psychological boost to the process of 'recovery it1 elf/\ The very -t y 

Japan to me as "one of the first graduates of the Bank's develop-

existence of the Bank's resident mis~ion in Indonesia is a guarantee ~-
of our concern, and of our commitment to the progress of Indonesia. . 

~7 

~'{;;? 

~ 
On my way back to the United States, I visited Japan, for consul-

tations with the Japanese Government. One Minister described 

ment school". It is indeed a most ·impressive example of what 

can be achieved. Subsequently I was pleased to hear Japan announced 

a massive increase in the assistance it was giving to Indonesia. 

My second Asian journey in November contrasted sharply in 

many ways with my first. India, the country in which I spent the 

most time, is one of the Bank's most important members, and it 

has been a major recipient of Bank aid for ten years -- although 
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it is worth remembering that for all the aid it has received 

in absolute terms, India still receives a relatively small amount 

of aid per capita compared to other parts of the world. My main 

purpose in going to India was to see what opportunities existed 

for further assistance to India's development program. Through-

out my visit I found evidence of vigor, determination, self-

confidence and despite the widely reported eveats in Calcutta 

-- great goodwill towards the Bank. In many ways India presents 

the greatest single opportunity for development in the world today. 

Progress to date has been remarkable, and the prospects for the 

future should be bright. Much remains to be done, and India's 

heavy debt burden makes it necessary for any new development 

loans to be made on concessionary terms. It is particularly 

unfortunate that the Bank finds it difficult to make such loans 

at this time because of the long standing delay in the replenish-

ment of our soft loan affiliate, the International Development 

Association. 

The dramatic new breakthrough in the agricultural sector 

in India -- and in Pakistan where I spent a few days before my 

arrival in India -- offers -great hope for the future. In Bikar 

I saw peasants who now for the first time had before them the real 

possibility of some degree of prosperity. But this bright hope 

is conditional on the availability of a small but crucial amount 

of foreign exchange on concessionary terms to finance the import 

content of India's agricultural expansion program -- especially 

in the area of . fertilizers and irrigation. The success of this 
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program is essential for the overall progress of India's economy. 

During my visit ·I realized that the future industrial development 

of India depended on two factors: first, an expansion of India's 

export markets; and second, a sustained and rising domestic 

demand, based on a prosperous agriculture, both for consumer goods, 

and for the tools of agricultural production. The mood of India 

today is one of self-reliance and determination: I believe she 

is poised on the edge o! . a dramatic de~~l~p~~~J breakthrough 
, _____ ;M ~ 0 :\- ~..,..{1 , . ../..A-"'( ' 

based on agriculture; I\ the world cannoJ afford to let her fail. 

During my travels, I was impressed by the extent to which 
• 

the Indian and the Pakistani Governments have committed them-

-r·~l . 
selves to population control policies, and th~e~ent to which 

these policies have become politically
1
acceptable throughout both 

(\ 

countries. Serious difficulties, 

sector -- notably the lack of any 

device, and the inadequacy of existing programs offresearch all 

over the world. If effective population control is to become a 

reality by the 1970's, when it will be needed even more urgently 

than it is today, a sustained program of research and development 

in this field is absolutely essential. 

Afghanistan, which I visited all too briefly on my way to 

Pakistan and India, is one of the most beautiful countries in the 

world; to have flown over the Hindu ' Kush is an experience I 

shall never forget. Afghanistan has some of the best roads in 

Asia on one of which we drove from Kabul through the Khyber 

Pass to Peshawar. In time I am convinced there is an immense 
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potential for tourism here, as in many parts of Asia. 

But Afghanistan is at the beginning of its long road to 

modern development, and I am aware that it will need help in 

formulating both its plans and its requests for external assistance. 
- ~~4 

Here I hope the Bank~wilyrbe able to help at the technical and 

the financial level. 

I have tended to concentrate on the opportunities I have 

seen in Asia for future World Bank assistance to the countries 

I have visited. At the same time, however, I must stress how 

impressed I was by the progress that these Asian countries had 

themselves already made -- and by the success of the World Bank's 

own efforts in these countries under the wise leadership of my 

predecessors. My experiences during my visits have impressed upon 

me a great sense of challenge but also a great feeling of hope. 

I have seen that development can and does work, that well conceived 

investment programs do pay off, and that while much remains to be 

done, much has already been achieved. This is heartening, and 

important, for Asia is in many ways the heartland of development; 

if development cannot succeed in Asia it will not succeed in the 

world at large. 

I also believe that while the problems of individual 

developing countries differ greatly in detail, development is, 
. _. .. ~;.·.--. 

fund amen tally, (;-;~~~-:;;--~roce~. 
\ .--" 
'· ... , . -- _,. ................. -... -.... · 

• The lessons I have learned 

as a result of my journeys in Asia can, I think, be applied to 

the developing world as a whole. While I naturally intend to see 

for myself the problems of the other major developing areas as 

soon as possible -- I have not yet been to Africa, but hope to do 
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so in the near future, and have only had one brief trip so far 

to Latin America -- I believe that the fundamental problems of 

development remain similar throughout the world. The crying need 

for education, the new urgency and opportunity of agricultural 

investment, the fundamental importance of developing population 

control policies in countries with population growth rates which 

erode their economic growth -- all these are common to the 

developing world as a whole. 

Above all, my travels have reinforced my belief that no 

country is beyond help; where the real will for development 

exists, real progress can be made. The determination, the 

dedication and the energy are certainly very evident in the developing 

countries; I believe, too, that they exist in the developed world 

as well. Today, because of short term economic difficulties in 

many developed countries, the will to help is weakened in some 

of them. But I am confident that humane and intelligent people 

all over the world realize the absurdity of the existing imbalance 

between the rich and the poor nations, and that the combined 

energies of the deve!"oped and the developing world must, can and 
• 

will be harnessed for a joint assault on the fundamental problem 

facing the whole world in the last third of this twentieth century 

-- the bridging of the gap between rich and poor, and the achieve-

ment of rapid and orderly world economic growth. 
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TO: Distribution Below DATE: May 2, 1969 

FROM: Robert S. McNamara 
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SUBJECT: Improving Data on Agriculture, Education, 
Nutrition, and Population 
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• I . 
;. 

. · .. ,;, . . ~ . . . . 

• . .. ~- :f.·: . . 

You have recently received copies of tables, prepared at my 
request, giving data for less dev.eloped countries on the above subjects. 
The Comparative Data Unit of the Economics ·Department prepared these tables 
and will update and improve them from time to time. In order to help the 
Data Unit, I would like the chiefs of economic missions, before their 
departure, to discuss with Mr. Lev,y the possibility of the mission's 
obtaining better data in one or more of these areas. This practice should 
also be observed by other missions (e~g., agricultural and education 

~ projects) when they can obtain useful infor~tion without diverting a 
lllajor part of ; their effort~ to this p_urp~se. . 

1 
. / · 

' ' ' ' } /)/7 t-1/~C---... 
I . ~ 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM CONFIDENTIAL 

TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: April 30"120o. ..,.,.,....,...._ , ...... 
JM,.J..._,J ... -ss ED 

FROM: Irving S. Friedman SEP 1 2 7012 
WBGARCHIVE SUBJECT: Allotment of Budgeted Personnel 

1. In your memorandum of April 21 you requested me to develop for your 
review on your return the distribution of a total budget strength of 123 
for June 30, 1970, among the divisions of the Economics Department and the 
Economics Study Groups. The memorandum stated that I should allot 18 from 
the total strength to the Sector and .Project Studies Division. 

2. In accordance with these instructions I .have carefully reviewed the 
projected work programs and personnel availability of the different 
divisions of the Economics Department and the Economics Study Groups. As 
a result of this review I suggest the allotment contained in Table I. 

3. The allotment shown, in Table I assumes that the Development Finance 
Studies Group will provide the economic staff for the basic economic work 
necessary for the next IDA replenishment. (The likely work program for 
the IDA replenishment and my attached recommendation on personnel has been 
discussed with Sir Denis Rickett.) 

4. The proposed allotment also assumes that the Creditworthiness Studies 
Group will not do any special creditworthiness studies in the field beyond 
the "pilot" study now being done on Kenya. Instead this Group will confine 
itself to studies dealing with various policy issues, a number of which have 
already been identified, and spe·cial analytical studies relating to 
creditworthiness and the external debt problem. It would also assist me in 
reviewing the work done on creditworthiness in the country economic reports. 
Special creditworthiness studies on Colombia, Ghana, Korea, Pakistan and 
Turkey had been agreed with the Directors of the Area Departments concerned. 
However, Mr. Knapp's view is that such studies need not be done by the 
Creditworthiness Studies Group. His view is essentially that creditworthiness 
work on countries should be done by the Area Department economists. I have 
accepted this viewpoint for the purpose of the proposed staff allotment. This 
approach makes it necessary to ensure careful review of the work done in 
judging the creditworthiness of individual countries, otherwise there is the 
risk that creditworthiness judgments will be unduly influenced by the eagerness 
to make loans and credits as indicators of the "success", "importance" or 
"activity" of the Area Departments. 

5. The Economics Department allotment essentially reflects the decision to 
increase the Sector and Project Studies Group by 4. Otherwise all other 
authorized allotments remain the same. The 4 positions were found by 
transferring the 3 positions from Commodity Stabilization Studies Group and 
reducing the Creditworthiness Studies Group by 1. The 2 positions for the 
increase in the Development Finance Studies Group were found by decreasing the 
Special Studies Group by 1 and decreasing the Development Program Studies 
Group by 1. 

'· 
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Mr. Robert S. McNamara - 2 - April 30, 1969 

6. I appreciate that you may not be willing to consider any increase in 
budgetary allotments at this time for the general economic staff, even an 
increase that is much less ~han the original proposal referred to in your 
memorandum of April 21. However, I would like to report that after careful 
review of available staff already on duty, the specialized experience and 
character of the people who are being hired and the high priority work load 
which is already awaiting new people, I believe that it would be possible to 
have a small increase in the total budgeted numbers and still meet the 
criteria of your memorandum of April 21, namely to administer the resultant 
group in such a way as to make the maximum contribution to the operations of 
the Bank. I completely agree that . this should be our objective for the 
economic staff during the coming period. It is for this reason that I am 
not trying to urge on you an even larger increase in staff. The expressed 
need for the support of the general economic staff, from the rest of the Bank 
is larger than the proposed numbers reflect. I am trying to stay within the 
spirit of your memorandum. 

7. On the basis of the review, I would request your considering the 
possibility of an increase in total budgeted staff from 123 to 131. Table II 
summarizes the resulting allotment of staff and compares with the staff on 
duty on April 27 and the staff on duty and committed as of April 27, as well 
as with the budget for fiscal 1969. As in the case of the allotment of the 
123 the supporting material for this small increment is available for your 
review if you so desire. For convenience · on Table II, I have called the 
allotment of 123 "Alternative A" and the allotment of 131 "Alternative B". 

cc: Mr. Ripman 

Attachments ( 2) 



TABLE I 

ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 

Office of the Director 

Economics of Industrialization 

Economics of Urbanization 

Fiscal Policies of Developing Countries' 

Population Studies 

Quantitative Techniques and Analysis* 

Sector and Projects Studies 

Statistical Services 

Trade Policies and Export Projections 

TOTAL ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 

ECONOMIC STUDY GROUPS 

Basic Research Center 

Commodity Stabilization Studies 

Creditworthiness Studies 

Development Finance Studies 

Development Programs Studies 

Special Studies 

TOTAL ECONOMIC STUDY GROUPS 

GRAND TOTAL ECONOMIC COMPLEX 

Present 
Allotment 

6 

8 

3 

8 

4 

12 

l4 

22 

10 

87 

7 

3 

9 

9 

5 

3 

36 

123 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Proposed 
Allotment. 

FY 1970 

.6 

8 

3 

8 

4 

12 

18 

22 

10 

91 

7 

8 

11*** 

4 

2 

32 

123 

*This consists of the Basic Data Unit and Quantitative Techniques Unit. 
***Provides staff for IDA Replenishment. 

April 30, 1969 



ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 

Office of the Director 

Economics of 
Industrialization 

Economics of Urbanization 

Fiscal Policies of 
Developing Countries 

Population Studies 

Quantitative Techni~ues 
& Analysis* 

Sector & Project Studies 

Statistical Services 

Trade Policies & Export 
Projections 

TOTAL ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 

ECONOMIC STUDY GROUPS 

Basic Research Center 

Commodity Stabilization 
Studies 

April 27 
(on duty) 

6 

7 

3 

6 

2 

9 

11 

21 

9 

74 

5 

3 

Creditworthiness Studies 5 

Development Finance 
Studies 7 

Development Programs 
Studies 4 

Special Studies 2 

TOTAL ECONOMIC STUDY GROUPS 26 

GRAND TOTAL ECONOMIC COMPLEX 100 

TABLE II 

April 27 
(on duty and 

committed) 

6 

7 

4 

7 

3 

11 

14 

22 

10 

84 

7 

3 

9 

8 

5 

2 

34 

118 

FY 1969 
Authorized 

6 

8 

3 

8 

4 

12 

14 

22 

10 

87 

7 

3 

9 

9 

5 

3 

36 

123 

FY 1970 
Alternative A 

6 

8 

3 

8 

4 

12 

18 

22 

10 

91 

7 

8 

11*** 

4 

2 

32 

123 

*This consists of the Basic Data Unit and Quantitative Techni~ues Unit. 
**This includes transfer of Miss White from Commodity Stabilization Staff. 

***Provides staff for IDA Replenishment. 

April 30, 1969 

CONFIDENTIAL 

FY 1970 
Alternative B ' 

6 

8 

3 

9 

5 

12 

18 

23 

10 

94 

8 

9 

12*** 

5 

3 

37 

131 
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INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: April 18, 1969 

FROM: Irving S. Friedman 

SUBJECT: Bank/IDA Eligibility Table 

/ 
I thought you might like to see this further revision. Work is 

going ahead on this, particularly in light of our recent review of the 

Five-Year Program. 

President has seen 
MAY 1 1969 

lo(j.. _ _._, 

• 
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III. 
IV. 
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1. The ·Backdrop 
Introduction 

'Global Backdrop 
Reviewing the Record 
Agriculture q Economic Growth 
The Changing U.S. Strategy 
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THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

Dear Mr. McNamara, 

~~~-/{/a-/ 

APr? 7 0 REC'D 

28 Apri 1 1969 

APR 3 0 1969 
::t. , ~ r:--. 

As you kno1i, for many years 'the United Nations has actively 
supported the cooperative endeavo~s of the governments of Cambodia, 
Laos, Thailand and the Republic of Viet~Nam to develop the resources 
of the Lower Mekong Basin for the benefit of all the people of the 
riparian states. Under the aeB'i:s of the Economic Commission for 
Asia and the Far East, the four governments, in 1957, formed the 
Committee for Coordination -of Investigations of the Lower Mekong 
Basin. The Committee has continued to function actively despite 
the trying period through which the region has been passing, and is 
widely regarded as an outstanding example of international coopera
tion for economic development. 

The Mekong Committee has built up a small professional staff, 
as well as continuing to draw on the staff resources of ECAFE; has 
produced a series of studies that provide a useful foundation for 
future planning; and has brought to the stage of realization, under 
its sponsorship, several important projects on the tributaries of 
the Mekong. · 

The Bank, of course, is well informed as to the progress to 
date of the various aspects of this work so I need not go into detail. 
I do feel that it is important to note that to date 25 governments, 
in addition to the riparian states, have demonstrated their support 
for the broad objectives the four governments are seeking to obtain 
through the Committee, by contributing in some form to the implemen
tation of projects in the Basin. Most of those governments are 
members of the World Bank. 

While there is much ·that can still be done by the Committee, 
and its supporting organizations, working along present lines, it 

••• /2 
Mr. Robert S. McNamara 
President, International Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
1818 H. Street, N.W. 
Washington, N.W. 20433 
u.s.A. 
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seems to me that the cooperative effort for the development of the 
Mekong Basin is entering a nevr and critical phase in which it l-rould 
be in the interests of the governments which are members of the 
Committee, the other governments that have supported projects in the 
Basin, and the world community generally, that the World Bank shuuld 
become more closely associated with the whole effort for the develop
ment of the Mekong Basin. Decisions about main stream projects which 
-vrould require the commitment of very large resources will soon need 
to be made. It seems to me that it would be in the interest of all 
concerned that these decisions should be made, so far as possible, in 
the context of a careful review of·investment priorities for the 
Basin as a whole and for the general development programmes of the 
riparian states with reference, inter alia, to the amplified basin 
plan which the Committee and its Advisory Board expect soon to be 
studying. Analyses of the economic and technical aspects of alterna
tive uses for the water and other resources of the Basin will need to 
be carried out. 

At a period perhaps no longer very far in the future, it will be 
necessary to mobilize substantial amounts ~f international capital to 
help finance some of these large main stream projects and other projects 
in or closely related to Basin development. Such large projects will 
present problems of implementation and management to the solution of 
which competent external assistance could make a very important contri
bution. 

These are all matters in which the Bank has wide experience and 
in which I believe your collaboration with the United Nations and the 
Mekong Committee would be most valuable. I would appreciate it if, 
when you have had time to consider this letter, you would let me know 
whether, in principle, you would be prepared to support our efforts 
and those of the Mekong Committee along the lines which I have suggested, 
and perhaps in other ways, and, if so, hovr you would propose to proceed. 

For your information, I have consulted the Members of the Mekong 
Committee concerning this approach to you and they have encouraged me 
to seek your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely, 

~ ------
U Thant 

Secretary-General 
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Mro Robert So McNamara DAT E: March 18 1969 

Irving s. Friedman 

Long-Term Interest Rate Trends 

1. The announcement of a change in the UQSo prime rate to 7~~ tempts 
me to restate briefly views which I have expressed previously to you on 
my attitude on long-term trend in interest rates. 

2o For many years, indeed since 1946, I have held the view and written 
to the effect that our generation was in for a period of high interest 
rates and the chronic problem of fighting off inflationary pressures 
while trying to maintain a low level of unemployment which involves finding 
opportunities for a steadily increasing labor forceo 

3o The principal reasons I have felt, and still feel that we are in this 
kind of secular trend, are: 

(a) the revolution in consumption habits which came about duri_ng 
World War II -- for example, the shift from light consumer goods 
to consumer durables and the new role of marketing of consumer goods 
through the mass media of communication; 

(b) the consumer revolution means great difficulties in increasing 
voluntary savings throwing the burden on the tax structure to reduce 
consumption to make room for public investments and other expenditures~ 
the inevitability of reaching a level of personal income and corporate 
taxation which would become counter-productive and the need to fall 
back on outmoded regressive excise taxes which meet public resistance 
and lag behind needso Similarly the resentment of home owners to high 
property taxeso 

(c) the revolution in public consumption -- _eQgo, schools, welfare, 
medical expenses -- these eventually pay off in increased productivity 
but for a number of years are very costly, again at the expense of 
savings, and remain costly if population rises or standards of public 
consumption riseo 

(d) the spread of the .American consumption revolution to Europe bringing 
about a change there in the traditional savings habitso The possible 
exceptions, early in the 1950's, seemed to rrie to be Germany and Japan 
because of their particular historical background of having been defeated 
in war, as well as a deep-seated tradition of savingso 

(e) the industrial investment boom and technological revolution which 
has taken place in many areas, private and public -- . eo go, chemical, 
elect~onic, management, etc. resulting in large capital investments and 
need for much more rapid replacement of capital equipmento 
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(f) the continuatio? of very high defense expenditures, which 
inevitably means a high level of public expenditures, made more 
important in practice by the outbreak of open hostilities from 
time to time. War economies have always been known as economies 
of scarcity whether in real terms or monetary termso High defense 
expenditures are of course not the same as large scale hostilities 
but have lesser though similar important economic effects. (Need
less to say the arithmetic is not the obvious one that all military 
~xpenditures are to be subtracted from all available resources as a 
drain on savings. ) 

(g) the development of new countries means a constant demand for 
capital abroad. Nation creation is very costly in terms of real 
resources or their monetary equivalent, coupled with the revolution 
of rising expectations in the consumption field and the development 
of a new or larger industria~ group in the private sector, creates 
in these countries the same bias towards inflationo However, because 
of their relatively small weight in the total world economy this is 
not as important for the over-all picture as the bias towards in
flation in the developed countries. 

(h) the mistaken and chronic concern with the problem of recession 
in the United States, which was a nightmare to deal with in the late 
1 40 1 s and '50's particularly. This meant that governments tended to 
react too quickly to the threats of recession and the role of economists 
was that of professional Jeremiahs always seeing recession around the 
cornero It is always safer to predict recession and not have it happen 
than be in the reverse position. 

(i) the tendency of financial institutional groups to lag behind 
the technological and economi-c revolution. Capital markets remain 
relatively backward as collectors of savingso It has, of course, 
meant tremendous opportunities for ingenious people in starting new 
financial institutions and prospering thereby, and introducing new 
instruments~~ 

(j) the chronic unwillingness of governments to face up to the problem 
of- national priorities and decide on the strategy of expenditure over 
time has meant repeated large budgetary deficits, rationalized by 
economists as necessary for the maintenance of employment, but in 
effect strengthening the underlying inflationary trends in the 
economy. This has thrown the burden of fighting inflation onto 
monetary po"licy. The alternatives became one of raising interest 
rates or greatly reducing the availability of credit. The latter is 
frightening for anyone trying to manage a booming economy and worried 
about bringing a sudden decline in income and employment. 
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(k) finally, the tax structures of the UQS. and other countries 
simply mean that the effective rate of interest is much lower for 
large corporations and middle to upper income people than is reflected 
in the interest rateso Modern technology gives many inducements to 
proceed with investment expenditures despite seemingly high rates of 
interest because of the great increases in productivity and the need 
to remain competitiveo Similarly the consumer in terms of particular 
costs has to be confronted with interest rates which are much higher 
than anything which has prevailed heretofore before he really decides 
not to buy, given our credit structure and his keen desire to improve 
his standard of living, particularly under the pressure of the new 
marketing situation referred to aboveo Indeed, the restraint is 
exercised by the lender, not by the consumero 

4. This is one of the major reasons why I feel that the Bank must not 
be "frightened off" from borrowing by high interest rates. A decision 
to postpone borrowing may well prove to be a decision to borrow at a 
higher interest rate. We cannot avoid the situation that the World Bank, 
like other international borrowers, is competing with other corporate 
borrowers able to deduct interest payments from taxable i;n.come. 
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;,tr redecensor,. ~- ur. Geor .e D .. l4'oo s , in l tter of April l • .1 . ., 

,t ted th t the procee raised n the Unit d St t fro World bond 

i ues made in c:Tanuary 1965 and June 19 would b inve t d so to p v nt. 

en dv r effect from th orrovings on t e u.s. balanc ot ;ym nt · until 

Dec mber 31 . 1967. The Bank etill bolds the -e proce o invested. In 

hi · letter of F brua.ry 17, 1967 .. st ted. hi int nt1on to o inv st t e 

roceed$ ot the March 19 1 bond 1 sue to preY< nt any dver e tfeet on 

the U .. B.. b an c. of p nt· ~ :t le t until tn1 d-J u - 196 • On -fare ll, 

1968 he t ted hifJ. in~ention t.o o inv at the proceed ot t:m i ue ma e later 

th t month to avoid :n . e.d'Vere ef· ct on th .s. b nt at 

l t until mid-January 19TO. In rtty letter ·ot .Jul;y ~6, 196~. t.a.ted my 

int ntion to o inVi t th proc o th :pt r 1 .. 68 bond is u to 

pre"V'ent 

ti e.al 

a.dver e ef'teet on the U" s. balance of ~nt , e.t 1 st th:rou!ib 
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a s1gflif'1e t ot r tn tbe p t, hov ver.. In t 1 onn ction, eon ·ultation 

v1 tb the U,. S. Tr : . tU7 Ot1 the in tment . r-o tim to t! should mutually 
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ben ficia.l, ed I em ure that you will tinct it el l to reeei ve t:i ely 

inform :tion em. the .. I have in trueted sta.ft aeeor in 

The rooe d of e. bond is u in t e u.s .. vill rovide what believe 

light of th very sub tantia.l re -ent nd ~rosp ct1 ve si z · ot our lending 

operation and cont nued une•rta.intie n variou c it market . It i 

- hope to maintain · :t 1 t 'this lev "1 of e .t!h eur1tie ov r t e 

a.r ahead and this bould faeili ta.te the e.eh:teve ent o · the objeeti v. e 

Tb ank bas m de exten ive t:fort to r tse n ded ub t nt1 1 
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practical. t tb · e.me ti • I am m1.ndtu1 
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int ntion that th ank e it b t torts, looking to 191 and 
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n -t borrowin in sueh r~ · vould a.t least m :tc in ount ond i sue·· 

in th U. 8. net of that year • s eontraetual r pay nt .. Indee th r u 

good pro p eta th t our net borro ing outside the· U.S~ ~ill , tl exe ed 

thos tnsid the u. s. this year , 1 •. in FY 1969. 

flbe Honorable 
David lv1. Kennedy 
Seer ta.ry of the Tre ury 

e Tre ury 
w hington, D.c. 20220 

Since ly, 

o , rt s . eN 
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MEM O R A N DUM 

'ID: Tqm B. Coughran 

F 0 August Maffry 

SUBJECT: Use of Guarantee Powers 
of IBRD and IFC 

DATE: March 10, 1969 

1. The IBRD has clearly defined guarantee po"tvers, although 
circumscribed as indicated below·. They have not to my knowledge 
been used. 

2. IBRD may guarantee loans to any member or any political 
sub-division thereof and any business, industrial and agricultural 
enterprise in the territories of a member 

a) provided that, when the member in \vhose 
territories the project is located is not itself 
the borrower, the member of the central bank or 
some comparable agency of the member which is 
acceptable to IBRD fully guarantees the repayment 
of the principal and the payrent of interest and 
other charges on the loan and 

b) provided that IBRD may guarantee loans only 
with the approval of a member in whose markets 
the funds are raised and the member in whose 
currency the loan is denominated and only if 
those members agree that the proceeds may be 
exchanged for the currency of any other member 
without restriction and 

c) provided that IBRD receives a suitable 
guarantee commission for its risk to be paid 
directly to the bank by the borrower. 

3. The guarantee pov1ers of IFC are less well defined but are 
clearly contemplated by its Articles of Agreement. Of the three 
conditions ffecting guarantees extended by IBRD, the first does 
not apply; the second applies only in part in that IFC may not 
finance an enterprise in the territories of any member if the 
member objects to such financing; and the third, although not 
explicitly set forth in the Articles of Agreement, would seem to 
&pply as a matter of course. 

4. To make use of these guarantee powers, the IBRD or the IFC, 
but preferably the latter because of the greater flexibility allowed, 
should select a pending loan or pending loans which would appeal in 
principle to private capital (i.e., good borrower, good country, 
good purpose) and offer participations to banks and institutional 
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investors through intermediaries such as Bank of America either 
on a best efforts basis or conceivably ~n an underwriting basis . 

5. Participations should carry the full guarantee of IBRD 
or IFC~ as the case may be, at rates scaled according to maturities 
and related to yields on comparable direct obligations of IBRD. 

6. If the IBRD is guarantor and if the borrower is not a 
member, a counter-guarantee of the member involved ~.vou ld have t o 
be obtained as required by the statutes of the IBRD. 

7 . Bank of America will undertake the placing o f partic ipa-
tions in a pilot loan under IBRD or IFC guarantee : 

a) ~vi thin its own organization 

b) \·Ji th banks and ins ti tu tional investors in 
the country ~ncerned (if the IBRD is guarantor, 
the approval o the country of the borrower \olould 
be required, but this would be implicit in such 
member's guarantee of the loan) . 

c) \vi th banks and ins ti tu tional investors in 
other markets (if IBRD is guarantor, this would 
require the approval of the member in whose 
markets the funds are raised, but partic ipations 
paid for in Eurodollars would appear to be 
exempt from this requirement) . 

8. The Bank of America will be compensated on an agreed fee 
basis for partic ipations placed within its own organization or 
with others . 

August Maffry 

~I L 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: Tom B. Coughran 

FROM: August ~1affry 

DATE: :t-'~rch 10, 1969 

SUBJECT: Sale by IBRD/IFC of Participations 
in Loans in Portfolio 

I think we should pursue at the next opportunity our idea of the 
sale by IB D/IFC of participations in selected groups of loans in port
folio. The advantages of this technique of mobilizing private funds 
for IBRD/IFC operations are ·three-fold: 

1) Participations in a selected group of loans should 
be more attractive in principle than participations 
in individual loans. 

2) Participations in a. group of loans identified with 
a particular geographic area may have special appeal 
to investors in that area . 

3) The rate allov1ed on participations can be divorced 
more easily from the rates on the underlying loans. 

As a pilot project, IBRD or IFC should select a group of loans to 
borrowers in a geographic area such as Latin America and offer participa
tion certificates through an inte1snediary such as Bank of America. These 
certificates should have a special appeal to individuals identified with 
Latin America, and their sale would have the effect of recapturing for 
purposes of economic development funds which flow steadily out of Latin 
America for investment in hard-currency obligations. 

As a matter of collateral interest, I show below guaranteed port
folio participations sold by the Export - nnport Bank between 1962 and 
1968: 

(As of 1/31/69; in millions) 

Sold to U.S. banks and other 
domestic investors* 

Sold to official institutions in 
Germany, Israel, and Spain 

* Including small amount sold 
to foreign banks. 

Authorized 

$ 3,533. 

474. 

$ 4,007. 

Outs tanding ~! 

$ 1,529. 

391. 

$ 1,920. 

August ¥.taffry 
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The Hon. Robert S. McNamara 
Washington, D.C. 

Page Two 
March 10, 19 69 

Point three offers broad opportunities in our opinion. Since 
our last meeting, we have prepared a working paper on this sub
ject which is attached. We might use · it as the basis for our 
next discussion. 

We recognize that you foresee obstacles to the development 
of point four. The .. opportunities are so attractive, however, 
that it is our hope to explore them further with you. We have, 
therefore, prepared a second working paper on this subject, 
which is also attachedo 

We are looking forward to seeing you and your colleagues 
on March 21. I understand that we have an appointment at 
3:30. 

Sincerely, 

~ · 

·..__ _ 
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1 . During preparation of the five- year f orecast, attention vras dir
ected to the fact that some developme~~ finance companies were being 
dealt \vi th by other departments a;:;.d 1.rere not included in my fo_ ecast . 
Subsequently, you asked my vie1.rs on vho should deal with "specialized 
develop~ent finance companies", such as ho~el-financing companies, the 
"off- shore Yugos lav company", etc. 

2 . nDevelopment finance companies" have not been defined either in 
the Afuni nistrative Circulars creat ing this Department (January 8 and 
February 2, 1962) or in the Circular transferring the Department to the 
Bank (October 31, 1968), or elsew·here. Early documentation referred 
to 11 industrial development . banks 17

, and the dfc' s -r..,re deal with in fact 
focus primarily on manufacturing indust~J. But they have tended (and . 
we have encouraged them) to go into other lines of investment, including 
tourism, livestock, large- scale agriculture and services; and some have 
effectively combined investment banking 1.ri th commercial banking, in the 
European tradition . Furthermore, although their bread- and- butter has been 
relending borrmv-ed funds, ;,.re have ur ged them t o direct their attention · 
to mob i lization of domestic capital , promotion of nevr ente~prises, invest
ment in eq_ui ties, under~·rri ting, distribt..:.tion of securities, etc.; and we 
have tended to ' ,:measure their performance and economic ir.1pact in -oart by 
the degree to 1-rhich they . engage in such activities . Thus in -o:rac"t ice 
the t erm development finance company has come to mean to us ~n inter
mediary financial institution specializing in providing or find~~g 
medium- and long- term finance for useful investment to -the private sector. 
On that central theme, the companies 1.-re have financed show many variations . 

3. Your November 1, 1968 memorandum to the Board on development finance 
company -policies forecast an _even greater diversity among the development 
fL ance companies ;,.ri th which \.re 1-v-ill deal in the future . You referred t o 
t he p~ospect , in appropriate circumstances, of organizing and supporting 
ne-r..r fi nc.ncial intermediaries, such as hotel- financing companies a!ld r, utual 
funds, a~d institutions providing finance in new, as well as tradit ional, 
::el cs , such as housing and consumer credit . The examples re:~ected · 
a i fferences less in kind than i n emphasis; for all the exrunples involved 
~.cbilization of capital for, and nromotion and financing of, developmental 
i~~vestment, and carried forward one or another of the aspects of inves~

rrent baclcing which we have tried to stress. 

4. U:1ti l recently, the DFC Departn:ent handled all vork with i::.::-cer::. ·-~ G.i ary 
f~nar:.cial institutions - - except \?here ae.;ri cultural credit was conc e::.. :~ed , 

~.e . ~ except for credits to purely agricultural financing ins0i~utions and 
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credits specifically earmarked for agricultural purposes. Since 
mid-1968, a number of non-agricultural institutions (and cred · ts) 
have been in process of promotion and study by other departments. 
For instance, the Tourism Projects Department is preparing a loan 
to Compagnie d'Investissement Hotelier (CIH) in Morocco to finance 
hotels, and is studying another such loan in East Africa to an 
institution yet to be identified; and IFC is promoting a hotel
financing company in Tunisia. IFC is also promoting a "merchant 
bank" in India, and a company to finance investment in Yugoslavia. 
IFC is discussing with a Philippine group the estab_ishment of a 
Utilities Development Finance Company to finance private power 
development. (This . is the only case predating mid-1968; although 
handled by DFC until 1966- 67, it was then transferred-to an IFC 
Investment Department . ) . 

5. Is there a rationale '~hich justifies dealing \vi th such cases 
elsewhere than in DFC and which provides a guide for the future? 
\-rhen more types of institutions are- likely to be financed by the 
Bank Group? None of the companies appears to me to be essentially 
different from those we have previously sought to promote and finance. 

a . The Indian and Yugoslav companies are financial in
stitutions, designed to engage in diversified invest- · 
ment banking operations. They \vould do relatively 
little, if any, straight lending. The difference 
between this concept and that of the institutions 
we have promoted and supported is one of degree 
rather than kind . 

b . The hotel and utilities companies differ in that they 
are concerned with a single economic sector, rather 
than with several sectors. It may be argued that a 
considerable knm.rledge of the particular sectors is 
desirable in managing them; but that is also true of 
the industrial sector for most of our development 
finance companies. It appears to me that expertise 
in dealing \vi th financial institutions is the cri ti
cal need because they are essentially financial in
stitutions. (A distinction should be drawn betvreen 
the proposed Tunisian hotel company and the Pro
motional Company for the Development of Tourism in 
'\<Thich IFC has invested in Colombia. In the latter 
case, the C~mpany is not a financial institution.) 
Nor does there appear to be any evident advantage in 
having DFC deal with SNI in Tunisia, 47% of whose 
portfolio is in hotels; the Tourism Projects 
Department deal with CIH, 36% of \vhose portfolio is 
in hotels; and IFC deal w·i th the proposed new 
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Tunisian company, \·rhich will be devoted 
exclusively to hotel financing. 

6 . It may be argued that IFC should alone deal "Yri th companies 
in -vrnich it invests, without a Bank loan . Administrative expediency 
might indeed commend this line. How·ever, it is nevel~ certain ho-vr 
long such a situation will prevail (e . g., NIBID and NIDB, starting 
with IFC investments, shortly c&~e for Bark loans). Even if it is 
assumed t hat a Bank loan will never be needed , wanted or granted , the 
risk exists that IFC and the Bank will follow different policies 
tm.J"ards essentially similar institutions . Moreover, the argument 
for separate handling is no more va id than it "Yras before ~Joverc.ber 1, 
vrhen no one seriously questioned IFC t s dealing \vi th developr.1ent 
finance companies in w·hich IFC had no investment and in vrhi ch tbe 
prospect of an IFC investment was slim or nil . Effective coordination, 
not direct interest, was the argument . 

7 . lv1y conclusion is the follm·ring : -

a . At the least, an effect ive mechani sm i s needed to 
assure that all departments of the Bank dealing 
with development finance com~anies, i.e. financial 
intermediaries, coo'rdinate their thinking and 
activity, not necessarily to assure uniformity, 
but to avoid conflict and i~consistency in dealing 
with essentially similar institutions and problems. 
The mechanism need be no more than distributing 
information and providing a~ opportunity to comment, 
neither of \¥hich now occurs uniformly or systematical ly. 

b . At best and for the time being (see paragraph 9 
below) -- primary responsibility for technical handling 
of such institutions should rest with DFC, as was planned 
vrhen the Department was created, except agricultural 
institutions (on 1-rnich, see paragraph 8 below). DFC 
would, of course, call on other departments, as it does 
nm·r, f or technical services as needed. 

8. The argument for excluding purely agricultural lending from 
DFC is that such loans are fundamentally social in character, are 
closely linked to government services and require specialized technical 
personnel who are better located in the Asriculture Projects Department 
than in DFC . Even for such loans, however , the coordination previous ly 
referred to is desirable. For instance, a difficult situation might 
have arisen from the fact that the Ag~iculture Projects Departnent 
assessed COFIEC in connection with the fisheries loan, while DFC cid 
so for the IFC investment and will do so for the Bank credit. (In fact, 
a discrepancy did occur but was accidentally caught in time.) There 

' I 
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are many multipur~ose institutions in Africa and Latin America 
-vrhich we might \-rant to finance in ·future and in which such a 
situation might occur. 

9 . Over the long run, I can foresee that several ne1-r types of 
companies might loom large in our operations -- such as mutual 
~unds, purely investment bankino companies, housing finance 
companies. It might then be desirable to split DFC, while retaining 
overall coordination. 

10 . If you should decide to continue unified technical responsibility 
(as in paragraph 7 above), I would not recommend immediately shifting 
responsibility for the operations which IFC has already taken hold 
of alone, e . g . , the off- shore Yugoslav investment company, the 
Tunisian hotel- financing company, the Indian "merchant bank". IFC 
has gone a considerable distance with these, both in the countries 
concerned and with possible forei gn partners; a shift would complicate 
the situation, if not upset it. Furt~ermore, from the little I know 
of the status of the proposals, ivhich IVir . Raj has been directing, I 
have no criticism to make of them . I also feel the proposed CIH 
loan should be allowed to run its course, for the sane reason. But 
in all these cases, steps should be taken to assure uniformity of 
approach and policy . 
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MAR 13 1969 ~VJ J 
SUBJECT: Honthly Report on Economic Documents 

This is in response to your request to suggest a program for the 
economic mission work of the Area Departments and to devise a system for 
monitoring the program. 

As you indicated, the monthly report on economic documents, which 
the Economic Committee Secretariat prepares for inclusion in our monthly 
report to you, does not serve a useful purpose at present. In its present 
form it is nothing but a highly uncertain schedule for the preparation of 
economic documents of all sorts. The major Economic Reports, which bear 
the title of "The Economy of ,tr or "Current Conditions and Prospects 
of the Economy of " are the record of the work of economic missions of 
various sizes and varying "depth." Updating Memoranda on the other hand, 
which are occasionally produced as desk studies but in most instances also 
require a visit to the country in question, are prepared whenever an 
economic report is out of date and the necessity arises of providing the 
Board with up to date information in connection with a lending operation. 
Other forms of Economic Reports are either produced with a special purpose· 
in mind (e.g. report for Consultative Groups or Consortia), or on special 
subjects (e.g. Private Investment, sector studies). The major Economic 
Reports, and occasionally Updating Hemoranda, form the information basis 
for the performance and creditworthine-ss evaluation of borrowing countries. 
They are also used as a device of informing the country of the Bank's 
evaluation of its performance and as an instrument of leverage, i.e. to 
urge, or suggest, policy changes which in the Bank's opinion are considered 
important (and occasionally a prerequisite for Bank or IDA lending). 

As to the relation of economic missions to lending operations, the 
practice varies among Area Departments and even within Area Departments. 
In many cases economic missions, and their subsequent· reports, focus on , 
macro-economic policies and policy performance and are not directly con- y 
cerned with lending operations. Until now the separation of economic 
intelligence from lending activities probably has not had any adverse 
effect on Bank/IDA operations. But in view of the expansion in lending 
activities which has already taken place and which, as the projections for 
FY1970 and FY197~indicate, will continue, it has become essential that the 
economic analysi·s be more closely related to lending activities. The 
objectives of the economic missions should be expanded to include, as an 
integral part of their assignment, (a) the identification of projects, (if 
necessary with t~e assistance of sector or functional specialists from the 
Projects Departments); and (b) the determination as to how these projects 
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relate to projects or programs financed from other sources. In addition, 
the increase in lending by the Bank and IDA (together with the continued 
l imitation on IDA resources) makes it essential that the Bank's economic 
work must be concerned, on a regular and systematic basis, with the borrow
ing countries' creditworthiness and the factors, including economic policies 
and development strategy, which determine creditworthiness. In othe~ words, 
the objective of economic work should be to update periodically the country 
statements which serve as a basis, (or at least are supposed to serve as a 
basis) for the preparation and revision of the Five Year Lending Program. 

In order to put the economic work on a systematic basis, I recommend 
that Area Departments be asked to prepare once a year (say in April/May) a 
plan of economic missions to be undertaken in the course of the following 
fiscal . year. The plan should be summarized in a table (sample form attached) 
giving the completion date of the last economic report and the estimated 
completion date for the next. 

The objective of the plan should be to schedule a regular economic 
mission once a year, pref'eLahiy every year in. the same months, for all 
nmajorn countries (population over 10 million) o-~.5--ye&r---l,end.;kn.g-PJ:Q.gJ:.am -

~-Ove-r--$-lO.O_JTI~ and less frequently, say once every ... 1-&-o-r 24 months, 
for the remaining "minorn countries. If in the course of the period be
tween missions significant changes in the economic (or political) situation 
takes place, an updating mission, usually consisting of not more than two 
staff members, should be sent out. Occasionally it may also be necessary 
to send missions to follow up, or check up, on policy understandings, or to 
discuss policy issues. Depending on the nature of the assignment, these 
missions may or may not produce a formal up-dating report. Their findings 
would be reflected, however, in the President's Report prepared in con
nection with a lending operation, or in periodic revisions of 9ou:;_trf ~~- _, 

-~ ·· 1 ·-·:f"' · 1 lz } r"- · 
~'" 1¥../•, / { ··A/ '1,.~ ~·f '• ·'"\ .l,-/'> v , ..... "7..,. Statements. 
I J y· '*>-, ., 

In preparing the schedule of missions the Area p~partments shouid co- lp ~~ 
ordinate it with other Departments to the extent that these will be expected J 
to provide manpower. If the manpower or expertise is,/ not available in the 
Bank, the Administration Department should be appri~ed regarding the need 
for outside consultants. Once agreement is reached/ the schedule would be-
come the approved mission plan for the fiscal yea~( Changes should be 
reported to the Programming and Budgeting Department. The Department would 
maintain a current status list of economic missions, which would be included 
in its monthly report to you. 

You may wish to take up the suggested expansion in the terms of 
reference for economic missions and country economic work with Messrs. 
Knapp, Friedman and Aldewereld. If you approve _my recommendation, the 
relevant operational memorandum should be revised accordingly. 

Attachment (Sample Table) 

HEsch~nberg/JHAdler:mwm 
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FY?O PROGRAJ1 OF ECONONIC MISSIONS HARCH 31/69 

I Schedule f or FY70 Econ. Reports 
Date of . 

Original Schedule ·Actual or Revised Dates for I last Econ . 
Report Original Schedule Date of Report Departure or Report 
(Green ) Departure of (Green) Hiss ion (Green) Remarks 

Mission 

EASTERN AFRICA 
.f 

Major Countries: 

Ethiopia Aug .69 
Kenya Aug.67 Aug.69 
Sudan Sept ·.68 

. -Uganda Aug.67 }far.69 
·congo (K) Oct.68 
Ta..11zania Apr.67 Dec.69 
Zambi~~ Aug.68 Jul.69 

Other Countries: 

Burundi - Jan.69 Jan~69 .. 

f1auritius J an.68 
Rwanda June 68 
s.omalia Aug. 67 Sept.69 
Halagasy Sept.68 
Botmvana - Apr.69 
Lesotho Dec . 67 
Halawi Nov.67 .. 

S1vazila1'1d Oct.66 

.. 
- -. : . 

c ·r 
I 

.. . ' . . 

.. 
~-

. . 

\ . . .. 



FY70 - PROGRAJ1 OF ECONOHIC MISSIONS - HARCH 3lf69 

Schedule for FY70 Econ. Renorts 1. 

Date of . 
Original Schedule Actual or Rev-ised Dates for • last Econ. 

Report Original Schedule Date of Report Departure o1· Report 
(Green ) Departure of (Green ) Hiss ion (Green) Remarks 

Mission 
.. 

VJESTE..R.N AFRICA I 
Major Countries: -

Nigeria Oct.68 Apr . ·69 
Ghana Hay .68 1-lar. 69 

? Ivory Coast June 
~ 

68 Nov. 69 .. 

Other Countries: 

Cameroon July 68 J an. 70 .. 

Senegal Feb.68 Jan. 70 
Dahomey -Ja.n-.-6& -- - ... -... . ~}}·~t:7~TM <6 

·c.A .. R .F'eb.69 Sept. 69 . ' 
Mali Sept.66 Jul. 69 

. Niger June 68 
·-- chad Feb.68 Jvlay 69 

Gambia I1ar. 69 
Sierra Leone Dec.68 
Hauritania Sept .68 
Gabon Oct.67 Feb. 70 

~ 

Togo -'Jct.67 . . ·-- ~ # .... ~-v~ · "t-

Liberia Mar.69 
Guinea June 67 Dec. 69 
Upper Volta Nov. 68 
Congo (B) Nov . 66 Mar. 69 .. -

. . .. -- . 
--

,• ··- .. 

( . . ·- . 
-· 

.. .. 
: ., _ ,·.-.::·.'·\ ·!·_0 ·- . . ~ .. .. I .. .. .. .. · -

-· . -.. .. 
. . 

' 

- . 
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EAST ASIA & PACIFIC 

1

. Major Countries: 

1 China 
I Malaysia 

:l 
I! 

ThailCL">"ld 
Korea 
Philippines 
Indonesia 

ll 
!.I' . Other Countries: 

Singapore 
j Hong Kong 
~ British Sol. 
~ · _. Papua & Ne-tv Guinea 

~ ~!;\ealand 
I, 

;j 
l 

' 

Date of 
last Econ. 

Report 
(Green) 

Aug.68 
Dec.68 
Jan.69 
Feb.69 
May 68 
Jan.68 

··Nay 68 
Apr.67 
Jan.69 
Jul.67 
May 68 
Jan.68 

. ~ _,-... . .~ . . 

J 

FY?O - PROGRAN OF ECONOMIC MISSIONS MARCH 31/69 

Schedule for FY70 Econ. Re_Rorts 
Original Schedule Actual or Revised Dates for 

Original Schedule 
Departure of 

Yrission 

: 
.. 

., 

Date of Report 
(Green) 

Jan. 70 
Dec.69 

June 69. 
Sept. 69 

Feb.69 
June 69 

May 69 

Departure o1· 
Hiss ion 

Report 
(Green) 

. 

Remarks 

·. 

( 
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Schedule for FY70 Econ. Reports 
Date of 

Schedule Act"Jal Revised Dates for • 
last Econ. Orig:inal or 

- Report Original Schedule Date of Report Departure or Report 
(Green ) Departure of (Green ) l1ission (Green) Remarks 

Vri.ssion 

-
SOU'rH ASIA -: 

Major Countries:: 

Afghanistan Jan. 67 Apr. 69 
India Oct. 67 Apr. 69 
Pakistan Apr. 68 Apr-. 69 

/ 

Ceylon Jan. 69 -

Iran Dec. 68 

Other Countries: 

Nepal Feb.64 May 69 

·. .. . . . •· 
- .· . - . 

,_ . . . 

C· ( . 
I .. 

' .. : .. 
' : .. · 

- .. :.~._· 

. . . 



EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST 
& N. AFRICA 

Major Countries: 

Greece 
? Tunisia 

Turkey 
Yugoslavia 
U.A.R. 
Morocco 
Spain 

Other Countries~ 

Syria 
·Lebanon . . 
Jordan 
Iraq 
Iceland 
Ireland 
Israel 
Portugal 
Finland 
Algeria 
Cyprus 

Date of 
last Econ. 

Report 
(Green ) 

· Y.tar. 69 
-Jan.68 
Jan.69 

-- J ul • 68 - -· 
May 68 
:May -68 ,. . ... 
Nov.66 

Feb.69 
Oct.66 
Sept.68 
Jipr. 66 
Oct.68 

..:. F' e b • 6 9 · -· 
Ap·r.68 

-Got.68 
Aug.66 
Sept.68 

FY70 - PROGR./lJ-1 OF ECONOMIC MISSIONS - HARCH · 3V69 

Schedule for Yt?O Econ. Reports 
Original Schedule Actual or Revised Dates for 

Original Schedule 
Departure-of 

Mission 

~ -~;.. ··-"' ~· ·~ ..... .. -- ··· 

Date of Report 
(Green) 

.=:J\-yp;-~:9~ TTH)- . 
Apr. 69 

-~-· -u-~·{J~1 
Hay 69 

Apr. 69 

June 69 

-- -··· . . .. . -. . -· --· ~'tm11-

~)er_..,{W.. ill1-} !; 

~~Yr)-

Departure or 
Mission 

Report 
(Green ) 

l 

Remarks 

! 
I 



WESTERN HEHISPHERE 

Major Countries: 

Mexico 
Peru 
Brazil 
Argentina 
Chile 
Colombia 

Other Co~~tries~ 

~~nezuela 
Ibminican Rep. 
Guy~J.a 
J·amaica 

·Trinidad & Tobago 
Bolivia 
P_araguay 
Central ,t!Jnerica 
Ecuador 
Uruguay 

.. 
... 

:. · : ·. 

Date of 
last Econ. 

Report 
(Green) 

June · 68 
Nay 61 
Jul. · 68 
Hay 68 
Aug. 68 
Dec. 68 

Jul. 65 
Jano 68 
Feb.67 
Oct. 68 
Nay 68 
Jan. 69 
Nov. 651

• 

Apr. 67 
May 68 
Sept. 66 

FY70 - PROGRAN OF ECONOMIC HISSIONS MARCH 3V69 

Schedule for FY70 Econ. Reports 
Original Schedule Actual or Revised Dates for 

Original Schedule 
Departure of 

Mission 

Date of Report 
(Green) 

Sent. 69 
(~ ~~·.4>-~f. P..osJ;p.one ~ 

... ! 

Nov.69 
·;:;l.{ar! :·~9:(illH} · 
•r..J.a.~-:HM1,. 
_,. @a-tr.~9- r 4Jl;1) .. 

-May-~ J¥,0,.. 
·-A-u-~#.r.( UN-1 
d,d~~-~~-;{:ml};-

Aug.69 
Feb.70 

~~~/:V:mr-;:1~~= 11 

' .. 

Departure o1· 
Hiss ion 

Report 
(Green) Remarks 

I· 
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D CLASSWT'€D 
'Ifl:.L 

AR 2 8 · -~ 

'""" 0.:.'1 Fe rus.ry :7, Ml..,.. Jiic,J.el .8eore, ffudster of Foreign Af·;.<'l:ircWBG ARC t 

o-.:.' rr.:.:-~ce ~ offered a luncheon to r·:!-->,. l·!CI:fi.1JT:2ra. at -~hG ~~uai d 1 O:t ... ~ay ~ 
?:;."~.JSCX:.J .... \.l2rG on the Fl:'el:C side: r::."' . ~-::>. ... ZJ.gois 0 ·to::;.i, r.~renc.:1 I~'li!l2.stor 

o:.: ..:..,in.J..:"lce al'ld I·1essrs. Piornc Estcva an- Jcr..n-~vcs Fie.boz>er, Ch-· efs o:L 
Cabinet, of t_.~.e t~ ·o ministG .. s,. r-l:.."'., Hi..t.::...i~tr, Cla:."'k and I ~:-;ere invi C.ed .. 
r-:_ c..nslation was done by rJh"' .. A:.1d:.., ~'1iko2 G 

2.. ~D1e meeting ~·Jas cha-"actorJ_z::;d b;{ a co::::J::.e~o:.;.:y- nev; at·tit.udc 
· isp.ls.::;;·cd by the French to~-Jards t .. 1o B2.=:.lc c.:::d "?:;:J.;.d., es1:.ec ·· a:.iy ..~ .. ~1.e 
. o.:'l...-\: o ~tlil1.ister Dcb:re cm:-hasized t~:e ~?:.·onch. c:ovc~'::'~r.e·1t ~ u app::."oc:ic:i.~ion 
o···· Bru:~ policies and mentioned SO"/era~ t~_rJos ·i.:J:'_o .ri:~o:::•c;-.. 2.. c. ~·;:,_1c_"'i:t.y;r 
o-: al:J. the pronounceme~ts tt e BarJ~ ma;(:es.. Ir:. t" ... is r~spect, I-2' .. Z.eb1 ... 0 
ins· sted that he was s"Joaking in ~::.e n:~:;1e of tLe H e:.1~iro Fre::1c_;. 
Gover-.c.T.:ent 1? . 

':h.:~ main reason for the ."--_;Jm:.ch Cv ·~;;;y-~-::!:c:::--!.t' s sat.is "·o.ct··.on seems to be the 
expa.nsion of' Ba:.•ik activities in Prc:ncn s:)Oa.kinc; Afric£• .. 

3o :1-lr .. f11cNaraaro. described briefly ·_is visitn ·co Senesa.l 8L"' tLe 
ro·.cy Coast .. ~1ereaft.er follOTtieC'. a c~ibCl.:ssion about F:::-'01:101-.:. projects, 

pa~·tic· ~o.r·.ly education projec·t.s in tre former French t.(2rritories .. 
TI:~.e mi:1.·· sters share the Banlc t s dm .. :.o·::,s .::bov. '·, educationa:i.. TV projects 
'r..IJ' _ich c.r·e considered as too c.rnbi.Jc.~ous., 

4 o '· • .::_--.. 1·1cramara referred to rfi:c.. Or-'" o::i.i 'z sto.tc·nent the OECD 
-1:~:-istol--:.a: I•10cting about the co!L:ic:dit.:,: ~::;-t,1 y bei·;.g pt"cpa:ced by the 

B:lrL'K/ FtL/}.do He asked the rrdniste::.. ... s' opinio:::1 e4bo rc VJhe:'G tl e ""'tudy sho :w.. ~ 
c o: sist of .. 

~~t. ... .. I;;;. :"'e answered that he did ne-G e:;cpect a policy paue:t"' c:i t~1.e 

pz·o!J~e:J., '·Jh . .:..~e the Rio rGsolu~io.:'l S}J.:.:ll ·<.i. o·1t. en agr· o~1:en-G in ::: .. o::."i~ 
or: ·che need for a study co: cerni:.:12:; basic cornmodi ties, this agrGec.:~J.t. 

r c...~ in :::•0ali ty a cove_ ... for a basic dis-l1:_:;:r"een:c:.:..t on t~1e su.bjec t.. g t.:-.:.e 
P...:_.:;::i.o-Sa..xo:::..s in particular~ have never !:-.~.nd D. 1' .. "gh opL :!.on of the 11il1ol · 
P-"oject.. S'.'11.us 1 when put-'ciP..g ±'or-vm:...,d -'-.. :::c Rio r0so:t.ut.:ionv t.he Frenc!-: 
Gover-,nuor~.t did not have in mind a st~udy O:J. ... po:;_icies from the B.:::.nk or t!:.e 
::.· u.::d; :J.:~s basic intention v1as to ask -~~:e tt•io i :.zti ··.ut/ ons to give 
c;c::-.era: ~-,)i_dance and ~'lroposa}.s" T..-~e p :~cies \vi:.:;. cven·vually have to 
"C evolv-Jd by t.he member gover:11.E1Grl'vS .. T~1US, ._,:::,:,.t the -::'2.'1ench vJis: tho 
cct:ly ·co contain is; 



... 

2 

(a) are the:t"e steps that car.. :Je t~!:e~- ·:;o stabilize ,qorlc 
prices of primar'J prodtlc·c:s; 

(b) the conditions t.J.1der -.:·J..1.:.ch st'..c:::: 
achieve an.d the 

If the Ba::.1._\:/Fu..'1d can. supp.:y ar:svY.;;:...,s to the above ·:;o:L.-:.ts 9 t:1ey 
shou:.d subr. it ·t..11em to Jche member· co:;J:rC. ·:!.es u:.1dc::: the:..r autho:::i -'cy 

~(:!.'"' .. ~-~cN·~mara rep.:i..iea the:·~ f o:-n a ·;:._: ::o::etic.-::.. po:.'~nt ot."' r eu 
t~~cse ~)o- nts cru ce::--tain:!..y be c.ns·::e:."ca .:!o~:cve!., , bc.:'o';"'0 t.~.:e 

fi::din~s eDit 
govcrnr.~e:::.ts .. 

be enfo:=•ccd, they ha..ve ·co :..;:; ~:_ ~ o:."S8d. ':Jy t~:e •. ~2::-0 c:."' 
'2!-1e Ba...ru( has e.:r·e2.C.y C::.cvc-"-o~-::2d a. .:ct. -:~0 1 o:'2. s"J.:;;p:c~ 

:.:e:-_tary finz:.D.ce ~ v1hich ·'iou:d. at 3...:;. ..... :: -t L.: ::,:::.::.:!·-;::. ans~··rcr o:.1.s of ·c~::.-3 ~::02..:-_-'.::.s 

li-lJ.:. the gover:rJ·Jcnt::::; :::-·efused l..o er).o.o::·se it _'l 0ro:'o::'e, t.1e p1:~ob3..c.:r.'! • s 
p:.."'i.r::ari:l.y e political one· an o::?.::,r ·t. -w~:'e:::.~tor ....,econ:es economica~ .. 

rtc•., Deb -·8 agreed.!' but addec t:nat v;e sl-::.ou:d not lmdcr,::;s··-::..:natc 
tl:c mol:''a.:i. authority attache· to B22:l.: s-·· ..;.dies ... It.. s :cl'"'Uc t:b~t. a 
d·3 C.-J..siol1 T,Ji:l e\rentual~y have ~Cr(> te take~- by tt1e r:Jel~~er go'TfJT·nn:e~_·ts·, 

b --c, th,c~ ·'Jea )0! s to fo:-ce S':lch decisio::. z.:r·a i::1 the hands of t:1e ::a:.."lk 
a..11.d. Ft.t..!d " 

5... ::_?ina.::i..ly, -1.~ .. I·1c:t-.lame.ra 0:.-.ou,s;t.-i:. up t:ts question o · --DA.. He sa::d 
that t .1.1a:-:xs o vo.:i.un.ta1--y contt'"ibu-'cio.:. s ·c,~·lore are so:ne funds avcil::b::i..e 
et pr-eser.1c 11 • ut if the ···os . do not act ID;. \1il .. soon be L. t.~oub:i.c .. 
H poir..ted out that our" .?ut"!.:tro :!. i:ir_:3 tc lr:.""e:t.:ch A::"rica vro-u.l.d rot. delx;nc: 
on ~i're::.-:.ch ratification of IDA; --1ev~srtr0.:'i.ess it wou.:i.d be hel.t fu:l. i:f the 
5':"'c::1ch Government ex~ lained .::.he i:..1portx~.CG of U~ s .. pa:!?tici ·Jatio::. in -D.c~ 

to ?reside:.._t Nixon during his fo:~·(LworL~~:s risi t ·co Paris • 

.both Debre and O:..:t.oli t ·e~e L!.Jc.t:oc-"c-ted b~; thJ.s st..g:.;;estio~.. Debr-8 
pr·o::ds2d t .. 'r).at they woulci discuss J • • :1c r::,::C.to~- 'li·~ P:'.""·os:!.de:-.u .. ITixo;:_ 
In addl·(.ion, he seemed to ::.ndicc.te ·::..12.:-'c tr .. e:.:-·E: r.:icht eve.1tL1.a:.'iy bG c:.. 
cha..~e of mind on the pa:r-t of t '! .. :t.·::·enc:1 Govern.rnent co~1cern::.ng vo:u..flt2.:.'"Y 
c onl~rioutions to IDA . 

cc: 

AK:mc l 
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FORM No, 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: January 31 1969 

FROM: Irving s. Friedman 

SUBJECT: Ambassador Goldschmidt - Former U.S. Ambassador to the UN 

Ambassador "Tex" Goldschmidt, whom I gather you know, has 
inquired about the possibility of doing some work for the Bank 
in the future. CHe says that Paul Hoffman has asked him t o do 
a number of things, but he wondered whether the Bank might be 
interested in using his services in one way or another, or per
haps the Pearson Commission. He asked me to bring this to your 
attention. 

He is coming in on Tuesday for a debriefing with the State 
Department. He said that he would call Tuesday morning to see 
whether there was any point in dropping by the Bank on Tuesday 
afternoon. He wished to stress that he was in no sense pushing 
himself on the Bank. 

I am taking the opportunity of sending copies of this 
memorandum to those in the Bank who perhaps know his technical 
competency better than I do. 

cc: Mr. Knapp 
Mr. Ripman 
Mr. Demuth 
Mr. Hoffman 



FORM No. 57 •INTE8r--.ATION1\L OEVELOPMENT 
ASS Or:. I ,~;,. T I ON 

INTERNATION AL BANK FOR 
RECONSTRUC T IO AND DEVELOPMENT 

OFFIC OA 
TO: All Departm~nts Bank and IFC 

FROM: Robert S. HcNamara 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

/ 

DATE: January 2u, 1969 

..._, .. 
J ·-~ . ( .· ' 

,· 

SUBJECT: ? r ocedure f or Approval of Personnel Requirements 
' l . , 1,'. 

' ~ r ·~ " 

, ; " 

S ta f ~ App o i n tments 

1. The numb er of authorized profess ~onal and non- pro fessional staf 
positions ~ or the Bank Group will be establisb ed eac year as part of 
t h e prepara tion and approval of t .e administrative budgets . Ban k Depar -
ments s1ou l d estimate their staff needs on the basis o f the wor·load h ey 
have projected in the Five Year Program . The Programming and Budgeting 
DepartiT.en will provide instruction s as to t e procedure to be fo owe 
in the preparation of the estima es . 

2. The Programming and Budgeting De partment will review thes e staff 
requests and advise me whether t ey are justified in the light of pro
jected workloads. The Department wil maintain a list o~ a t orized 
po s itio~s for the current fiscal year . 

3. When assessing the staff requests, the Programming and Budgeting 
Departmen t will take into account the v · ews of the Administratlon Depart
nent as to efficiency of manp ower use, and manpower implication of changes 
in the organization. 

4. Aside from annual requests ther e .ay be requests f or addi ional 
s~aff between annual budgets, but these should result only from major 
clanges i1 he expected workload , reorganizations or o ther changes not 
anti c ipated in the Bucgets . Sucl requests should be sent to the Program
mi ng a nu Budgeting Department with copies t o the Personnel Division and 
the Organization and Procedures Division of the Administration Depart ent . 
T' ey shoul d include a detailed justification f or the request, including a 
job descr i ption when a new type of position is propos e d . The Programming 
and Budgeting Department_will review the requests and present them to me 
for approval. 

5. Requests should also indicate whether the new positions required 
would create the need f or mor e office space or office equipment. 

6 . Temporary Appointments - The above procedure s do not app~y i n e 
case of ~emporary appointments for periods of up to six months, (a) to 
meet unfo~eseen or seasonal workl oads, (b) to allow for overlap i. the 
positions of regular staff, and (c) for replacements o f regular staff 
absen t for extended periods becau se o f illnes s , leave without pay or orne 
:eave. Requests for temporary a~pointments required in the se c ircumstances 
t i~l be ~ddressed di1 ~tly to the ~s s !stan ~ Dire ctor of Adminis tr~tion for 
Pe rsonn2l. ~o such rc~uests wil~ be a ccepted , without my a?p~ov&~ , u~~e ss 

t h ey c a >."l · .; a ccommodated w·i t hin t e a ::>prove.G. f ina:1.cial budge ::. 

,r'i 
VI : 3 1 "9 

. • ' / 
.......... 

--;. 
I I 
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All ~~pa~tments Bauk and IFC - 2 - Jan ary 28, 1J69 

Consult~~t Ap?oin~~ents 

7 . Tndividuals serv~ng on cc~s~ltant appointments of the to~kowing 
-ypes ~Lst be held agaiust norm~: authorized b dget positions, or i~ no 
?Ositio~ is avai~&ble s 2cific author~za~ion sho 1' be reques tc as 
~2s~rio~~ above for: 

'.::..; C :-.st.<::.ta:.-..rs \J~:o i:.;. every respec~ except ~:ie form of heL .. 
apr'J.i.!J.t. "'":.- \·Jork a.S :.:-e lo.r scai.c e b rs; 

o) Consultan~s w o are on trial for a regu ar or fixe - term 
appoint ent; 

(c) Consultants whose appointments are full-time for a term of 
six months or more; 

(') Consultants serv"ng u der a part-t"me or a retainer arrange
nent ~1ere there · s a reasonable assumption 'irrespective of 
the minimu period prescribed by the retainer agreement) that 
they will be _on d ty fo 50% or more of the year. 

&. Fo- ot er consultant =equ~rements Depar-nents will subnit request s 
eac 1 year for inclusion in the adminis~raLive budgets . These requests 
Hill be reviewed by he Progranu .. ing and Budgeting Department and depart
mental ceilings will be establibhed. During the year the on:y additional 
approval required is for pro ose comn1itments in excess of the ceili.gs. 

9 . Tis memorandum supersedes Mr . Woods' memorandum of April 24, 1967 . 



FoRM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSO C IATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: January 24, 1969 

FROM: Irving S. Friedman 

SUBJECT: Monsignor Gremillion 

• l 

Monsignor Gremillion, who is Secretary to the Pontificia Commissio 
Justitia et Pax in The Vatican, is coming down to have lunch with me on 
Monday at 12. 30. 

I know that he would be terribly pleased to have the opportunity 
to meet you, if only to shake hands. He is not expecting this but I 
was wondering whether it was possible for you to find the time to do so? 

I have a special personal relationship with him because he was the 
first to get me interested a number of years ago in the relation between 
the work done by the various churches and the field of development. 

J~N 2 7 '\969 
( .4-S:f/~ ... ' 



Fo ,I M No. 8':> 
( 2. 66) 

•I NTER ~AT I ON AL BANK FOR 
RECONSTRUCTION AND D~VELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
ASSOCIATION . 

ROUTING SLIP 

Mr o McNamara 

Remarks 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

Al230 

I believe you will find the attached 

table to be of interesto 

From 
lrT1n~ S. Fri edmaD 



.Preliminary Estimates of Wbrld (Ex-Bloc) 
E;Port Trade Prospects for 1969 

1967 Value 
Billion $ 1966 

% Chan~e from Precedin~ Year 
19 7 1968 1969 

World (Ex: Bloc) 189.5 9.5 5.0 11.4 e! 7.3 !I 
Developed Countries 149.5 10.4 5.5 12 .o £1 8.0 £1 

LDC 40.0 6.3 3.4 9.1 cy 4.5- 5.0 ~ 

OECD GNP (5.1) 3.5 5.0 ~ 

!( Weighted average. . ~ . 

£1 OECD growth rate as forecast by OECD and reported by press; actual growth 
rate for developed countries may be fractionally lower. 

4.0 'd 

£1 Increase in first 9 months of 1968 as compared to the corresponding period 
in 1967. 

g( A quick commodity by commodity review by staff resulted in a projected 
growth of 4.5% in 1969. The 5% growth rate is derived from estimated 
imports by OECD countries. 

'd Estimate and forecast by OECD. 

EConomics Department 
24 December 1968 

_h s . en 
------ · ~ ·• ... 
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FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Irving S. Friedman 

FROM: A. J. Macone (~ 
suBJECT: World Trade Outlook for 1969 

DATE: December 24, 1968 

1. The attached table summarizes our estimate~ and I think the 
footnotes are self-explanatory. We can supply additional information 
orally if you wish. 

2. The LDC export forecast was done very hastily and our commodity 
economists were handicapped by the fact that little or no data exist on 
trade in individual commodities for 1968. While we believe the forecast 
is fairly sound, it should be treated with caution. 

Attachment 

cc: Mr. Kamarck 

• 



FoRM No. 58 

.TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

. . 

INTERNA~IONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT 

INTERN AT ION AL FINANCE 
CORPOR AT ION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: January 6, 1969 

Irving S. Friedman 

Eximbank's Activities 

Apropos our discussion the other morning I believe you will 

find the attached memorandum of interest, particularly the table. 

cc: Mr. Knapp 
Mr. Broches 

• 

President na~~ee 
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT I INTERNATIONAL BAN K FOR I INTERNATIONAL FINANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Irving S. Friedman DATE: January 3, 1969 

FRO M: A. Nespoulous-Neuville 4- . jt,r-. fV. 

SUBJECT: Erirnbank's Activities 

1. Ex:imbank fosters US exports through various forms of loans, guarantees to 
banks, and insurance granted to exporters in conjunction with the Foreign 'credit 
Insuxance Association (FCIA). The breakdown of the authorizations given by 
EXimbank since~fiscal 196h is given in the annexed table. Authorizations for 
fiscal 1968 are detailed below. Figures are in terms of liabilities for Eximbank 
and not in terms of export amounts. 

Loans 
L::>ng-term loans 

of which : Capital equipment 
Military articles 

Commodity Credits 
Exporter Credits 
Special Foreign Trade Credits 
Discount loans 

Export guarantees 

Export Insurance 
of which Short-term 

Medium-term 
Consignment 

Total authorizations 

and services 
and services 

$Million 

1,719 
891 
828 

75 
h 

5251/ 
203 

290 

718 
619 

97 
2 ---

3,534 

The various schemes operated by Eximbank are summarily described below. 

2. Lon~-term loans 

By far the main activity of Eximbank is direct lending to foreign importers 
to finance up to 100 percent of the US equipment required for projects, ~d of 
large-scale supply contracts of goods such as aircraft and locomotives.~/ Terms to 
maturity vary usually bet1-veen 5 and 15 yea.rs of repayment period, plus sometimes a 
grace period. Seventeen years is now practically the maximum for the repayment 
period. The longest terms for fiscal 1968 were 6 years of grace plus 15 years of repay
ment for the Bandama power project in the Ivory Coast. Terms to maturity are closely 
related to the revenue-earning capacity of the projects financed. However, average 

!7 Of which a stand-by credit to Canada, in the amount of $~00 million, under which 
no drawings were made. 

2/ Items financed in fiscal 1968 include commercial jet aircraft, diesel locomotives, 
- electric generating equipment, equipment and services for the Bandama Dam in the 

Ivory Coast and the Tarbela Dam in Pakistan, nuclear research equipment (Mexico), 
satellite ground stations (Brazil, Chile, Pakistan), and equipment for hotel con
struction. 



2. 

terms were reduced substantially in the past few years, mainly for balance of pay
ment reasons. The interest rate has been raised from 5-1/2 percent to 6 percent on 
September 1, 1966. 

The authorizations given during the recent years are in the following amounts: 

First five 
Fiscal Fiscal fiscal months 'of fiscal 
1966 1967 1968 1969 

Capital equipment and 
services 447 1,572 891 361 

Military articles and 
798~/ services 497 828 75 

Total long-term loans 944 2,370 1,719 436 

Financing of capital equipment exports was exceptionally laxge in fiscal 1967, partly 
due to credit stringencies in the U.S. A large part of the deer ease bet-vJeen 1967 and 
1968 is due to commercial aircrafts, for which loans declined from $775 million in 
fiscal 1967 to $275 million in fiscal 1968. Loans for military equipment to develop
ing countries were curbed by law in March 1968. 

3. Commodity credits 

The $15 million figure in the fiscal 1968 table concerns a one-year credit for 
export of raw cotton to Japan. 

4. Exporter credits 

EXimbank may participate directly with an exporter in financing exports, when 
the exporter is unable to obtain finances from other sources. This facility is now 
rarely used. 

5. §pecial Foreign Trade Credits 

These are medium-term,inter-governmental balance of payments loans . This 
facility was used in 1967 for a military credit of $175 million to the United 
Kingdom. The $525 million item of fiscal 1968 includes a stand~bycredit of $500 
million to Canada, under which no drawings were made, and which was cancelled in 
September 1968 . 

6. Discount loans 

"' Under the so-called "Discount Loan Program" established in September 1966, 
Eximbank makes two kinds of loans to commercial banks against their holdings of 
export debt obligations 1~th an original maturity in excess of 180 days. Current 
Discount Loans are based upon the commercial bank's holdings of certain e~ort debt 

y Also a $175 million loan to the UK figures under the heading n::pecial Foreign 
Trade Credit u. 



3. 

obligations; Net Increase Loans are based upon a bank's increase over its prior 
year's holdings of export debt obligations. There are no restrictions as to the 
type of commodities covered by this scheme. The discount loans amounted to $71 
million in fiscal 1967, $203 million in fiscal 1968, and $21 million for the first 
five months of fiscal 1969. This latter a.rnount does not mean that the 1969 figure 
will be lower than the 1968 figure. Foreseeable credit stringencies may increase 
such loans considerably during the remaining of fiscal 1969. 

7. Export Guarantees 

Export guarantees a.re given to commercial banks under the three different 
following programs, of which the first one is the most widely used: 

i) Under the medium-term bank guarantee program, Eximbank guarantereup 
to 90 percent of medium-term credits extended by commercial banks to 
the exporters. The commercial bank receives a guarantee for political 
risks in respect of all maturities, and for commercial risk in respect 
of the later maturities (generally over 18 months). 

ii) Under a "financial guarantee 11 initiated in 1962, Eximbank in the past 
extended a full cover to direct lending by commercial banks to foreign 
importers. These guarantees were generally related to transactions 
brought directly to Eximbank by a borrower, and turned over to commercial 
banks with a split of interest. This system fell into disuse when market 
rates rose, while EXimbank increased its own rates by only one-half per
cent. 

iii) As an alternative, Eximbank established in April 1966 a new system of 
financial guarantees for direct bank lending to borrowers abroad. Under 
this scheme, the commercial bank must carry the early instalments up to 
30 percent for its own account, without either a political or a commer
cial risk guarantee from Eximbank or the FCIA on those instalments. It 
receives an unconditional guarantee on all later instalments, the rate 
being covered only up to six percent. 

In recent months a further rise in interest rates has necessitated a new modi
fication of the Eximbank financial guarantee s,ystem. Lending banks are no longer 
required to carry some portion of the loan without an Eximbank guarantee. The rate of 
interest guaranteed is no longer limited to six percent, but may be fluctuating in rela
tion to the prime rate of the lending bank. The split of interest device has been re
installed. 

Export guarantees cover bank credits from 180 days to five yeers. They apply 
exceptionally to credits over five years with a practical maximum of seven years. 

The annual level of bank guarantees fluctuates between $200 million and $300 
million. The latest available figure is $187 million for the first five months of 
fiscal 1969. This tends to indicate that the fa.cili ty ~vill be increasingly used. 
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8. Export Insurance 

Under this scheme, Eximbank assumes the full political risk of insurance policies, 
and, in excess of certain limits,!/ shares the commercial risk with the Foreign Credit 
Insurance Association (FCIA), which groups 60 of the principal US insurance companies. 

For medium-term transactions, exporters have the choice between thi~ facility 
and the bank guarantee program described above, which are mutually exclusive. 

The yearly amount of authorization for medium-term export insurance has been 
stable since fiscal 1966, at a level of around $100 million. 

9. ~laws relating to ~mbank activities 

Two important laws related to Eximbank activities were passed in 1968, in March 
and in July, IDspectively. 

The first law in particular increased by 50 percent, from $9 billion to $13 .5 
billion, the amount of loans, guarantees and insurance which the Bank might have out
standing; and by 75 percent, from $2 billion to $3 .5 billion, the amount of guaran
tees and insurances which may be charged against the $13 .5 billion commitment ceiling 
at the rate of 25 percent of the ~imbank 1 s related obligations. It limited the sale 
of defense articles to developing countries and prohibited participation in financing 
exports to or for use in Communist countries (unless the President determines it to 
be in the national interest). It also prohibited participation in financing any exports 
to or for use in any nation engaged in armed conflict with the U.S . forces, or any 
nation whose government furnishes goods and supplies to a nation so engaged . In com
pliance with the amendment relating to exports to countries trading with North Vietna~, 
Eximbank has terminated its support of e:xports to or for use in all Communist countries 
other than Yugoslavia, or to or for use in Cambodia. 

The second law authorized the Bank to use up to $500 million of its $13 .5 billion 
ceiling to support exports which would not meet the 11reasonable assurance of repayment 11 

criterion applicable to the EKimbank regular operations under the Act of 1945. Guaran
tees and insurances may be charged against the $500 million ceiling at the rate of 25 
percent of the related Eximbank liability. Losses, if any, are to be borne first by 
the Bank to the extent of $100 million, then by the Treasury to the extent of an addi
tional $100 million, and therea~ter by the Bank if losses should exceed $200 million. 
The neli/ authority will enable Eximbank to tal<e on new commitments in countries where 
it is already heavily committed, and to support exports to private buyers who are not 
as creditworthy as are those under the Bank's regular programs . 

Y Eximbank takes the commercial -risk in excess of 1~0, 000 in each transaction, 
and reinsures the whole of the business underwritten by FCIA, should net losses 
in any one year exceed $2 .5 million. 



EXIMBANK AUTHORIZATIONS 

Fiscal Years July 1 to Novaaber 30 
19bri'"-- 1965' 1966 ~-" 1967 - · -i.9b8 19~8 (5 . mo_~~ 

loans 

Long-Term loans 570.2 435.2 944.2 2,369.5 1,719.0 436 
Corrunodity Credits 177.2 76 .3 76 .0 76 . 0 75 .0 
Exporter Credits 30 . 9 6. 6 31 .6 4.2 
Special Foreign Trade 

Credits 340.0 122.2 175 .0 525 .o 
Discount Loans 71 .5 203.1 20.7 

J~ort Guara.ntees 216.8 282.9 300.1 193.0 290.1 186.7 
~ort Insurance of 747.4 724.6 692.9 690.7 717.7 88.0) 

which : Short-term 683.4 666 . 2 589 .5 599.2 619.0 60.0) 
Medium-term 61 .1 55.3 103.3 91 .0 96 . 8 28.0)1/ 
Consignment 2. 9 3.1 0.1 _ _9 .5 1.9 --- ---

Total Authorizations 1, 7L.2 .5 1, 859 .o 2,142.0 3,607.3 3,534.1 

~Three months only. 
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